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Though the established Pinch Design Method (PDM) - a thermodynamic and

heuristic approach, has produced the most extensive list of good projects in industry

for improved heat inægration, two major limitations exist in the PDM' i'e' the use of

single ATm¡nand the strict pinch decomposítion- On the other hand, purely

mathematical programming approaches do not always meet with success when applied

to realistic industial-scale problems. There has been a very little connection&t'treen

these two major approaches. It is suggested that the PDM approach would benefit by

adoption of some of the mathematical programming methodsìn'l"t'n' of optímization

whilst the latter approaches would benef,rt from the physical ínsights which can be

obtained by the application of the thermodynamic methods'

Therefore, the development of ideas to break the limitations in the PDM and to

combine the advantages of both thermodynamic and mathematical programming

approaches become two strong motivations of this study'

The principle objective of this research is to develop a new method for the

conceptual design of HEN's. The general approach is essentially that which has been

successfully used in the overall project to date, viz' to examine the physical stn¡cture

of the problem with a view to reducing its complexity by identifying the dominant

constraints and then applying thermodynamic principles and finding heuristics to

produce sound initial designs. These initial designs can then be optimized using

conventional non-linear optimization techniques in the subset of the problem's initial

dimensionality. A 'block method' has been devised for this purpose which has

proved to be successful in producing effective designs' The 'block' concept is means
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of simplifying ttre overall design problem structure by reducing the number of effective

temperature-enthalpy intervals in the composite curves'

The 'block method' has been extended to handle problems with significantly

different film coefficients and a new targeting procedure to cope with different frlm

coefficients is presented. The inæresting phenomenon discovered in this work is that

by changing the individual ÂT-contributions, different stream structures can be

screened and selected prior to design.

Mathematical programming models based on 'block decomposition' and a'block-

based superstructtue' ale proposed. Although the block concePt leads to a similar

superstructure apProach to that of the stage method (Yee et al, 1990)' the block

concept provides the additional physical insights for effrcient mathematical models and

a large number of inferior alternatives are eliminated from consideration in the NLP

optimization. More importantly, the optimization starts in a good region which is

broadly located using the general targeting procedure (Linnhoff and Ahmad, 1986a &

b) and thus the possibility of finding the globat optimum is enhanced. In a sense, the

block method provides a bridge between the heuristic (PDM) methodology and

mathematical programming æchniques which have hitherto been quiæ distincr

work associated with traditional energy relaxation is also presented. An

interesting outcome of this work is that the palameters, i'e' temperatures and heat

loads in a heat exchanger network can be lepresented as an analogy based on

Kirchhoffs Law. This presentation greatly simplifies the t¿sk for loop-breaking and

makes it much more deterministic.

Ideas for future work following the development of the block method aJ.e

suggesæd. Those include the application to the retrofit problems'
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INrnoDUCTroN

The study of the synthesis of heat exchanger networks (HENS) has become a

classical example of addressing the issue of complexity in process design and

synthesis problems. Considerable study and progress in this area has been made in

the past two decades. The basic principles for the detailed understanding of the

problem a¡e well established, however, there a.re no methods available so far, which

can guarantee optimal solutions for general situations. Thus, practical engineering

calls for the improvement of the current methods or the development of new methods

which can provide designs satisfying the requirements of cost effectiveness,

operability and controllability.

1.1 The HENS Problem

Many chemical process plants produce hot streams as heat sources to be cooled

and cold process stre¿uns as heat sinks to be heated. There a¡e also hot utility streams

as supplementafy heat sources to heat plocess streams and cold utility streams as

supplementary heat sinks to cool process streams. Heat exchangers, heaters and

coolers are exploiæd for process-procesS, process-hot utility, and process-cold utility

heat transfer, respectively. The whole system of heat exchangers including associated

utilities is referred to as a heat exchanger network'

The industrial heat èxchanger network synthesis (HENS) problem is very complex

and involves combinatorial problems in the "matching" between hot and cold streams

to enhance heat recovery, temperature dependent physical and transpoñ properties, the

choice of flow configuration and materials of construction for the heat exchangers, the
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combination of "hard" and "Soft" problem data (some target temperatures must be met,

while others may be va¡ied within limits if this is of advantage for the total process

economy), various kinds of constraints (forbidden and compulsory matches) and

different types of süeams (liquid, vapor and mixed phase) (Gundersen and Naess'

1983). Pressure drop limitation and cost of piping a¡e also important'

Practically, the heat exchanger network must be developed to meet design

objectives, which include a quantitative part (cost of exchangers, piping and

instrumentation, heaters and coolers), and a largely qualiøtive paÍ (safety, operability,

flexibility and controllabitity). Because of the nature of the qualiøtive part of the

objectives, some of the qualiøtive aspects cannot easily be formulated' Thus' it makes

it difficult to establish a single objective function to evaluate the design' To cope with

realistic problems, some logical and practical assumptions must be applied to simplify

the ideal model. As a consequence, the production of quantitative cost effective

designs has become the main objective'

However, satisfying the economic objectives does not guafantee that the solution

will be practical. A network should not only save money but also be simple' operable

and controllable. Usually, problems associated with the operability, controllability etc'

are closely related to the complexity of a network' A complicaæd network may create

difficulties in achieving smooth operation of the whole plant and may inuoduce strong

interaction and dependence between exchangers. Therefore, to achieve a low cost and

simple network structure is the main objective of this study.

1.2 The Motivations of this Research

Though the Pinch Design Method (PDM) has produced a most extensive list of

good projects in industry for improved heat integration, two major limiøtions exist in
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the PDM, i.e. the use of single aTminand the strict pinch decomposítion. This

situation calls for the further improvement of the current methods'

It has also been discovered that there has been a very little connectíon and linkage

between the two major approaches, i.e. thermodynamic and heuristic methods and

mathematical progfamming methods. However, the former approaches should adopt

the advantages of mathematicat programming methods in terms of. optímízaf¡on whilst

the latter approaches would benefit from the necessary physícal insights which can

usually be obtainable from the application of the thermodynamic methods. obviously,

the combination of the advantages of both approaches is of great importance for

finding optimal solutions to HEN synthesis problems. Any work aiming for this

combination would make a great conribution'

Therefore, how to break the limitations in the PDM and how to combine the

advantages of both thermodynamic and mathematical programming approaches

become two strong motivations for this study'

1.3 The Objective and General Methodology

The objective of this resea¡ch is to develop a novel method for the conceptual

design of HEN, which should account for the two facts mentioned above. The general

methodology to be followed is essentially that which has be¡n successfully used in the

overall project to date, viz. to examine the physical structure of the problem with a

view to reducing its complexity by identifying the dominant constraints and then

applying thermodynamic principles and finding heuristics to produce sound initial

designs. These initial designs can then be optimized using conventional non-linear

optimization techniques in the subset of the problem's initial dimensionality' The
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'block method' has been devised for this purpose and has so far proved to be a very

promising method for industrial application.

I.4 Organization of this Thesis

Chapter 2 is a review of the va¡ious methods for HENS. This review focuses on

the analysis of these methods and their inherent advantages and disadvantages. This

analysis should help to discover the new avenues for improving the current methods.

Chapter 3 presents the 'block' concept and the detailed 'block method' which

combines the thermodynamic principles and heuristic rules with mathematical

optimization approaches. In this Chapter, the mixed integer linea¡ programming

(lvIILP) for match selection associated with the block method is also presented. The

sequential approach for match selection used widely in the curent methods is

compared with the simultaneous approach applied in the block method. As well, the

issues about strearn splitting problems are also addressed.

Chapter 4 extends the block method for problems with significantly different film

coefficients. The new targeting procedure to cope with different film coefficients is

presented. The interesting phenomenon discovered in this work is that by changing

the individual AT-contributions, different stream structures can be screened prior to

design. Thus, the promising stream structures can be selected for design.

Chapter 5 introduces the pure mathematical programming models which a¡e built

based on the block decomposition and the block-based superstructure. It is shown that

the block concept provides necessary physical insights of HEN synthesis for

mathematical models, which eliminates a large number of inferior alternatives from

consideration in optimization and thus improve the efficiency of solving an NLP

problem. More importantly as the optimization starts at a good region which is located
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using the targeting procedure (Linnhoff and Ahmad, 1986a &b,zhtt et al, 1993a'

lgg4),the possibility of frnding the global optimum is enhanced'

chapter 6 describes the work associated with the energy relaxation' The

interesting discovery of this work is that the pafameters, i'e' temperatures and heat

loads in a heat exchanger network can be rePresented by Kirchhoff Law' This

presentation greatly simplifies the task for loop-breaking and makes it much more

deterministic for the deøiled calculation of the poæntial energy penalty associated with

the removal of an exchanger from a network'

chapter 7 suggests the possible future works to be done following the

development of the block method. From the practical application point of view' the

retrofit study is of great interest. As well, the extensions of this method to consider

exchanger pressure drop, different material constructions, detailed exchanger design

etc are also very imPortant.
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SutvtlvllnY

Process synthesis has generated considerable interest in the past two decades'

Heat exchanger network synthesis (HENS), a major problem in process synthesis' is

arguably the most studied example and the basic principles for a deøiled understanding

of the problem a¡e well established- considerable progress has been made along three

lines of research. These a¡e referred as thermodynamic and evolutionary methods,

mathematical programming strategies and knoivledge based systems' Excellent

reviews have been presented by Nishida et al (1981), Stephanopoulos (1982)'

Hohmann (19S4) and Gundersen and Naess (1988)' In particular' the final review of

Gundersen and Naess provides a comprehensive view of the state of art in HEN

synthesis prior to 1988. The culrent review is going to identify the three phases of

HENS research, outlined the various methods and critically analyzed these methods to

frnd appropriate avenues for further improvemenl

Although the Pinch Design Method (PDM) dominates in industrial applications for

improved heat integration, the major limitations in the PDM arise from the use of a

single ATmin and the strict pinch decomposition. Overcoming these limitations is a

key focus of recent resea¡ch in HENS'

A more significant issue also arises. There has been little progress on linking the

research in the thermodynamic or heuristic methodology with the research in

mathematical programming strategies. Both these approaches have distinct strengths'

Clearly, establishing such a linkage would provide a significant contribution to the

freld of process inte$ation or conceplual design'
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2.t Introduction

As well as being important from the point of view of general process synthesis, the

study of HENS from the view point of energy conservation is of considerable

importance. The problem represents a real-life situation and basic insights gleaned by

such analysis have lead to 30-50Vo energy savings in many process industries

(Linnhoff and Vredeveld, 1984).

The 'modern'HENS problem was frst formulated by Masso and Rudd (1969)

and many resea¡ches have since proposed a variety of different design algorithms for

HEN synthesis (Hohmann, 197 1; Nishida et al, L977 ilinnhoff and Flower' 1978a &'

b; Bola¡d and Linnhoff,1979; Su, 1979; Linnhoff and Hindma¡sh, 1983; Papoulias

and Grossmann, 1983; Floudas et al, 1986; Trivedi et al, 1989; Linnhoff and Ahmad'

1990; Ahmad et al, 1990; Yee et al , 1990; Yee and Grossmann, 1990; Ciric and

Floudas, 1991; Rev and Fonyo , l99l; v/ood et al, 1991; Suaysompol et al, l99la &'

b; Zhu et al, 1994, 1 993a & b).

The design objective of a heat exchanger network (HE|Ð includes quantitative

considerations(cost of exchanger equipment and external utilities), coupled with

qualitative elemenrs (safety, operabitity, flexibility and controllability). This makes it

d.ifficult to establish a single objective function to evaluate a HEN design (Gundersen

and Naess, 1988). Ease of operability is a highly desirable goal for any process

design but slightly different topologies posses vastly different operability

characteristics (Grossmann and Morari, 1984). Given the current state of knowledge,

it is extremely diffrcult to consider the operability of a network in the initial søge of

design (Halemane and Grossmann, 1983; Beautyman and Cornish, 1984; Saboo and

Morari, 1984; Townsend and Morari, 1984; Calandranis and Stephanopoulos, 1985;

Grossmann and Floudas, 1985; Swaney and Grossmann, 1985; Terrill, 1985; Trivedi
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et al, 1939). Therefore, the objective in HEN synthesis is to generate feasible

networks with low total costs and simple network structures. These networks can

then be further analyzed on the basis of their operability'

The key reviews in the a¡ea of heat exchanger network (HEN) synthesis are the

excellent studies of Nishida et al (1981), Sæphanopoulos (1982), Hohmann (1984)

and Gundersen and Naess (1988). In particula¡, the most recent review surveys in

det¿il most of work done prior to 1988 and provides a detailed state of art in HEN

synthesis. The present review focuses on the analysis of previous and current

methods to reveal their associated advantages and disadvantages. This analysis may

heþ to discover the new avenues for further improvement of HEN methods'

2.2 Problem Definition and Statement

Problem Definition

Masso and Rudd (1969) provided the classical definition for the HEN synthesis as

follows:

Heat exchanger network design is und¿rtaþzn to cope with a situatíon where a variety

of process streams are to undergo simultaneous state changes achíevable by the

addition andlor removal of heat. Economíc advantages concurrent wíth the fficient

use of the process streams, as heating or coolíng media, setne aS the incentive for

carefutty administeríng the specificatíon of attxíliary equipment andfacilíties such as

water coolers and Steam or fired heaters. Under the usual circutnstances, however' it

is not clear beforehand tøw to go abottt matching heat demands and supplies in such a

manner as to optimize the performance of the required system. This problem differs

from that where the operation of an existing network is being optimized by proper

selection of its ínternal temperotures,flow rotes, heat exchanSer areas, etc' For the
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sítuatíon at hand, there ís no previous information on what the network loolcs like:

tlære ís no available structwe.

Problem Støtement

In HEN synthesis, some of the qualitative constraints can be expressed explicitly'

Thus, with these cons6aints defined, Yee and Grossmann (1990) stated the heat

exchanger network synthesis problem as follows:

Given are 4 set of hot process steams to be cooled and a set of cold streams to be

heated. Specífied are also each hot and cold s¡eam's heat capacíty flow rates and the

initíal and target temperatures stated as either exactvølu¿s or inequalíties' Given also

are a set of lnt wítíties ønd a set of cold utilitíes and theír correspondíng ternperatures '

The objectíve tlæn ís to determine the heat exchanger networkwhích exhibits thc least

anrutal cost. The solution defi.nes the networkby providing thefollowing:

1. Utilities required.

2. Stream matchcs and the number of units'

3. Heat loads and operating temperatuÏes of eøch excltnnger.

4 . N erwork configuration and llows for all branches '

5. Areafor each exchanger.

The objective of least annual cost includes the optimal trade-off of multiple targets,

i.e. minimum heat transfer a¡ea, minimum units or shells and minimum utility

consumption. These Eade-offs are summa¡ized by Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Trade-off in the HEN synthesis

2.3 HistorY of HEN SYnthesis

Three Design Phases

Three distinct phases can be identified in the development of HEN synthesis'

Early methods þhase 1) normally emphasized the investment cost and employed

minimum area as the design criterion and guide for selecting matches' The trade-off

between energy, a¡ea and units was not considered. The methods developed during

this period included those by Nishida et al. (1971), Hohmann (1971), Nishida et

^1.(1977)and 
Umeda et at. (19?8). If the driving forces are appropriaæly applied' the

"fast" heuristic method proposed by Ponton and Donaldson (1974) normally provides

nea¡-minimal a¡ea solution (Gundersen and Naess, 1988)'

After the steep rise in petroleum price in 1973 (the so<alled "energy crisis"), the

energy cost became dominant in chemical processes and it was found that any

improvements in reducing capital investnent yielded only modest returns as discussed

by Rather (1982). Thus, reducing the energy consumption was the objective of

research and various methods were developed for either new heat exchanger networks

or retroht problems. This resulted in the discovery of important and fundamental
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concepts such as the heat recovery pinch as a bottleneck for reducing energy

consumption (Umeda et al, 1978; Linnhoff et al, 1979). The fundamental

underst¿nding of the heat recovery pinch, including the decomposition effect was

presented (Linnhoff et aI1979; Linnhoff and Turner, 1981; Linnhoff et aL; L982:

Linnhoff and Hindmarsh, 1983; Linnhoff and Vredeveld, 1984). Since then,

Linnhoff and his coworkers, fust within ICI and later at UMIST have developed and

refined the Pinch TechnologY.

The philosophy applied to most phase 2 methods was stated by Gundersen and

Grossmann (1990):

,,Desígns that achieve maximum energy recovery MER) ín thefewest number of units

(lr¡Ð are near-opth¡al ín total annunl costs".

However, because of the strict pinch decomposition and the use of one global

variable (ATmin) in the Pinch Design Method (PDM), the initial network produced is

usually quiæ complicated and the evolution of the initial network can be a complex task

(Su,1979;Linnhoffetal,LgS2;Trivedietat,1990). RevandFonyo(1986)invented

the pseudo-pinch concept, and Challand et al (1981) and Colbert (1982) produced the

concept of Dual-Temperature Approaches @TA), to overcome the weakness from the

strict pinch decomposition. Trived.i et al (19S9) and Wood et al (1991) applied these

two concepts to HEN synthesis problems and developed a new method , so-called

pseudo-pinch Design Method (PPDM). Suaysompol and'Wood (t991a) improved on

the ppDM and developed the Flexible Pinch Design Method GPDM). The PPDM and

FPDM focus on the network simplification while achieving maximum energy

recovery. Consequently, the flexibility for design at pinch is increased a¡rd the need

for network evolurion is reduced. Ciric and Floudas (1990) applied the concepts of
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the pseudo-pinch and dual-temperature approaches to their optimization model and

found simpler networks can be obtained by the relaxation of the assumption of no heat

flow across the pinch Point

Since it is very difficult to find the global optimum for a design problem directly

(because of non-linearities and high dimensionality), the general philosophy of

various methods used was to design an initial network by focusing on a simple target

(the energy target) and then evolve this network towards the other targets (area and

units). This strategy proved to be quite successful and has been applied to HEN

synthesis for a long period. However, since the inherent nature of HEN synthesis is a

combinatorial problem coupled with multiple targets, a network should be optimized

simultaneoøsly based on the trade-off between capiøl and energy costs. It is not

surprising to find that in some cases, the methods relying on the evolutionary design

philosophy may fail to provide near global optimal solutions. Therefore, the focus of

current resea¡ch has shifted to simulta¡eous oPtimization.

Current methods (designated phase 3) emphasize considerations of the total cost

(capital and energy). Phase 3 methods were fust introduced by Ahmad and Linnhoff

(1934) and Townsend and Linnhoff (1984). Research into the development of

ttrermodynamic and evolutionary methods accounts for both the energy-area or energy-

capital trade-off systematically. Improved versions of the Pinch Design Method

(pDM) (Linnhoff and Ahmad, 1990) yield better solutions by utilizing the 'Driving

Force Plot' (DFP) and the 'Remaining Problem Analysis' (RPA). With these

procedures, designs evolve by a sequential choice of matches and the designer

provides significant input into the choice of matches and hence the solution process.

The design outcome is a network which is close to the area target while achieving the

optimal energy consumption. Subsequently, the number of units in a network is
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reduced by using the evolution strategy (Linnhoff and Hindmarsh, 1983)'

Using the Phase 3 research philosophy, recent applications of mathematical

programming (Ciric and Floudas, 1991; Yee and Grossmann, 1990; Yee et al, 1990)

seek to a¡rive at such minimal-cost solutions. The work of Grossmann and his

coworkers apPears to be particularly promising, aS a suPerstructure is used' which

resgicts the solution to reasonably practicable topologies. Yee and Grossmann (1990)

formulaæd the synthesis problem as a mixed integer non-linea¡ (lvfINLP) problem'

Annual cost, comprising of utility cost, alea cost as well as frxed charges for

exchanger units a¡e optimized simultaneously. As well, this MINLP model can

account for design constraints such as forbidden, required or restricted matches'

However, convergence to local optimal is still a potential difficulty with such methods

(Quesada and Grossmann, 1993), but these workers are making progress in

developing and improving a branch and bound approach, which has a convex under-

estimator

Three Design Methodologies

In terms of methodology, research'has been progressing along three different

lines. These ale the use of thermodynamic concepts, mathematical programming

technologies and the application of knowledge based systems for process design'

Despite a number of inherent shortcomings, industrial application of the methods has

been dominated by the Pinch Design Method (PDM)'

As stated, the two major design algorithms are the thermodynamic and

mathematical programming approaches. The former methodology mainly relies on

physical insights into HEN synthesis. The latter approach involves a rigorous

formulation of the problem and provides a superior search technique for optimization'
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The early work in the field of mathematical programming was ca¡ried out mainly in the

early 80's (Kobayashi et al, l97I; Cerda et al, 1983; Cerda and'Westerberg, 1983;

Papoulias and Grossmann, 1983; Floudas et al, 1985; Floudas et al, 1986; Saboo et

al, 1986). Major progress in this area occtuÏed in recent years (Floudas and ciric,

1989; Gundersen and Grossmann 1990; Colberg and Morari, 1990; Yee et al 1990;

Yee and Grossmann, 1990; Ciric and Floudas, 1991). The key problem which

plagues mathematical programming is how to discover the global optimum among

possibly many local optima resulting from the non-convex nature of the problem.

Attempts aimed at providing a general algorithm for hnding the global optimum have

been conducted by a number of workers (Floudas et al, 1989, Floudas and

visweswa¡an, 1990, Visweswaran and Floudas, 1990, Viswanathan and Grossmann,

1990, Quesada and Grossmann, 1993)'

The thi¡d approach has not been received as much attention' Despite a very rapid

growth in the application of knowledge-based systems or expert systems in many

other areas, the techniques have had little impact on the activity related to HEN

synthesis (Gundersen and Naess, 1988). The basic methodology used in expert

systems for HEN synthesis is that a problem is reduced to several simpler

subproblems and solved based on proposed theorems (e.g., the search techniques in

a¡tificial intelligence). Strictly speaking, these theorems are not rigorous physical

insights of HEN synthesis, but are used in connection with the chosen inference

mechanism (e.g., the forward chaining inference method)' Two major problems' i'e'

the low computational efficiency and the difficulties in the representation of the

knowledge in HEN synthesis, impede the application. However, research has been

ca¡ried out to try to overcome these problems. The expert Systems developed recently

include those by Grimes et al. (1982), Niida et al. (1986), Calandranis and

Stephanopoulos (1985), Viswanathan and Evans (1986, 1987), Chen et al (1989) and
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Suaysompol and Wood 0991b). The apparent advantage of using knowledge-based

techniques is the flexibitity in applying, of combining, several methods for

subproblems within a HEN. It is easy to modify or improve the capabilities of the

system by expanding the contents of the knowledge base'

2.4 State of Art in HEN SYnthesis

The three key stages in HEN synrhesis are tffgeting, synthesis and optimization.

Targets involve estimates of the best (limiting) theoretical performance of a heat

exchanger network. The synthesis stage is concerned with matching of hot and cold

streams and sequencing of the resulting exchangers. Optimization involves both

topological and parameter improvements that reduce the tot¿l annual cost. These three

stages also constitute a complete process of optimal HEN syntlresis and design'

2.4.1 Targets

Targets are established prior to design. These provide lower bounds for the design

problems. Possible targets include the tafgets for energy, heat tra¡sfer atea, number

of units or shells and total annual cost.

The Energy Target

The correct energy target has been established for the unconstrained case by

several researchers. Hohma¡rn (1971) used the feasibility øble, Linnhoff and Flower

(1978a) developed the problem table analysis @TA) and Umeda et al (1978) employed

the temperarure-heat content (T-O d.iagram to get the utility targets. The PTA is the

best known method and has been widely used for energy targeting.

For the situation with constrained matches (forbidden, imposed matches), an LP

transportation model was developed by Cerda and'Westerberg (1983) to predict the
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energy target and later an LP transshipment model was proposed by Papoulias and

Grossmann (1983) to reduce the size of the transportation model.

The Area Tørget

When considering heat transfer area, one should distinguish between minimum

area design procedures which include strategies for the network development that

minimize total area, and targeting algorithms for calculating an area target ahead of

design (Gundersen and Naess, 1988). The area target is calculated for specified utility

loads.

The concept of an area target was introduced independently by Hohmann (1971)

and Nishida et al (1g71). Hohmann proposed a method for the calculation of total

surface area. By assuming an average overall heat transfer coefficient (U) and

dividing the composite curves into simple counter-current sections based on 'kink

points', the a¡ea for each section is calculated by the following equation:

Aj= Oj

UAT¡,y¡
(2.r)

where the subscriptj refers a counter-current section on the composite curves. The

sum of the section areas A; is the total minimum area which can be expressed as:

,q,^¡n = I t Oj
ATruj

(2.2)
j

Nishida et al (1971) addressed the calculation for the minimum area target in the

heat content diagram by matching streams in the order of decreasing temPeratures.

Nishida et 
^l 

(lg1.7) refined this approach by taking the utitity into account. Utilities

are not necessarily placed at the extremes, but located'optimally' with respect to thei¡
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temperatures. 'When all fitm coefficients are equal and vertical counter-current heat

Eansfer is assumed, the expression for the area target is identical to that of Hohmann .

Townsend and Linnhoff (1984) exænded these methods to account for different

film coefficients. Since the assumption of an average overall heat transfer coefficient is

an extreme simplif,rcation, they suggested the following formula (the so-+alled Bath

formula):

(2.3)

where subscript /c refers to an enthalpy interval defined by 'kinks' on the composite

curves

o*^=Ì #-rl ft)r

This formula was first presented without proof or explanation and a detailed proof

was later provided by Linnhoff and Ahmad (1990). This a¡ea target like Hohmann's

(Eq. (2.2)) is exact only if all film coefficients are equal and that the heat exchange is

strictly vertical. Provided that film coefficients only differ slightly, the Bath formula

yields a satisfactory approximation. Ahmad (1985) and Townsend (1989) showed

that provid.ing film coefficients differ by less than one order of magnitude, this simple

area calculation usually predicts an area not lalger than IjVo of the true area tafget

which is determined by mathematical programming methods. Although the simple

area target gives a good estimate of the a¡ea requirement for many problems, the area

tårget may be poorly estimaæd in cases of significantly different fitm coefficients.

To handle problems with signifîcantly different film coefficients, Nishimura

(1975, 1980) fust proposed a general approach but only for problems with a single hot

(cold) versus multiple cold (hot) streams. Ahmad (1985) extrapolated Nishimura's

results to a general case, i.e. the individual contribution AT¡ for stream i was related to
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its film coeffrcient through the equation:

C

^lE
AT¡ (2.4)

where C is a constant that is adjusæd until the heat recovery level obt¿ined by using the

individual ÂT+ontributions is the same as when using a single global ATmin

(HRAÐ. This resulted in a more complex procedure and a ne\ry area target' It

provided the fust systematic approach to exploit differences in film coeffrcients.'In

dealing with individual stream vertical shifts in each enthalpy interval, Ahmad (1985)

proposed a modified area targeting formula (the so+alled pseudo-BATH formula)'

Another important contribution to individual approach temperature difference was

made by Fraser (19S9a) who proposed the minimum heat flux for the design of

HEN's which led to an individual minimum approach temperature for each stream

using the relation

(AT^¡n)¡ = (2,s)

where e"min is the minimum heat ftux and| (ÂTrnin)i is equivalent to the temperature

difference between the stream and the wall. This idea was derived from industrial

practice (Fraser, 1989b).

Rev and Fonyo (1991) noæd that the determination of ÅT<ontributions using the

approach suggested by Ahmad (1935) may be ambiguous. Hence, they introduced the

d.iverse pinch approach to remedy the inherent drawbacks in the method of Ahmad

(1985). The difference between these two approaches is that Rev and Fonyo applied

individual shifting at the very beginning and not in a later phase of the design that was

done by Ahmad. Ahmad applied individual shifts while maintaining the original
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(uniform) pinch and the corresponding vertical intervals (Rev and Fonyo, 1993). The

use of the diverse pinch concept for stream shifting has a clear effect on the

distribution of the heat flux. Similar to Fraser's (1989a) proposal, Rev and Fonyo

(1991) suggested an approximately uniform heat flux Q" = Q/A by setting ÂT¡

contributions proportional to l/hi. In their work, a shifted set of composiæ curves is

obtained. The area calculation based on the modifred composiæ curves has a simila¡

form to the Bath formula, and was named the diverse Bath formula by Rev and

Fonyo.

The previous algorithms for the prediction of the area target are based on the

assumed film coeffrcients. However, exchangers are normally not designed on the

basis of an assumed film coefficient, or to achieve a particular coeffrcient" but rather on

the basis of allowable pressure drops. The coefficient assumed during the targeting

phase may be inconsistent with that finally achieved during detailed exchanger design.

This inconsistency can result in poor targeting.@olley et al, 1990). Hence, Polley et aI

suggested that the network area prediction should be done based on stream pressure

drops rather than on assumed film coeffrcients to reflect the reality of practical design.

They identified two major advantages for this approach. First, it removes the

subjectivity in the selection of the coefficients used in targeting. Second, it makes the

targeting procedure more consistent with exchanger design procedures. In their

approach for targeting area, the pressure drop is related to the heat transfer area and

thus the Bath formula is extended to include pressure drop considerations. Polley et al

(1990, 1991) proved that this approach can provide a more realistic area prediction

which is consistent wittr the subsequent detailed exchanger design.

A rigorous area target, even for the situation with a large variation in film

coefficients, can be discovered using a linear programming (LP) transportation model
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(Saboo et al, 1986). The approach suggested by Saboo et al. commences using the

temperature intervals (TI's) based on the 'kink points' in the composite curves- The

TI's are then made successively smaller and new LP's are solved until either the area

calculated converges within a specified tolerance or until the problem becomes

prohibitively large.

Using the calculus of variations, Nishimura (1980) developed a rigorous area

target for the special case of one hot stream versus multiple cold streams or vice versa.

Nishimura showed that this area target can be achieved by a complex network structure

in which the approach temperatures are inversely proportional to the square root of the

correspondin g film coefficients.

Colberg and Morari (1990) developed a pair of NLP models for the area target and

the capital cost target. These two models can handle problems involving unequal film

coefficients and constrained matches. The NLP formulation is based on the

temperature intervals defined by 'kinks' and the initial solution for the NLP models is

provided by using the heat cascade corresponding to the composite curves. The area

or capital cost target is calculated for an associated network. By contrast, the area

calculated by the Bath formula or the LP model by Saboo et al (1986) is associated

with a very complicated network structure. As well, the NLP model can give a more

precise estimate for the area target.

By means of a simple superstructure, Yee et al (1990) presented a pair of NLP

models, one for simultaneous energy and a¡ea targeting, and the other for area

targeting with a frxed utility requirement. The models are devised based on stages

rather than TI's. Thus, the number of variables involved in the NLP models are

greatly reduced compared to the previous methods. The models can provide a good
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prediction of the area tårget associated with a feasible network' In the models' the

non-linear constraints a¡e avoided and the non-linea¡ terms only appear in the objective

function: this tearnent produces high robustness and good solution effrciency'

The Unit Tørget

Hohmann (Lg|t)proposed the (N-t) rule for the unit tafget where N is the toøl

number of streams including utility streafns. Boland and Linnhotr (1979) extended this

rule by Euler's theorem and gave a more general unit target as:

(J^in = N-S+L (2.6)

where S is the number of disconnected subnetworks and L the number of loops'

Linnhoff and Turner (1931) infroduced the unit talget by applying (N-1) rule above and

below pinch. For the case with constrained matches and multiple utilities, the

minimum number of units while achieving MER can be predicted by a MILP

transportation model (Cerda and Westerberg, 1983) or a MILP transshipment model

(Papoulias and Grossmann, 1983).

It is believed that (N-l) networks cannot always be found (Linnhoff et aI' L979'

Grossmann, 1985). For many practical problems, stream splitting as a technique is

ofæn required to reduce the number of units. v/ood et al (1985) raised an interesting

issue by demonstrating that by using a novel alrangement of stream splitting' mixing

and by-passes, some problems may be designed to conform to the umin talget'

The Shell Target

Colbert (1932) and Hohmann (1984) pointed out that when non-counter cunent

exchangers are used, the number of shells is often of greater importance than the

number of units. In practice, industrial heat exchanger units are composed of multi-
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pass shell-and-tube units. The number of shells required by the network plays a

signifrcant part in the cost of the frnal design'

All the shell targeting approaches ale based on the composite cgrves' Shiroko and

umeda (1933) proposed a stepwise approach to estimate the number of shells from the

composite curves by a graphical procedure. Ahmad (1985) presented a coherent

targeting and design str¿tegy for minimum number of shells and nea¡-minimum area in

networks of l-Zexchangers. This is based on analysis of the minimum number of

shells required for the temperature distribution of the composite curves'

Trivedi et al (1987) presented a different method for targeting the number of shells'

This ,stepping-off approach which is analogous to the Mccabe-Thiele construction'

is based on the composite cuwes. The number of steps over the temperature range of

a s6eam presents the number of shells it requires' The total number of shells is thus

calculated for alt hot and cold streams separately' V/hichever number of shells is

larger, whether for hot streÍuns or cold, determines the shell target. shell targeting by

this method is very straightforward; however, this method can sometimes lead to an

under-estimaæ of the required number of shells and is not consistently reliable (Ahmad

and Smith, 1989).

Johns (1987) targeted the number of shells based on the enthalpy intervals defined

by ,kinks' on the composite curves. Ahmad and smith (1989) exploited both the

enthalpy inærvals and sgeam contribution concepts to target the number of shells' The

latter approach to shell targeting was based on the more practicalX. model (Ahmad et

al, 1988). In this model, the determination of the number of shells can ensure the

correction factor F4 is larger than a specified value (e'g' 0'75 or 0'80) fot l-2

exchangers. The Xp model also avoids steep slope regions where there exists a very
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high sensitivity to changes in process conditions. As well, the x, model allows

bmperature crosses in the exchanger shells a¡d thus can assure a more realistic design'

Suaysompol (1991) modified the method suggested by Ahmad and Smith (1989)

to account for streams, alea and units. The modified model gives the achievable

instead of the theoretical minimum number of shells. such a number of shells may be

achieved by the Flexible pinch Design Method (FPDM) (Suaysompol and wood

1991a).

Total Annual Cost Tørget (Capitøl ønd Energy)

Targets for energy, heat transfer a¡ea and the number of units or shells' enable the

capital cost target and total annual cost to be predicæd' By calculating the total annual

cosr for various ÂTmiir (HRAT), the optimal ÂTmin GRAT) corresponding to the

least total annual cost can be located. This provides a good initial point for synthesis'

This idea is fundamental to the supertargeting approach (Ahmad and Linnhoff'1984 &

1989; Ahmad 1985; Linnhoff a¡rd Ahmad,1986a & b)'

Prior to the supertargeting method, the minimum approach temperature aT¡¡¡¡

(HRAÐ was determined by experience. However, even with experience, the chosen

ÂTmin (HRAÐ may not be optimal' A poorly estimaæd ÄTmin (FIRAÐ may lead to a

network which can never be evolved to the optimal solution. This phenomenon was

referred to as the topology trap related to ÂT¡¡¡n @RAT) by Linnhoff and Ahmad

(1986a&b,1990).ThuS,predictionoftheoptimalATmin(HRAÐusingtotalannual

cost targeting represented a significant advance'

However, two assumptions are necessary for the superta-rgeting approach' First,

the simple area rarget is calculated using the Bath formula and second the total heat
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transfer a¡ea is evenly allocaæd between the minimum number of units' As discussed'

the area target based on the Bath formula is not rigorous and associated with a

'spaghetti structure'. An obvious question that arises is "should the rigorous target by

Colberg and Morari (1990) or Yee et at. (1990) be employed?"' The assumption of an

equat allocation of heat transfer afea over the minimum number of uniS also affects the

capital cost calculation when the exponent of exchanger cost models is not unity'

Ahmad et al (1990) argued as follows: "suppose the capital cost predicted by applying

the Bath formula is not close to the true target, it does not rnatter as long as the slope of

the cost curve follows the true cost tårget curve. In this case, the correct optimal

ÅTmin ([{RAÐ could still be obtained." This suggests that though the cost curve from

the supertargeting is not exact, the key importance is not for precision, but simply to

avoid a complete miss of an estimated'optimal' sørting point' A complete miss may

result in an inferior design.

Rev and Fonyo (1991) proposed a similar supertafgeting approach' The sole

d.ifference is in that unequal frlm coefficients a¡e considered by using individual aT-

contributions and total heat transfer area is calculated by the so+alled diverse Bath

formula.

The more reliable targeting method is that developed by Yee et al (1990). In their

work, a simple yet general superstructure for heat integration was presented' This

superstructure used a stage-wise repressntation' IVithin each stage' heat transfer is

possible between each hot and cold stream. A NLP model was inUoduced to

simultaneously target for area and energy cost while properly accounting for

constrained matches.
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2.4.2 Synthesis

In this section, the most significant methods for t{EN synthesis in each of the three

phases are critically discussed with a view of discovering the important problems in

HEN synthesis for which better solutions might be sought'

Phøse 1 Methods - design for minímum ørea

Most early methods used minimum area as the design criterion and the guide for

selecting matches. The outstanding method in this phase was the thermodynamic

evolutionary synthesis method proposed by Nishida et al (1971 ,1977)' This method

appeared to be suitable for'the solution of realistic problems. It employed the

following procedure: first ensure maximum energy recovery' then minimize heat

transfer area and finatly evolve an initial network to minimize the total cost by

following a number of heuristic rules. The prime tool guiding match deærmination was

the heat content diagram adopted by siirola (1974). This represents the streams

according to their temperatures and heat capacities'

The cold utility is calculated as follows: if any temperatwes of the coldest section

of a hot s6eam minus ÂTmin are less than the lowest supply temperature of any cold

s6eam, this section should be served by cold utility. The sum of heat loads of such

sections gives the minimum cold utility requirement. The hot utility is calculated in a

simila¡ manner. with utitÌty requirement calculated as above, hot and cold streams,

including utilities, are matched in decreasing order of their temperatures' Thus, the

basic strategy is thermodynamically and systematically orientated. This strategy was

totally different from the strategy employed by some other early methods where

matches were selected by favouring large driving-force matches which would cause

other matches subsequently placed to have smaller driving forces' The disadvantage is

tÌ¡at tþe net result may be an increased area requirement for the FIEN and a large utility
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consumption. Essentially, this kind of strategy is based on the unit design rather than

the network sYnthesis.

The inherent drawbacks in the method suggested by Nishida et al arc relaæd to the

calculation of the minimum utility requirement and match selection' The method

cannot correctly predict the minimum utilities requirement (Linnhoff and Flower,

197Sb). With the utitlty consumption frxed according to the calculation suggested, the

design at pinch region may have driving forces less than the minimum approach

temperature (ÂT¡¡¡¡). In order to retain ÂTmin for matches at the pinch or avoid

thermodynamic infeasibility, a lot of stream splitting at the pinch may be unavoidable'

In addition, when introducing matches according to the heuristic rules suggested by

Nishida et al., excessive stream splitting may occur at an early stage of synthesis'

Another well known method in this phase is the fast algorithm proposed by

ponton and Donaldson(1974). This method uses heuristics that allow fast synthesis of

a single heat exchanger network with a low area requirement, rather than producing

alternative networks and then selecting the best from among them' Two heuristics ale

used to select matches:

Heuristic 1: Match the hottest hot stream with the cold stream with highest target

temPerature.

Heuristic 2:The two streams should exchange as much energy as possible without

allowing their driving forces to be less then ÅTt¡¡¡.

The first heuristic identifies the two streams to be matched whilst the second

heuristic determines how much heat should exchange between these two streams' The

heuristic approach quickly and efficiently yields good solutions though not necessarily
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the best.

However, the network generated by the Ponton and Donaldson method usually

severely violates the minimum energy consumption and if fixed utilities are a

requirement in the synthesis, the assigned network structure becomes over-

complicated (Stephanopoulos, 1982; Rev and Fonyo, 1986). The fundamental reason

underlying these two problems is that a systematic safeguard against individual

matches which prejudice an overall optimum for the whole network is not provided

(Linnhoff and Flower 1978b)'

In summary, since the methods in phase 1 lack suffîcient physical insight to the

HEN synthesis, the heuristic rules produced a¡e neither general nor rigorous' Hence'

tlre networks synthesized are not necessarily optimal (Stephanopoulos' 1982)'

Phøse 2 Methods - design for MER and u¡¡¡¡¡

The steep rise of energy cost provided the motivation for developing synthesis

methods to reduce operating cost. The discovery of the heat recovery pinch (Umeda et

al., 1978, Linnhoff et al., l97g) as a bottleneck for energy savings resulted in

increased efforts in academia and industry in developing systematic methods for both

retrofit and new designs..The pinch concept forms the basis of the best known

method, i.e. the Pinch Design Method (PDM). Good introductions to this method are

provided by Linnhoff et al (1979), Linnhoff et al (1982) and Linnhoff and Hindmarsh

(19S3). The greatest contribution of the PDM to this area of chemical engineering is

the insight it supplied to the application of fundamental thermodynamic principles to

efficient heat recovery and process integration'

In this review, the PDM developed in the early 80's is referred as the old version
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of the PDM which is classified in the phase 2 category' The old version of the PDM

aims for MER design. Since then, the PDM has been improved at UMIST' The new

version of the PDM can achieve MER and near-minimum area simultaneously' Thus'

it is referred to as a phase 3 method.

In the PDM, three basic ruleS have to be strictly adhered to in order to achieve

maximum enerry recovery. These a¡e

. Do twt transfer energy across the pinch

. Do not tue coldutilities above the pinch

. Do not use hot wilitíes below the pinch

According to the fust rule, the system is divided into two subsystems at the pinch'

Design starts at the mgst constrained region (the pinch) and matches are selected by

employing CP matching rules (Linnhoff and Hindmarsh, 1983)' To reduce the

number of units, each exchanger is made as large as possible. This heuristic is referred

to as the 'tick-off rule (Linnhoff and Hindmarsh, 1983)' Subsequently' the two

separately synthesized subnetworks (above and below the pinch) are merged together

to achieve MER design. The network generated in this way usually has more units

than the unit target. It then is evolved to reduce the number of units using an energy

relæçation approach (Linnhoff and Hindmarsh, 1983)'

However, the major limitations of the Pinch Design Method are the use of a single

ÂTmin (HRAT) for all heat exchangers in synthesis and the strict pinch decomposition

(Rev and Fonyo, 1986; Trivedi et a1,1989; Gundersen and Grossmann ,1990; Colberg

and Morari ,1990; Ciric and Floudas,1990; Rev and Fonyo,1991; Wood et aI,1991;

Jezowski, 1991). They all observed that these two constraints are too rigid for optimal
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heat exchanger network synthesis' Gundersen and Grossmann (1990) showed

another topology trap caused by a single ÂTmin (HRAT). Therefore, substantial

research has been conducted to remedy these two deficiencies.

Wood et al (1985) showed that by avoiding the strict pinch decomposition and

allowing exchangers to cross the pinch, using stream splitting and bypassing, it is

ofæn possible to obtain a Umin design while achieving MER'

similar work (Jones and Rippin (1985) and Jezowski (1990)) split those streams

passing through the pinch in such a way so that the hot and cold stream branches

matched in an exchanger have identical heat capacity flowrates' Two exchangers on

both sides of the pinch may be merged into one. In this manner, there is no heat flow

across the pinch despite exchangers operating across the pinch' As a result' the

network is simplified but without energy penalty. However, it was demonstrated by

Jezowski (1990) that such matches often incur a severe area penalty as a result of the

nfurow temperature profiles occurring in these exchangers' As well, Rev and Fonyo

(1986) pointed out that blind insistence on the pinch rules can produce overly

complicated networks. Thus, they proposed an approach where strict pinch

decomposition is relaxed and a small amount of heat leakage across the pinch is

allowed.

Another important work along this line is the introduction of the concept of Dual

Temperature Approaches (DTA), i.e. the Heat Recovery Approach temperature

(HRAT) and the Exchanger Minimum Approach Temperature (EMAT). The dual

temperature approach (DTA) was first suggested by Challand et al' (1981) and Colbert

(19S2) and then further developed by Trivedi et al (1989) and V/ood et al (1991)' In

the first dual temperature approach (DTA) proposed by Challand et al (1981) md
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Colbert (1982), the initial design is generated based on the temperature inærval (II)

merhod developed by Linnhoff and Flower(197Sa). Then the design is simplified by

applying the evolutionary strategy of Linnhoff and Flower (1978b) or loop breaking

techniques by Su and Motard (1934). The DTA approach has been implemented in

HEXTRAN which is a software package for HEN synthesis. Because of the large

number of temperature intervals, the initial network generated by this method usually

possesses a complicaæd structure. During network evolution, utility consumption is

fixed at the utility tårget, thus significant effort is required to simplify the network'

Nevertheless, the dual temperature concept is powerful in that the flexibility is

provided by this concept and the limitation from a single aTmin is partially removed'

Mainty following this concept, Trivedi et al. (1989) proposed a new method'

namely Pseudo Pinch Design Method (PPDM). In the PPDM, the system is

decomposed into two subsystems at the pseirdo pinch. The design strategy is similar

to the PDM but it retains the flexibility from dual temperature concePt' In PPDM'

HRAT and EMAT were optimization va¡iables. Gundersen and Grossmann (1988)

proved, however, that in their vertical MILP model EMAT is not an optimization

variable. Similarly, Colberg and Morari (1990) allow EMAT to vary in the range (õ-

HRAÐ where ô is a small number'

Recently, more progress along the resea¡ch of providing simple designs has been

achieved by the work done by Suaysompol and V/ood (1991a & b)' The methodology

of this merhod is similar to the that of the Pseudo Pinch Design Method €PDM)' The

difference is the ppDM stafts a design at EMAT and fixes utility consumption at

HRAT(^T*in). Thus, it allows net energy across the pinch with the amount of the

difference of utility consumptions between EMAT and HRAT' To give larger driving

forces for exchangers at the first place, FPDM starts a design at HRAT and permits
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heat flow across the pinch with same amount, thus no extra utilities are required as

energy criss-crossing the pinch is balanced. For match selection, FPDM uses simple

and effective heuristic rules, i.e. preferring subequality matches for one side of the

pseudo pinch and searching for mirror image matches in the other side rather than the

cP maæhing rules in the PPDM. The subequality match is defined as the match

constn¡cted by a pair of streams having salne alnount of heat which can be adjusted by

shifting these two streams across the pinch. The mirror image match is the one having

same pair of sEeams as the match on the other side of the pinch' These two kind of

matches a¡e formed to aim for network simplification. Examples proved that the

networks produced by the FPDM are usually simpler than that obtained by the PDM'

However, since the FPDM merely focuses on network simplifrcation, it is not

surprising to find that in some instances, a simple network may require a large capital

investmenL The other limitation of the FPDM is that the stream sptitting has not been

considered.

The mathematical programming studies carried out in phase 2 stage should also be

mentioned. As st¿ted, the heuristic rule espoused in the phase 2 søge is maximum

energy recovery (MER) plus minimum number of units (Umiil. Following this rule,

Cerda and 'Westerberg (1983) formulated the HEN synthesis problem into a

transportarion model (MILP) which could handle restricted matches. Papoulias and

Grossmann (1983) formulated the transshipment model for MER and Umin design'

Based on the solution from the transportation model, the optimal network

configuration is deærmined by a NLP model presented by Floudas et al. (1986)' This

approach has been implemented into the software known as MAGNETS (Floudas et

a1., 1986).

The common d¡awback inherent in all phase 2 methods is that attention is focused
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on the achievement of maximum energy recovery. Considerations of capiøl cost afe

ignored. However, should a number of designs all achieve MER and Umin tårgets,

they are considered equally good based on this heuristic' However' significant

differences may be in capital costs. This phenomenon has been demonstrated by

Gundersen and Grossmann (1990) using a five sfream problem' They presented four

designs produced using MAGNETS. All four designs achieved MER and u¡¡¡¡

targets. Obviously, these four designs are superior to designs that fail to meet the

energy tårget by a signifrcant alnounL However, comparing the four designs' one lwas

637o latger in area incurring 367o penatty in capital cost compared with the best

solution. Obviously, this design cannot be accepted as near optimal' With the

widespread use of Pinch Technology in industry, most companies are able to produce

MER designs. The question is how to distinguish between designs achieving MER

and Umin in terms of total annual cost'

In addition, should a design only consider the maximum energy recovery and the

minimum number of units, the possibility exists when reducing the number of units'

that removal of one unit may incur small energy penalty but fequire a large additional

heat transfer area. A significant total cost penalty may result' Thus, the disadvantage

of the approach applied in phase 2 was that the trade-offs between energy' units and

capital cost cannot be considered simultaneously and this approach can often lead to

suboptimal networks. This d¡awback has motivated research to develop new methods

which can solve the above problems'

methods.

Such methods are referred to as phase 3

Phase 3 Methods - desígn for minimum total annual cost

As stated, the original PDM leads to networks with maximum energy recovery

(MER). The philosophy of the improved PDM (Linnhoff and Ahmad, 1990) is to
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achieve minimum area designs while achieving MER. The new version of PDM yields

improved solutions by utilizing the new cP-rules, 'Driving Force Plot' (DFP) and the

,Remaining Problem Analysis' (PRA). A match is selected initially by the new cP-

rules together with the'tick-off rule. Then, the DFP or RPA is employed to check if

this tick-off is appropriate. The new version of the Pinch Design Method (PDM) has

achieved a significant improvement over the old version of the PDM'

The two major contributions from the improved PDM are the new methods for

match selection, i.e. new CP-rules, the DFP and the RPA, and the determination of the

,optimal,ÂTminGRAT)whichisusedasastartingpointofsynthesis.Thenew

methods for match serection provide more deterministic guidelines for selecting

matches featuring the minimum-area requirement. The location of the optimal ÂTmin

(HRAÐ gives a designer the confidence that the current synthesis is been ca¡ried out at

an 'optimal' condition and towards a ne¿If optimal design' To st¿rt a design at this

optimal point is of utnost importance to avoid the topology trap (Linnhoff and Ahmad'

1986a & b, 1990).

Ahmadetal(1990)extendedthePDMtohandlesituationswithdifferentfilm

coeffrcients. A set of linear equations afe constructed for shifting streams along the

pinch point according to their film coefficients. As a consequence' the streams with

small film coefficients are assigned large ÁT-contributions at the pinch and vice versa'

The ÂT-contibutions determined as such maintain the enthalpy balance at pinch, hence

no extra utility is required. Ahmad (1985) has shown that this approach does lead to

an improved minimum Íìrea design. The individual ÅT-contributions are usually

considered at pinch or regions with narrow-spaced composite curves'

Besides the pinch Design Merhod, Jezowski (1991) suggested an approach which
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combines the dual temperatue approaches to allow energy criss-crossing the pinch

with the fast algorithm by Ponton and Donaldson (1974) for match selection. In this

approach, the effect of the area required for each match on the remaining problem is

analyzed by the RPA (Linnhoff and Ahmad, 1990). The reason for the application of

the ponton-Donaldson method is that this algorithm is in broad agreement with

principles of area targeting. Since it requires significant computation to discover a

match with the combined application of the Ponton-Donaldson fast algorithm and the

RpA (Linnhoff and Ahmad, 1990), this approach is restricæd to small-scale problems.

This severely limits is application.

Dolan et al. (1987, 1989) proposed the method to account for all types of costs

simultaneously and apptied the simulated annealing algorithm as a synthesis æchnique.

Although this iterative type gave good results for some problems, a very large number

of trials is required and the computâtional effort is very expensive.

A para¡el development using phase 3 principles is a substantial body of work in

the area of mathematical programming. Yee and Grossmann (1988) formulated an

extensive MINLP model for retrofit problems where the piping layout is also

considered. In this approach, operating cost and capital cost are considered

simultaneously in the search for a least cost network. Recently, Ciric and Floudas

(1991) proposed an approach for optimizing the different costs simultaneously. This

approach embeds both strict pinch transshipment and pseudo pinch transshipment

models. Both models are based on the hyperstructure model of Floudas and Ci¡ic

(1989) to select the optimal HEN configuration, and a modified version of the

transshipment model of papoulias and Grossmann (1933) to select optimal heat loads.

In order to reduce the size of a NLP model and to provide networks of moderate
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complexity, Yee et al (1990) presented a stage-wise superstructure which is simpler

than the superstructure (Floudas et al., 1986) and hyperstructure (Floudas and Ciric,

1989). In the same work, based on the simplifying assumption for isothermal mixing

of streams, Yee and Grossmann (1990) formulated the HEN synthesis problem as a

MINLP model in which all constraints a¡e linear. The solution scheme determines the

least annual cost network by optimizing simultaneously the utility requirement

(HRAT), the minimum approach temperature (EMAÐ, the number of units and the

heat fansfer a¡ea-

2.4.3 Optimization

Optimization of the network involves both topology and parameter changes to the

initially synthesized design in order to minimize the total a¡rnual cosl Two approaches

a¡e used for optimizations, namely evolutionary and NLP optimization' Several

methods presented in 70's have been named evolutionary but qualify as optimization

methods (Linnhoff and Flower, 1978b; McGalla¡d and Westerberg,1972: Nishida et

al, \977; Shah and Westerberg, L975: Umeda et al, 1978)'

Linnhoff and Hind.marsh (1983) presented the evolutiona.ry method, so-called

"energy relaxation", to evolve MER networks towards non-MER designs with

increased energy consumption, but a reduced number of exchangers. This is achieved

by sequentially breaking loops and restoring the global ÂTmin through a 'path'in the

network. Evolution was also used by Grimes et al (1982). The interesting feature of

their evolutionary approach is that dummy exchangers with zero initial loads may be

added and then loads a¡e shifted to search through different topologies.

Su and Motard (1934) presented a loop breaking procedure for evolving MER

designs. They defined the loop levels and suggested the heuristic of breaking loops
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according to their levels, i.e. start from the loop of first level and then second level

loops and so on. Basically, this is an automated approach with a simila¡ goal to the

pDM. Trivedi et al (1990) also used this heuristic and presenæd the systematic energy

relaxation approach which is based on the best-first searching technique. This

approach identifies constrained exchangers in each loop together with those

exchangers which a¡e candidates for removal.

Recently, a more deærministic method to guide this evolution is presented by Zhu

et al (1993c). It is based on the application of Kirchhoffs Law to the network. The

potential energy penalties associated with breaking loops by removing units can be

calculated. Thus the minimum energy penalty can be discovered and the unit to be

removed to constitute an optimal solution can be identified. The minimum energy

penalty path may be followed until a final network is discovered. In such a way, the

designer can undertake the loop-breaking phase of network design with confidence.

Essentially, the previous evolutionary aPproaches ale energy-oriented' In other

words, the goal is to minimize the total energy penalty through network evolution by

reducing the number of units rather than the total cost. Therefore, when applying the

evolutionary approach, it is clear that the solutions a¡e not necessarily optimal in terms

of total cost and the evolution of a network is a highty complex task.

A straighdorwa¡d idea is to adopt the advantages of mathematical optimization

techniques in searching for optimal solutions. This strategy differs from the pure

mathematical programming models which merely rely on the optimization techniques

without the aid of the thermodynamic or heuristic methods provided by physical

insighs. The initial nerwork obtained from the thermodynamic approaches provides a

starting point for optimization. Ptacnik and Klemes (19SS) proposed a method where
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the optimization proceeds along loops, paths and stream-splits since these situations

offer the degrees of freedom for manipulating the network cost' Recently' a more

general optimization approach is proposed by Zhu et al (1993a)' This method views

the whole initial network as a single optimization problem and formulates a NLP

model for cost optimization. In this method, dummy heaters and coolers with zero

initial heat loads can be added for streams without such units. This enla¡ges the

variable search sPace and provides the possibility of replacing process-process

exchangers with utility exchangers'

2.5 Critical Analysis of Synthesis Methods

The synthesis of optimal heat exchanger network is a large combinatorial problem'

The designer searches among the alærnative networks for the one with the least annual

cost and a simple network structure. Previously, the various methods developed for

frnding the optimal solutions have been outlined' In this section' the major advantages

and disadvantages related to the current methods witl be discussed' since the Pinch

Design Method (PDM) is the best known method for both academic and industrial

applications, it will be the main focus for critical analysis to establish potentially new

avenues for imProvemenl

pinch Design Method (PDM) (Linnhoff and Híndmarsh, 1983; Línnhoff and

Ahmad, i,990)

To date, Pinch Technology dominates the industrial applications aimed at

improving heat integration. This is undoubtedly d consequence of its outsønding

advantages over other methods, particularly with regard to physical insights'

Adopting the more rigorous guidelines in the improved PDM, one usually can obtain

good solutions for HEN problems. However' a number of shortcomings still exist in

the PDM.
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First, the driving force plot (DFP) considers only temperatures' neglecting the

effects of heat transfer duty and film coefficient on the heat transfer a¡ea and the

consequent cost. As a result, if several possible matches exist with temperatue

profiles that reasonably f,rt the DFP, the match with minimum alea penalty cannot be

identifred. In addition, the DFP may mislead the designer about the matches' the heat

loads of matches and stream split ratios, when streams Possess very different film

coefficients (many processes have more than one order of magnitude of difference in

these conditions). In this case, it is no longer appropriate to use DFP as the guideline

for selecting matches. This is because strealns with large frlm coefficients should be

assigned small driving forces and streams with low film coefficients should be

assigned large driving forces to achieve minimum-area designs' Driving forces

assigned in such a manner no longer follow the DFP'

second, the PDM uses the sequ.entialapproach for match selection' The nature of

thesequentialapproachisvirtuallythesÍuneasthebestfirstsearch.Thesequential

approach(bestfirst)selectsonematchatatime.Thoughthisapproachcanusually

select a best option at any stage, it may not be necessarily to find a best solution for the

whole problem.

This can be explained more clearly by using two (above the pinch) net'works ' the

one in Figure 2.2 produced by the DFP and the other one (Figure 2'3) by applying the

RPA (Linnhoff and Ahmad, 1990). The match 1 in Figure 2'2 has a smaller area

penalty(0.17o)thanthatofthematchl(6.17o)inFigure2.3.Byapplyingthe

sequential match choice (best first search), obviously, the match 1 in Figure 2'2

should be selected. Then the design continues using the sequential match choice until

the network in Figure 2.2 is produced. By contrast, the match 1 in Figure 2'3 \s

selected though it has a relatively large area penalty but it creates good conditions for
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later maæhes. As a result" the better design figure 2.3) is obtained'

For the sequential match approach, whenever it is found at any stage that a design

incurs a large area penalty, the design process needs to back track to the stage where

the problem is caused. Consider Figure 2'2 agunfor illustration' After the match 1 is

determined, the design continues until it is found that the match 4 incurs a large area

penalty or Ll.lvo. From the analysis, it is discovered that the match 1 caused the

problemandthenthedesignmustberestarædfromtheverybeginning.
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Figure 23: The Pinch design (above pinch) employing the RPA method

(Linnhoff and Ahmad, 1990)

From the above discussion, it may be seen that though the match selected by the

sequential match choice (best flrst) has least area penalty at one stage' the design may

not achieve the overall minimum-a¡ea requirement' Even if all matches selected have

tolerable area penalties, whether or not these matches give the best solution to a

problem in terms of area, is still uncertain. In a worst case, if some match is

discovered incurring a large area penalty, a design has to be back tracked' Further' it

is not usually a¡ easy task to identify which match(es) has caused a problem' These

observations show that the sequsntial approach may not always be able to produce

optimal solutions.

The third problem arises from the strict pinch decomposition (Rev and Fonyo'

1986; Trivedi et aI,1989; Gundersen and Grossmann '1990; 
ci¡ic and Floudas'1990;

Wood et aI,1991; Jezowski, 1991). The strict pinch decomposition results in two

subproblems, one above the pinch and the other below the pinch' These two
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subproblems are in "enthalpy balance"' Clearly, two effects automatically result for

eachofthesetwosubproblems,i.e.noenergyleakagethroughthepinchandfixed

utility consumptions. Hence, there exists tittle freedom for manipulation of matches'

As a result, a large number of matches may be necessary for each subproblem'

Mergingoftwosubnetworksmayresultinanover-complicatednetwork'However,

bypermittingasmallenergyleakagethroughthepinchandasmallrelæ<ationforutility

consumption, the freedom and flexibility for design can be greatly increased' The

smallpenaltyofaslightlyhigherutiütyconsumptioncanbecompensatedbyamuch

simptifiednetworkcoupledwithalowareaandtotalcostrequiremenl

Finallyandperhapsmostsignifrcantly,themajorlimitationwitht}rePDMfroman

industrialpointofviewistheuseofasingleÂTminGRAT)(CiricandFloudas'

1990; Gundersen and Grossmann, 1990; Colberg and Morari, 1990; Rev and Fonyo,

1991;Jezowski,1991).Byasimpleexample,GundersenandGrossmann(1990)

have demonstrated that forcing a single ÅTmin for all exchangers in a network fnay put

the designer into another kind of topology trap' This effect was demonsmted using a

six-strearn problem by Gundersen and Grossmann' Figure 2'4 ís the design produced

using the PDM and Figure 2'5 represents the design generated by systematically criss-

crossing at pinch (Gundersen and Grossmann, 1990)' The pinch design (Figure 2'4)

has 27.5Vo excess Íìrea an 207o excess cost compared to the design (Figure 2'5)

violating the pinch rules. Because of the use of single ATmin coupled with strict pinch

decomposition, the PDM can never achieve the design in Figure 2'5' More

importantly, the strict pinch decomposition and the use of a single ÁTmin may generate

networks containing more than minimum number of units, potentially leading to higher

cost exchanger networks (Ciric and Floudas' 1990)'
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Fisure 2.5: Criss-cross design with HRAT = 20"C

(Gundersen and Grossmann' 1990)
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PseudoPinchDesignMethod(PPDM)(TrivedietaI,l9S9)

InthePPDM,thetwoapproachtemperatures,HRATandEMAT,areused

respectively to target the minimum energy requirement and size heat exchangers'

Thus, it provides a more flexible synthesis environment' The design strategy is

simila¡ to that of the PDM except the PPDM employs different cP marching rules for

selecting matches. During the evolutionary stage, a specified loop breaking strategy

(Trivedi et al, 1990) applies. Because of the application of EMAT for sizing heat

exchangers, stream splitting at the pinch is reduced. Hence, simpler networks

comparedtothosefromthePDMmaybeachieved.However,therearetwo

drawbacks associated with this method. First" the CP matching rules do not consider

the a¡ea factor and thus some matches at the pinch may incur a significant capiøl

penalty. The evolution strategy only considers the minimum energy penalty rather

than the Eade-off of operating cost and capital cost' Furthermore' the minimum

energy penalty is not guaranteed when using the evolution appfoach suggested by

Trivedi et al (1990).

ThelatærversionofthePPDMsiloodetal,lggl)employsanumberoffeatures

in the FPDM which is described below'

FlexiblepinchDesignMethod(F.DM)(suaysompolandwood,l99la,b)

The FPDM is an extension of the PPDM. It aims for network simplification' The

FPDM allows energy criss-crossing at the pinch while retaining the energy talget'

Match selection is achieved by following simple heuristic rules, which simplify the

synthesis øsk. Evolution is easy, often, there is no need for loop breaking' By

means of criss-crossing through the pinch and the heuristic rules for match selection'

particularly in cases with a parallel profile of the composite curves' a simple network

with low total cost can be designed. However, this method only addresses network
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simplification and fails to consider the trade-off between units and area'

consequently, it is occasionally possible to suggest a simple network possessing a

large area and capital cost. FurtheÍnore' the splitting problem is not addressed in the

FPDM.However,spliningisofænrequiredinindustrialapplications.

Given these limitations, the computer progfam FLEXNET uses the A* search

strategy to find the design based on the FPDM heuristics which is of lowest total cost

(SuaysomPol and'Wood, 1991b)'

The Method Proposed by Jezowski (1991)

This method seeks ¡o achieve simple networks with low capital cost by combining

the dual temperature concept (Chalta¡d and Colbert, 1981) and the Ponton-Donaldson

fast algorithm (1974). It has been demonstrated by Jezowski (1991) that for many

small problems, the method produces low cost networks. However, since the

heuristics in the Ponton-Donaldson method afe not rigorous' it requires a lot of trial-

and-error to find a good match when using the remaining problem analysis (RPA)

(Linnhoff and Ahmad, 1990) to asses matches' Thus, this method is impractical for

the solutions of large-scale problems'

M athematical Progrømming Approaches

Recently, research concerning the application of mathematical programming has

madesignificantprogressesforbothtargetingandsynthesisofheatexchanger

networks. The key concept is the use of simple and reliable superstructures (Floudas

andCiric,1989;CiricandFloudas'1990&1991;YeeetaI''1990;Yeeand

Grossmann, 1990). Such methods look attractive for further development' At

present, the practical application of the methods is impeded by some notable

deficiencies.
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Fi¡st, the nature of MINLP problem is non-convex and several local optima may

exist. These complicate the search for the global optimum. Clearly, if possible'

production of a rigorous and robust algorithm for finding the global or neaf global

optimum in HEN synthesis is necessary. Second, most current mathematical

algorithms involve a large number of variables. This renders them impractical when

dealing with large-scale problems. The third problem is that no method exists for

reliably generating a good initial solution for the problem. conventional NLP

Þchniques heavily rely on a very good initial solution to ensure the solution quality. If

a poor initial guess is provided, the problem may fail to converge or converge to an

inferior solution.

The frnal problem is that the mathematical programming approach is somewhat

cumbersome if more networks than one optimal solution are required. In practice, the

designer would prefer to select among alærnative networks to hnd that network which

is economical, operable and controllable. As well, a designer cannot influence the

decision process and has little inæraction with the design process.

2.6 Practical Engineering Considerations

Satisfying the economic objectives used as criteria during synthesis does not

guamntee that the solution will be practical. A network should not only save money

but also be simple, operable and controllable. These factors demand serious

consideration, as an optimal'economic'network may render the total process unstable

or inoperable (Stephanopoulos, 1982).

The following effects from the MER designs have been found by Stephanopoulos

(1982). In order to obtain a MER design, one tends to recover heat from process

streams as much as possible by producing many process-process exchangers' The
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creation of such heat exchanger networks will increase the integration in a chemical

plant This also complicates its operation and control. The increased interaction

among the process units in a network will create difficulties in smooth operation of the

whole chemical plant (propagation of disturbances, instabilities). A second effect is

that in a highly connected network, fewer independent variables a¡e available for f¡ee

manipulation. The third effect is the process response will be slower. Recycle loops

usually lengthen response time. Fewer independent manipulative variables and slower

process response cause additional problems for effective control of the whole process.

The existence of these problems calls for the exploitation of networks conøining

several disconnected subnetworks or featuring a low degree of interaction among the

processing unis.

Therefore, from both the economic and practical points of view, a designer should

investigate a number of alternative designs and examine the process very carefully to

ensure the network selected is economical, operable and controllable.

2.7 Discussion and Conclusions

So far, pinch technology has produced the most extensive list of good projects in

industry for improved heat integlation. The major task for improving the PDM is to

break the limitations from the use of single ÂTmin and the strict pinch decomposition.

It is also important to produce more rigorous and reliable criteria for directly measuring

area or capital cost requhement in selecting matches to reduce the match uncertainty.

Both the thermodynamic and mathematical programming methodologies have

distinct individual advantages. The former methodology mainly relies on the physical

insight into HEN synthesis whilst the latter approach is superior in searching

technique. Previous work has paid linle attention to the linkage between research in
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the thermodynamic and mathematical approaches. The work aiming for this linkage

will make a gleat contibution to the field of process integration or conceptual design.

In order to overcome the d¡awbacks in the PDM and to provide a research bridge

benpeen the thermodynamic and mathematical approaches, the 'block' method has

been developed (Zhu e\ 1993a& b, 1994). The 'block' concept is proposed based on

physical insights from the composite curves. The HEN synthesis problem is

decomposed into a number of 'blocks'. The blocks are determined so that streams in

each block have similar requirements for driving forces; but streams in different blocks

have different approach temperature requirements. The connection between blocks is

achieved by employing a heuristic import/export rule (Zhu et al, 1993a)' The near-

minimum a¡ea and near-MER design with a relatively simple network stnrcture is

'achieved by applying a number of newly formulated heuristic rules (Zhu et al, 1993a).

Hence, the pinch decomposition is not a necessary requirement when the block

concept is used. As well, the maximum energy recovery (MER) constraint is relo<ed

and the use of different minimum temperature approaches is permitted. These

relaxations provide more opportunities and greater flexibility in searching for optimal

designs.

The NLp optimization rechnþes a¡e also applied in this method. The application

of the NLp optimization æchniques in this case is different from the pure mathematical

programlning which merely relies on the optimization methods without the aid of

thermodynamic methods. In the 'block method', an important improvement in the

searching of the global optimum is to find the proper initiat network (near-minimum

area, near-MER and near-minimum units), that is already relatively close to the global

oprimum. This kind of initial design is provided as the starting point for optimization.

This strategy enhances the advantages of both thermodynamic and mathematical
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progamming approaches.

Regarding the pure mathematical programming, another benefit from the

application of the 'block' concept is that it provides a physical basis for the

superstructure. This superstructure is similar to that from the søge method (Yee et al,

1990) although the stage was derived without physical basis. A good starting point of

optimization can be provided by employing the supertargeting approaches (Linnhoff

and Ahmad, 1986a & 1986b; Zhu et al, L993a, 1994) and the initialization procedures

associated with block-based superstructure (Zhu et al, 1993b). By starting

optimization at a good initial solution, the possibility of frnding the global optimum is

increased and the topology Eaps a-re avoided.

It is expected that the synthesis of heat exchanger networks will enter a new phase

at the end of which practical designs can be evolved for problems encountered in

chemical engineering practice, with the typical resources' e.g. a desktop computer or

work station with appropriate softwa¡e modules (U.S. National Research Council,

1988). Experience has shown that the application of heuristic methods or mathematical

programming alone to the solution of engineering problems each have their own

advantages and shortcomings. It becomes obvious that sophisticated software

packages should take advanøge of the blend of methods presented in this review.

Mathematical programming has the advantage in targeting either for unconstrained or

restricted cases. Good initiat solutions may be provided using heuristic methods.

MINLp optimization of these initial designs may provide a number of promising

alternative designs. The best design among them would then be determined after

qualiøtive analysis of safety, operability, flexibility and controllability by applying

expert system methodologY.
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An alternative new heuristic method is proposed to combine the advantages of

design methodology based on heuristics and mathematical programming techniques'

This method does not rely on pinch decomposition atthough it does not preclude it'

The composite curves are decomposed into a number of 'blocks' (which may exceed

the two blocks formed by pinch decomposition). Within each block, a good set of

design matches can then be simultaneously selected with any matching constraints

taken into account by paratlel examination of the whole set of possible matches'

Usually an initial design closely approaches the a¡ea and energy tåfgets with a small

number of units. This initial design is optimized further in total cost tenns by apptying

non-linear optimization techniçes.
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3. 1 Introduction

The goat of current methods is to carry out the energy-¿ìrea or the energy-capital

trade<ff systematically and achieve initial networks reasonably close to the global-

minimum total cost. Current versions of the Pinch Design Method (PDM) (Linnhoff

and Ahmad, 1990) yield improved solutions by utilizing the 'Driving Force Plot'

(DFp) and the'Remaining Problem Analysis' (RPA). With these procedures, designs

evolve by a sequential choice of matches and the designer provides significant input

into the choice of matches and hence the solution process. However, it is not always

clear which of a number of candidate matches should be chosen, although some will

be critical in the determination of the eventual cost of the completed network-

The new method proposed here incorporates the concept of total cost (energy and

capital) targets and hence determines an optimal HRAT (network approach

temperatue) prior to initiat design. This work is similar to the supertargeting approach

of Linnhoff and Ahmad (1986a,b). However, whilst being guided by HRAT and

MER, the block method then proceeds by using area-targetíng concepts' The

philosophy of this method is to seek a minimum or near-rninimum area design coupled

with nea¡-minimum units while approaching the utility target at the optimal HRAT.

This objective is simila¡ to that of Linnhoff and Ahmad (1990) but it is achieved by a

different approach. The basic methodology is to decompose the composite curves into

a minimum number of blocks each of which includes one or more of the enthalpy

intervals defined by the 'kink points' in the composite curves. For each block, a

straight line segment approximates each composite curve giving a 'quasi-composite'

(Figure 3.1) for both hot and cold streams and provides a good approximation to the

true composite curves. The concept of pinch decomposition is not a requirement;

however, the pinch may still be used as a block boundary if appropriate. The a¡ea for

any match in a block is readily calculated and the results of the complete set of such
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computations may be stored in a'matching maEix'. Examination of this complete set

of area requirements enables a good set of. matches to be obtained for each block

simultaneonsly whilst also accounting for any constraints on matches. This selection

process is implemented with a set of 'within-block' matching rules which permit the

imporlexport of energy from/to adjacent blocks.

Blocks

1
t

t

Actual Composite Curves

"Quasi-composites"

Figure 3.1: Quasi-composite curves and blocks

The final ourcome is an initial design for subsequent NLP optimization which has

few splits and a close approach to all targets (i.e. energy' alea, uniS and cost talgets)'

A variety of methods have been used to decompose the overall network synthesis

problem into sub-problems, which facilitate the matching process. Thus division into

temperature intervals was used by Linnhoff and Flower (1978) and this procedure was

vT
2

a0
0
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$eatly simplified when the pinch decomposition was discovered by Linnhoff and

Hindmarsh (1983). Mathematical programming methods also have used similar

approaches, with temperature intervals being used by Colberg and Morari (1990) and

smaller number of stages by Yee et at (1990). Atthough the stage concePt proposed by

Yee et al was derived without the physical basis of Figure 3.1, both the block and

stage-based methods tead to similar superstructure approaches. These methods will be

discussed and compared in Chapter 5 in which it is also demonstrated that the block

decomposition provides a sound basis for mathematical programming approach to the

optimization of heat exchanger networks.

3.2 Brief Review of The Improved Pinch Design Method

The originat Pinch Design Method (PDM) (Linnhoff and Hindmarsh, 1983) led to

networks with maximum energy recovery. However, the improved PDM (Linnhoff

and Ahmad, 1990, Ahmad et al, 1990) aims for maximum energy recovery and

minimum area designs. This is achieved by implementing a hierarchy of methods'

They are ranked in increasing order of sophistication'

3.2.1 New CP-Rules in the PDM

The original cP-rules (Linnhoff and Hind.marsh, 1983) merely ensure that the

temperature profrles of matches at the pinch d.iverge away from the pinch' They fail to

guarantee a good fit to the composite curves. A modified CP-rule (Linnhoff and

Ahmad, 1990)

çlE
CPc

- CP hot composite

pinch match CPcotd comPosit
(3.1)

pinch

yields an improved fit of the temperature profiles of matches situated at the pinch.

However, when the tick-off heuristic (Linnhoff and Hindma¡sh, 1983) is applied,

though the temperature profile of a match selected using the above rule can follow the
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composite curves at pinch region well, it may deviate significantly from the composite

curves in regions away from the pinch. Clearly, the larger the duty the worse the

situation. Thus, the requirement of near minimum area is still not guaranteed. Thus,

the driving force plot and remaining problem analysis a¡e used to check whether a

tick<ff match selected by the above heuristic is appropriaæ.

3.2.2 Driving Force Plot (DFP)

The DFp was intoduced by Linnhoff and Vredeveld (1984) and extended by

Ahmad (1985) to supplement the cP-rule (equation (3.1). When a match is selected

by using the cP-rule plus the tick--off rule (Linnhoff and Hindmarsh, 1983), the DFP

is used to check whether a tick<ff is appropriate. It provides a guideline for selection

of matches whose driving forces closely approach the corresponding driving force

plot. Unforrunately, the DFP considers only temperatures, neglecting the effect of

heat transfer duty and film coefficients on heat transfer area for the network. As a

result" if several possible matches exist with temperature profiles that reasonably fit the

DFP, the minimum a¡ea matches afe not identified. In addition, the DFP may be

misleading if the frlm heat transfer coeffrcients are not equal for all streams.

3.2.3 Remaining Problem Analysis (RPA)

The RpA was developed to quantitatively assess matches in area terrns compared

to the qualiøtive analysis of matches by the DFP. Thus, the RPA improves on the

DFP. Two definitions of the RPA exist (Linnhoff and Ahmad, 1990)' The flrst is

based on individual matches and remaining problem consists of full stream data

excluding only the hot and cold streams currently being analyzed' Assume the

minimum overall a¡ea is Aa¡n, rraã.requirement for the match ln being analyzeÀis aa

and the minimum overall area for the remaining problem excluding this march ís A¡,^'

Thus, the minimum overall area requirement is defined as
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(3.2)

(3.3)

This definition isolates each match and consequently can not consider the effect of

interactions of matches on network a¡ea-

The second RpA is defined on a cumulative basis. It considers the total a¡ea of all

placed matches and defines the remaining problem to be only the stream elements

awaiting matches. It is expressed as

m

and the area penalty is defined as

A'þror,^ = }rai+ A'r,^

øreapenalt! = A'þtotm -A^¡,

(3.4)

(3.s)

where A'bilt,mand A'r,^are similar to A¡sß¡,aand Ar,^except that the prime denotes

the alternative definition of the remaining problem. This cumulative based RPA has

the advantage of reporting the progless of all the matches together in the design up to

that point. Its disadvantage is that the area penalty associated with a match depends on

its sequence. It is a funcrion of previously atlocated matches. Linnhoff and Ahmad

(1990) suggested that if the area penalty obtained on the cumulative match basis

remains within IyVo ofthe a¡ea target then the influence of sequencing on individual

match penalties is small and can be ignored. In the rare case' where a design with a

larger penalty is to be completed, then the individual match area penalties should also

be evaluated for subsequent matches to isolate the error due to the chosen sequence.

In application, the DFP is first used to determine a number of promising matches

whose driving forces of reasonably fit the driving force plot. These are then assessed

quantitarively using the RPA. As a result , the best match in the culrent stage is
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selected. This kind of match choice is referred to the sequentiøl match selection. It

will be discussed in deøil in section 3.9.

3.3 The Concept of A 'BLOCK'

The principle idea in the improved pinch methods is to ensure t,emperature profrles

of matches to closely approach the composite curves in order to achieve minimum area

design. A whole system is partitioned into two independent suFsystems at pinch and

then the cP-rules, the DFP and the RPA are applied to theso two sub-systems,

respectively. In this study, a new alternative way to achieve the goal of closely

approaching atl targets (energy, area, total cost based on either unit or shells) is

proposed. First, the composite curves may be partitioned into a number of blocks

each of which spans several composite segments with similar profiles. \ù/ith a ProPer

match selection, the temperature profiles of matches in a block reasonably approach the

corresponding composite curves. Thus, the design problem is greatly simplified by

decomposition into several sub-systems. The search for minimum area design for

these suFsystems is an easy task. These suþsystems are not independent but a¡e

connected by applying an imporlexport rule (Section 3.4.2). In this new method, the

qualitative analysis of driving forces is completed in the determination of blocks and

the quantitative assessment of matches is carried out by detailed a¡ea calculation'

3.3.1 Physicat Insights and Examples of Design Outcomes

The actual composite curves may be used to determine the 'ideal' exchanger

profrles in a HEN with approximately equal heat transfer coefficients. The minimum

Í¡rea target @ath formula) based on enthalpy intervals defined by the'kink'points has

been presented by Townsend and Linnhoff (1984) as follows:

A

inlervals

i
mIn AT Int¡

(3.6)
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This formula, although not exact, is based on vertical heat transfer. If a HEN is

synthesized using the enthalpy intenials defined by the 'kinks' and the temperatue

profiles of the matches exactly follow the composite curves, then the resulting HEN

will achieve both the a¡ea and utility targets. However, such networks possess an

excessive number of units. They are known as a 'spaghetti structure' (Colberg &

Morari, 1990).

To approach both the area and utility tffgets with nea¡ minimum units, the concept

of a block as outlined. previously is used. The composite curves are fust partitioned

into a number of such blocks. (Typically, each block spans a number of 'kink point'

enthatpy inærvals and the hot (cold) composite segments between 'kink points' within

a block have simila¡ temperatue profiles). Next for each block, a'within-block' sub-

network is then synthesized. Obviously, the number of enthalpy intervals used to

synthesize a HEN is greatly reduced compared to the 'spaghetti structure' and the

combined use of a stream 'tick-off rule and an imporlexport rule (Section 3.4.2),

minimizes the number of units in each block. It is believed that a reasonably simple

nerwork facilitaæs the search for the optimal solution. The application of the tick-off

rule and the imporlexport rule leads to network simplification by allowing criss-

crossing. A network may not achieve the area and energy tårgets exactly as a result of

'criss-crossing'. However, significant network simplification may result. As a

consequence, a network designed using this philosophy features near-minimum area

and nea¡-maximum enefgy recovery coupled with a simple structüe.

Three examples are presented to introduce the block concept and to illustrate the

benefits derived from it. It produces simple and effective designs easily, the detailed

procedures for which are presented in Section 3.4.
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The first example figures 3.2a<) was presented by Linnhoff and Ahmad (1990).

The relevant composite curves are Presented in Figure 3.2a. From the composiæ

curves, three regions may be readily identifred. Region 1 is characteri"ed by closely-

spaced curves and includes the pinch. Region 2 cont¿ins a close temperature approach

at one end, whilst in region 3, the composiæ curves are widely-spaced' To avoid

incuning large area lrnalties, these characæristics should be carefully considered-

200

180

160

140

L20

100

80

60

40

20

T'C

1

pinch

0 02 0.4 0.6 0a 1 t2 L.4 1.6

H-MW
Targets (IIRAT = 10 K): QH = 53¿ tW; QC - 15 kw; Area = 382m2

U = 100 W m-2K-l for all matches

Utilities: Hot oil: 230 "C - 200 'C; Chilled water: 1' "C - 15 'C

Figure 3.2a: Composite curves for example 1

If we define three blocks corresponding to the regions, then an initial network

design may be easily deduced (Figure 3.2b). This network contains eight units with

an area requiremen t of 392 rn2, hot utility consumption of 540.4 kW and a cold utility

requiremen t of 2l.4kW (utility tårgets are not always exactly achieved because of the

3

t

0
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imporlexport rule). Inærestingly, the pinch does not constitute a block boundary as

the composite cunyes below it are short and possess a simila¡ profile to the curves in

the narrow region above the pinch. These portions a¡e combined into a single block.

The design produced compares well with the network (Figure 3.2c) devised by

Linnhoff and Ahmad (1990) using the 'Driving Force Plot'. Their network achieves

the energy target with an a¡ea of ßS tt and nine units. Linnhoff and Ahmad only

provided the'above pinch'design. The complete design is straighÉorwa¡d and is

provided by the author.

-1
60 35 CP-kwK

3.8

tt.4

25 20

180

276.4 24 83.6

51
532.0

180 10

264 110

Qg = 5¿0.4 tW; QC = 21.4 kW; Area = 392m2

Figure 3.2b: Initial design applying the block concept for example I
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Qg = 534 kW; QC = 15 kW; Area= 438m2

Figure 3.2c: Initial design applying the DFP for example I

(Linnhoff & Ahmad,l99O)

The second problem (Figures 3.3) is also taken from Linnhoff and Ahmad (1990).

If we focus only on the above-pinch design, the pinch will form the boundary for

region 1 (Figure 3.3a).

Three regions are indicated on the figure. All are characterized by close

temperature approaches and region 2 is simitar in profile to both regions 1 and 3.

Clearly, region 2 may be combined with either region. As region t has a particularly

n¿uïow profile, to avoid a high level of 'criss<rossing'regions 2 and 3 are combined

ûo def,me a two block geometry.
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TOC
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1

0

10 20 3) &
H-M\ry

Targets (above pinch; HRAT = 5K): Qg = 3.25 MW; A¡ea = 7363 m2

g = 250 W m-2 K-l for all matches

Utilities: Hot oil: 350 'C - 330 'C; Cooling water: l0 'C - 30 'C

Figure 3.3a: Composite curves for example 2

The resulting network is illustrated in Figure 3.3b. The hot utility requirement is

3.45 MV/ (0.2 MW greater than the targeÐ and the total area required is 7310 -2 153

-2 b"lo* the area rarget). Again this design compares favorably with Figure 3.3c

obtained from RPA (the DFP design had excessive area) which achieves the energy

target but requires 8090 m2 of exchanger arca (9.9Vo greater than the tffget). In

addition , the network of Linnhoff and Ahmad (Figure 3.3c) is more complex than the

block design and requires two additional units. It is possible to reduce this complexity

by combining matches 4 with 6 and 5 with 7 respectively. Unfortunately, this incurs

an area penalty of 196 m2. Clearly, the new network (Figure 3.3b) allows a small

amount of 'criss+rossing' of the pinch on matches 2 and 3. This results in a small

energy penalty but provides a substantia.l area benefit.
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t4s cp-Mw K-ltfl,
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QII= 3'¿5 MW; Area =7310m2

Fþure 3.3b: Initial design applying the block concept for example 2 (above pinch)
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Qg = 3'25 MW; Area = 8090 m2

Figure 3.3c Initial design applying the RPA for example 2 (above pinch)

(Linnhoff & Ahmad, 1990)
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The frnal example is the well-known'a¡omatics problem discussed by Linnhoff

and Ahmad (1990). Three distinctive regions may be identified on the composite

cnrves (Figurc 3.4a).

TOC
300

1-

3n
I

220

I

3

200
r04.2

I
2

¡ Pinch
(not used)

2t6.5

180.9

35 H.MW
L20

0 40 60 80 100

Targes(HRAT=26K): qg=25.MuW; Qc =32.76MW; Area =|6984m2

Utilities: Hot utility: 330 'C - 250 'C; h = 500 w m-2t<-1

Cooling water: 15 'C - 30'C, h = 500 W *-2K-1

Figure 3.4a: Composite cu¡ves for example 3 (Aromatics plant)

Region I is small relative to both 2 and3 and it is logically combined with region

2. Again, this produces a two-block system and block I spans the pinch point' The

initial design resulting from this decomposition is illustrated in Figure 3.4b. It

requires 29.3 MW of hor utility nd 37.02 M'W of cold utility coupled with an area

requiremen t of 15,7 62 -2. Thir initial design has 11 units (one gfeater than the unit

target). The other altemative design by applying the block concept is shown in Figure

3.4c, which needs 16166 m2 of overall heat transfer area w\th29-2 MW of hot utility

20
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and 36.9 MV/ of cold utility. By contrast, the initial design figure 3.4d) provided by

the improved pinch algorithm (Linnhoff and Ahmad, 1990) achieves the energy target

and has I7,716m2 of area# and 17 units (an excess of 7 over the unit target). The

block designs (Figures 3.4b-c) may require more utility consumption than the pinch

design (Figure 3.4d). However, the trade-off between energy and capital will be

carried out in the subsequent cost optimization. The focus of a block initial design is

to find a good initial solution with a low a¡ea requirement (approaching the area target)

and a simple network structure (approaching the unit target) with utility consumption

reasonably close to the corresponding energy tårget. It is believed ttrat such an initial

design will provide advantages for the cost optimization.

2?Ã
I
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I

r0/.2 cPh
MW K-ry¿ rn-2ICl

196 1 40
0.10 500

I

I

113.d
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0.06 140
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3000.40
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138 85

r855
60
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9.6

3s

QH = 29.3 MW; Qç= 37.02 MW; A¡ea = 15762 m2

Figure 3.4b: Initial design applying the block concept for example 3
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Figure 3.4c: Alternative initial design applying the block concept for example 3
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Q¡¡ = 25.04 MW; Qç= 32.?6 MW; Area = 17716# m2

Figure 3.¡ld: Initial design applying the PDM for example 3

(Linnhoff & Ahmad, 1990)

# Linnhoff & Ahmad (1990) did not publish the a¡ea calculation for their initial design (Figu¡e 3.4d).

This figure was provided by a reviewer for the paper of Zhu et al (1993a).
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3.3.2 Discussion of the 'Block' Concept

The three previous examples confirm that simple, efficient designs may be readily

obtained by application of the block concept. A block can span a large number of

enthalpy inten¿als and provides extended possibilities for matching to reduce the a¡ea

requiremenl The block method differs significantly from the pinch method a¡d its

variants. First, decomposition is in ærms of blocks rather than strictly imposed by the

pinch. The pinch may be neglected when it is contained within a block. Second, the

design is not constrained by the energy target Relaxation of this energy constraint can

be beneficial, if associaæd with network simplification or reduced atea, as the optimal

HRAT merely provides an initial estimate of tl¡e true optimal conditions. The designer

should not þg constrained in the initial stages of a design to rigidly adhere to tårgets as

this may result in an overly complex design. Normally, relaxation provides the

designer with some flexibility and results in simpler initiat designs as illustrated in the

previous examples. Finally, in the block method, a match is evaluated on the basis of

area. Such a calculation accounts for the effects of terminal temperatures, heat loads

and the heat transfer coefficients. By contrast, the Driving Force Plot is based solely

on temperatures. A final benefit is that match selection is undertaken in a more

símultaneo¡:tJ tnanner rather than sequentíally asin the pinch methodology (see Section

3.e).

3.4 Details of the 'Block' Method

A central driving force behind the block method is the combination of the

advantages of thermodynamic or heuristic and mathematical programming

methodologies. This is achieved in a two-step process. In the first step of design, the

designer can provide a significant input based on his/her experience and knowledge,

and thereby guide the decision process. The key aim of this stage is to seek initial

designs close to all targets at the estimated optimal condition. As mentioned above,
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such designs provide good initial solutions for the subsequent cost optimization. If a

superior initial solution can be provided for the NLP optimization, the likelihood of

finding the global optimum is increased. The next steP is to optimizn and evolve this

initial network to produce a final design. The evolution of a network by employing

energy relaxation is believed the most difficult task in HEN synthesis (Linnhoff et al,

1982). In the block merhod this task is fulfilled using non-linea¡ optimization

æchniques and comPuters.

To provide initial solutions, two approaches are considered viz. an automated

solution utilizing computer techniques or a simplified method employing hand

computation. The computer solution follows a prescribed algorithm whereas hand

calculation requires more input from designers. Consequently, it is more flexible and

provides more opportunity to exploit a designer's detailed knowledge and experience.

3.4.1 Determination of the 'Blocks'

For the situation with approximately equal fiIm coefficients, the minimum area

based on quasi-composíte curnes (Figure 3.1) can be expressed as:

tsbloc

A
i

I
AT

(3.7)
mrn

I^i

where h, is the heat nansfer coefficient of the jth stream, Q¡ is the heat load of the

stream in the ith block and AT*. is the logarithmic mean temperature difference of this

block on the quasi-composites. The quasi-+omposites are determined by least-

squarcs fitting. If the number of blocks is fixed, the appropriate minimum area can be

calculated using equation (3.7). This may then be compared to the minimum area

target using the actual composite curves using equation (3.6). If a constraint is placed

on the permissible deviation from this area target, the optimal number of blocks may
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be defined as the smallest number of blocks achieving the given deviation (e.g.

typicatly 5-I07o).

This method of block determination is appropriate for automated synthesis by

computer. However, for hand calculation, a simpler strategy is applied. The blocks

can be determined by careful consideration of the composite curves. Enthalpy

intervals with similar profiles may be combined into a single block. The block

determination is based on the qualitative analysis of the composite curves and

qualitative trade{ff between a¡ea and the number of units. Generally speaking, fewer

blocks tend to produce an initial design with fewer units but it may require more

overall a¡ea. The principle for determining the number of blocks is that a small

sacrifice in a¡ea is tolerated to improve network simplification. In some instances' a

problem requires only two blocks and even a single block for nearly parallel composiæ

curves

In some cases, a number of different block decompositions may be possible.

Alteniative designs based on the differing block definitions should be produced and

compared to select the best designs. This is not a difficult task.

Given a suitable set of blocks, the synthesis of a HEN proceeds block by block.

Network synthesis commences at the most constrained block, i.e.the narrowest spaced

block (either at a pinch point or within the block containing the pinch point)' The

matches are quantitatively assessed by doing area calculations and selected by a

simultaneous choice approach rather than the sequential choice approach used in the

PDM

3.4.2 Selection Rules

Matches in each block a¡e selected according to the following rules.
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3.4.2.1 Rule 1: Tick-off Rule

Each match must'tick-off (i.e. completely match) at least one stream section

within the block. Although similar to the 'tick+ff heuristic of Linnhoff and

Hindmarsh (1983), there are differences as will be discussed later.

3.4.2.2 Rule 2: Import or Export of Energy

This rule is used for preferred maûches which have different available enthalpy

changes within a block or which need some small adjustment to achieve a favorable

'tick+ff situation. Energy may be impofed from or exported to a neighboring

block(s) to balance the enthalpy changes for matches between the section of hot stream

i and the section of cold stream j within a block and so simplify the network. The

rules governing such transactions are as follows:

For a block with CP *, quosi-composn" 1 CP col¿ quasì<omposire

If CPÈ. çPcj, then energy may be imported to supplement the sEeam undergoing

the smaller enthalpy change. If CPHi t gPcj, energy may be exported from the strerun

undergoing the larger enthalpy change.

For a block with CP oo, quosi--compos¡t, ) CP rot¿ quøsi--composite

If CPHi t çPcj, then energy may be imported to supplement the stream undergoing

the smaller enthalpy change. If CPHi . gPcj, energy may be exported from the stream

undergoing the larger enthalpy change.

For a block wíth CP ro, quosi--composit, = CP 
"otd 

quasi--composite

If CPHi = CP.¡, then energy may be imported to supplement the strea¡n undergoing

the smaller enthalpy change. If CPHi is significantly different to CP", , then energy

may be exported from the stream undergoing the larger enthalpy change.
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The general rule is to allow the import or export of small atnounts of energy for

blocks with narrow profiles and to allow the import or exPort of relatively large

amounts of energy for block with a wide spacing. This rule is based on simple

thermodynamics. Large import or export of energy to a region where the composite

curves closely approach one another will incur a significant Íuea penalty. By contrast

widely spaced regions on the curves can tolerate relatively large import or export of

energy. As a guide-Iine, energy import or export for a stream should be limited to a

relatively small amount (about 5-707o of the amount of energy that the stream has in a

corresponding block) in the narrow regions of the composite curves and to roughly

20-257o in the wider regions unless special circumstances pertain.

For hand calculation, if the quasi+omposite curves are not used as the basis for

synthesis, then the above general rule should guide the design.

Special ci¡cumstances may pertain where variations of these rules are desirable.

For example, a stream may contain a small amount of energy relative to other streams

within a block. The energy associated with this stre¿un may be exporæd to an adjacent

block to avoid infroduction of a small exchanger. An instance of this occurs in Case

Study 2. Normally, energy is imported for only one sfream section. Occasionally,

energy import can occur for both sream sections.

Consider the kth block in Figure 3.5. In this block, hot stream H¡ possesses 250

kV/ of energy and cold stream C, requires 240 kW of heating. Matching these streams

mea¡s that H, has a residual 10 kW of energy within the block which would require an

additionat small unit. Suppose that stream C, requires 200 kW of heating and that Ht

has a cooling demand of 15 kW in the adjacent (k+1) block. Returning to the potential

match between these streams in the kth block. If we import 10 kV/ of energy to heat

C.¡, then two stream sections can be ticked off but the section of Ht in the (k+l)th
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block requiring 15 kV/ of cooling still remains. This section will necessitate the

installation of a small exchanger. Alternatively, if we import for both streams (i.e. 15

kW for H, and 25 kW for C, from the ft+l)th block, then not only are the two streams

in rhe kth block ticked off, as well, the small section of Ht in the (k+l)th block is also

ticked off. This eliminates the need for one of the small exchangers.

T'C (k+l)th block

kth block

(H .,250 kw) ,200 kw)

quasi-composite
(cj,240klv) curves

H (krÐ

Figure 3.5: Diagram for illustrating the impodexport rule

3.4.2.3 Rule 3: Stream SPlitting

The selection of a good set of matches based on equation (3.10) or (3'11) may

require some remaining stream section(s) to be split. The strategy for solving a

splitting problem is presented in Section 3.8. The following formulae# is used to

determine the split ratio of a single hot (cold) strearn against two cold (hot) streams.

For practical reasons splis are restricted to only two branches'

i, 15(H

# Simple formulae (Eqs. (3.8) & (3.9) was suggested by a reviewer for the paper of Zhu et al (1993a).
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Suppose a section of the hot sEeam H, is to be split into branches to match cold

streams C¡ and C*, the optimal split ratio of the branches, CPl"¡ and Cl2"r, is

deærmined by (see APPendix A)

cy'*

cf*
_%- CPr*

-%r- CPr*

(3.8a)

(3.9a)

CfHi = CPH¡-C/Hi (3.8b)

Similarly, when a cold streÍun C, is split into two branches to match the hot strearns

H, and H*, the optimal split ratio is determined by

CP,O

CPL

cfr¡ -- cPci-cPlci (3.eb)

Equations (3.8a) and (3.9a) a¡e formulated based on the assumption that the three

sgearns form a suFset for optimal matching. The objective is to deduce the best fit to

the composites of the sub-probtem by the profiles of the two matches using stream

splitting. Usually, the split ratio calculated as above yields a good solution with low

area requiremenL

3.4.3 Matching Matrix and the Selection of Matches

in A 'Block'

For automated synthesis, a set of matches and their associated within-block

minimum area penalties are selected to minimize an objective function such as the

following:
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(3.10)

where Á4,, represents an area penalty (-ve for benefit) for the match between the ith

hor sheam and the jth cold stream and Q,, is the heat üansferred by this match (ÂAii

and Q¡¡ a¡e defined in Section 3.4.4). Obviously, this criterion favours matches

incurring small a¡ea penalties and ransferring significant energy. In this manner, the

resultant network features nea¡ minimun area coupled with a simple structure.

For hand computation, an alternative method for selecting the set of matches

possessing minimum a¡ea is to minimize the alærnative objective function:

mrntmlze

mlntmrze (3.11)

where 4,, is the actual area required for a match between the ith hot stream and the jth

cold süeam.

The two criæria produce networks with simila¡ topology and nearly identical area.

The computation load is reduced by the use of equation (3.11).

The a¡ea penalties or benefits for any possible matches in a block can be calculated

and tabulate din matrix form (such as Table 3.3) together with the corresponding heat

loads. The matrix includes information relating to the area penalty (with'+'values) or

benef,rt ('-' values) for each match. If equation (3.11) is employed as the matching

criterion, then the matrix displays the heat load and area required for each possible

match Ctable 3.4).

By using the matching ntotríx, the total effect of all the matches on area in each
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block can be calculated, and the influence of any individual match on the area reported-

Also, the cumulative progless of the design up to the current stage is available from the

accumulating set of matching matrices. The network so developed is constrained to

closely approach the area target. During development, the utility target may not be

exactly satisfied because of the imporlexport of energy across the pinch'

Actually, selection of the best set of matches from a matching matrix by applying

equations (3.10) or (3.11) is a mixed integer linea¡ progam. Usually, it can be done

manually by examining a matching matrix. However, cases with large numbers of hot

and cold sgeams involved for matches in a block, have a large sized matching matrix.

Thus, selection of the best set of matches is not a simple task and mixed integer linear

programming (MILP) may be required to solve this kind of problem. The detailed

discussions about how to apply MILP program to solve the problem are given in

Section 3.6. In addition, a matching matrix may be of a structure with equal numbers

of columns and rows (square mafix) which means the number of hot and cold streams

are identical, or may be non-squa¡e which corresponds to unequal populations of hot

and cold streams in a block. How to handle these situations? In addition, with a non-

square matching matrix, do some of streams require splining and how to split streams?

These complex issues are discussed in Section 3.8.

After a set of matches are selected based on above principles, a remaining problem

may be solved requiring stream splitting. The strategy to determine the placement of

parallel splits and their optimal ratio is given in Section 3.8.4. In some cases, it may

also be worthwhile to try ro avoid stream splitting.'When is it possible to avoid stream

splitting and how to determine the sequence for sequential matches? These issues will

be add¡essed in Section 3.8.5.
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3.4.4 Calculation of the Area Penalty 
^Aii

With reference to Figure B1 (Appendix B), when 'ticking off a hot stream H¡,

specifrc match area penalties are calculated in the following rutnner:

First" calculate the actual match area for the Hu C, maæh'a

where

and

A_Q,,Ai¡,actuat 
U,lATr*ü

Q,j = (Tb-T)CPH¡

T, = Tr+ (rr-T.)æj

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

AT

Ai¡,qu^i ideal =

ln-ij
(Tr-T") - (T^ - Tt)

ln
(Tn -T")
(r"-rl

. Second, calculate the quasi-composite based'ideal area'for the match. The steps

for calculating Aü,qu"ri-idear ilo outlined in more detail in Appendix C' This is based

on the computation of the ideal hot stream area IAU quasi ideal]ui and the ideal cold

stream area [4,, quasi ideatìcj. These are then averaged to provide an estimate of A¡,qo^i

ideal

IA¡¡ i,tpnll si + IA¡¡ o ídeall ci
2

The a¡ea penalty ÅA is then defined by the difference of the areas:

AA A i¡,*t uot - A ii,quosi-idealU

If 
^Aij 

> 0, then an area penalty is incurred. Likewise if 
^Aij 

< 0, an a¡ea benefit

accrues
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3.4.5 EMAT

Most workers define a single minimum approach temperature (EMAT) for heat

exchanger sizing in design (Gundersen and Naess, 19S8). The choice of a single

global EMAT for all exchangers in the network may result in topology traps

(Gundersen and Grossmann 1990). For this method, all matches with EMAT larger

than one third of the optimat HRAT are considered in the initial design. In the

subsequent optimization procedure, this condition is expanded to consider all

otherwise feasible matches with EMAT exceedin g zero as the practical economic

constraints governing temperature approaches are implicit in the optimization

procedure.

3 .4.6 UtilitY Streams

often a single hot and cold utility is available for heating and cooling duties,

respectively. These are supplied at the ends of the composiæ curves and are known as

,extreme utilities'. Utilities supplied at intermed.iate temperatures a¡e likewise called

'intermediate utilities'. If intermediate hot and cold utilities a¡e used, these a¡e

regarded in the sarne manner as Process strgalns. Hence, an intermediate hot or cold

utitity can be matched with process streams at any stage provided the temperatures are

appropriate. In this case, the balanced composite curves should be considered as the

basis for block decomposition and subsequent design. For the normal situation

emptoying a single hot and cold utility, the utility exchangers (if required) are placed at

either end of the network and should be designed upon completion of the process-

process exchangers.

3.5 The Procedures for HEN Synthesis

(i) Prediction of the OPtimal HRAT

The optimal HRAT is predicted prior to design. The energy and capiøl talgets ale
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functions of HRAT. Clearly, the actual capital cost is affected by area distribution.

However, at the targeting stage, the distribution of network area amongst the units in

the network remains unknown. The assumption used in targeting is that the minimum

a¡ea is distributed over the minimum number of units identically (Ahmad et. al.,

1990). Upon specifying a plant lifetime and rate of return per annum, the annualized

capital cost may be calculated. An optimal HRAT can be deduced from the total cost

function. This optimization wilt be influenced by the process stream data and the

associaæd cost data-

The optimization softwa¡e is coded in c++, which provides utility target, unit

target, shell target" and the area tårgets for networks with either counter<urrent heat

exchangers or with l-2typeof exchangers subject to a maximum area limit

(ii) Determination of the blocks

Using the composite curves at the optimal HRAT, the number of blocks is

determined by applying the strategy previously outlined in Section 3'4'l'

(iii) calculation of the Area Penalties for Possible Matches

Following deærmination of the blocks, matches are considered employing the rules

provided and a¡ea calculations are performed for possible matches with EMAT > +

HRAT. These calculations Íìre surrì,marized in the matching matrix.

(iv) selection of a set of Matches Featuring the Minimum Area

Requirement / PenaltY

For automaæd synthesis, the a¡ea penalty(benefit) for each march is available in the

matching matrix and a good set of matches can be deduced símultaneously using

equation (3.10) . For hand calculation, the area requirements for each match are
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surnmarized in the matching matrix and a set of matches with minimum a¡ea Ís

determined using equation (3.11).

(v) Cost Optimization (see Section 3'7)

After network design, the total cost may be minimized using the non-linear

optimization package MINOS 5.2 @rook et al, 1988)'

3.6 Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) for Match Selection

For large problems, the sizes of matching matrices could be quiæ large and the task

for sea¡ching for the best set of matches is not simple. In this case, mathematical

programming techniçes may be required to solve the problem for match selection-

For example, there is a design problem that involves four hot streams and four

cold streams. Assume that these streams all involve heat transfer within a certain

block. After determining heat loads for possible matches, the matching matrix

calculaæd by equation (3.11) can be expressed as

H1
Cs
Ce
Ct
Cs

94
Hz

0.65
0.6 3
0.61
0.6135

0.
0
0
0

72
L4

where H¡ represents the ith hot stream *9 C¡ denotes the jth cold stream, respectively'

Each eleme nr. a¡¡tnthe matrix represents #. ¡" obvious question arises: how to select
vlJ

the best set of matclus when applying equntion (3 '1 I )'

The general problem statement can be written as following. The total number of

hot streams n is four which equals the number of cold streams in a block. Let a¡¡be

defined u, S and assume each match ticks off two streams from this block. Let
vij

binary variables x¡ indicate the existence of a match between hot stream i and cold



stream j. x¡j= 1 declares the existence of a match and x¡¡ = 0 non-existence of a

match. Then, to select a set of matches to minimize the sum ot ö, 
the following

mixed integer Pro$amming problem can be defined:

süi
'?u, Q¡¡
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(3.15)

mtmmae <=> mlnlmlze

i = I..n

i , j = 1.. n

xijt î, o,,
i=t j=I

n

2x¡¡
ì=l

= I j=1..n

i,r,, = Ij=I '

x¡j = o,I

The above inæger problem has sixteen (16) binary (0-1) variables, and eight (8)

constraints. This problem is acnially soluble as a linea¡ programming problem (Edga¡

& Himmelblau, 1988). In this work, the MIP solver in GAMS package @rooke et al,

1988) is used to solve this problem. The results indicate that the set of matches (H1-

C7,H246, H3-Cg, [I+-CO) should be selected to achieve minimum area design as

this set of matches achieves the smallest value 
"f 

tAa.

The solution from the simultaneous matching approach defrned in equation (3.15)

always gives the best set of matches rather than a single best match. In other words, it

is not necessary that a best single match be selected. For example, the above matching

matrix indicates that the match of H¿{z has the minimum ft 
nUu" of 0.13. However,

this match does not appear in the best set of matches selecæd previously since any set

of maæhes including fullmatch has a larger sum of 
ft 

*t* the MIP solution-

If the total number of hot strea¡îs is not equal to that of cold streams, dummy

elements with zero assignment a¡e added to make a matrix square. To illustrate this,

assume a problem has four hot streams and five cold streams. When constructing the

matrix, a column is added into the matrix to make it square and revised matrix is given

as
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H1
0.94
0.72
0.14
0.3 5
0.84

Hz
0.65
0.6 3
0.61
0.61
0.45

H3
0.50

0.24
0.23
0.92

L3
96
32

dH4H
c
c
c
c

5
6
7
t

81
2L

0
0
0
0
0

0.91

Ce

The results from solving the integer prograrnming problem indicate that the hot

streams (1,2,3,4, d) should be assigned to cold streams (7 ,9,8,6, 5) respectively.

These matches are ranked in the order list by the fi ualues, i.e.[Ht-CZ (0.14), H¿{e

(0.21), H¡-CA (0.23), :Hz4g (0.45)1. Since the number of hot streams is one less

than that of cold sEea¡ns, one hot streÍun may be split to match two cold streams. In

this case, the flrst three matches, i.e. [Ht{2, H¿{0, H¡-CA] in the above order list

are selected. Hot stream H2 may need to be split to march cold streams C5 and C9 or

a solution may exist with unsplit matches when the problem possesses wide composiæ

curves. This issue witl be addressed in detail in Section 3'8'

The above considerations can be similarly applied to equation (3.10). In this

instance, the method will be same but the elements in the matching matrix are defined

differently ,i.e. a¡¡defined u, S.vij

3.7 NLP Cost Optimization: Using either Units or Shells

for Fixed ToPologies

As stated, a good initial solution can be generated by applying the block method.

After initial network design, a network featuring minimum total cost is deduced using

non-linear optimization techniques. This involves the well known 'capital--energy'

tradeoff. Two NLP models will be presented for cost optimization, one based on units

and the other based on shells.

In the former model, it is assumed that each unit corresponds to a single counter-
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current exchanger. However, actual exchangers a¡e often of the L-2 type (1 shell

pass-2 tube passes). These exchangers involve a mixture of counter-current and

cocurrent flow. If such exchangers are employed then a match may require more than

one shell. Thus, the second NLP formulation will be based on the application of 1-2

type of exchangers. The number of shells in series per unit may be calculated using

the formula proposed by Ahmad and Smith (1989) and correction factor Ft for N

shells in series may be deærmined from the relationships provided by Bowman et al

(re40).

For each model, two approaches will be provided. The first is based on a general

mathematical formulation and the other based on a specific formulation. Following the

notation employed in the GAMS softwa¡e package (Brook et al, 1988), parameters are

ind.icated by upper+ase cha¡acters whereas variables are denoted by lower-case

cha¡acters.

3.7.L The General Formulation

(¡) fndices and Sets

¡ = {il i denotes a Process-process exchanger}

J = Ulj denotes a heater)

¡ç = {kl k denotes a cooler}

(ii) Parameters

THUin = supply temperatue of a hot utility stream

THU6¡1=target temperature of a hot utility streanl

TCU¡¡ = supply temperature of a cold utility stre¿un

TCUeu¡ =tårget temperature of a cold utility stream

CPg = heat capacity flow rate of a hot stream
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CPç = heat capacity flow rate of a cold sEea¡n

U = overall heat transfer coefficient

F = fixed cost in a cost model

B = coefficient in a cost model

. C = exponent in a cost mode

CH = annual cost for a hot utilitY

C-c = annual cost for a cold utilitY

(iii) Variables

til = hot inlet temperature in a processarocess exchanger

ti2 = hot outlet temperatlfe in a process-process exchanger

tim = hot temPerature afær mixing

îit = cold inlet temperature in a process+rocess exchanger

îiz = cold outlet temperature in a process-process exchanger

iim = cold temperature after mixing

it = cold inlet æmperature in a heater

i¡z = cold outlet temperature in a heaær

kt = hot inlet æmperature in a cooler;

k2 = hot outlet temperature in a cooler;

cP = heat capacity flow rate of a branch of a process stre¿rm;

ei= hot utility requirement for a heaæE

gk = cold utility requirement for a cooler;

areai = heat transfer a¡ea for a process-process exchangeç

areaj = heat Eansfer area for a heatei;

areak = heat transfer area for a cooler;

Áçni = logarithmical temperature difference of a process exchangeç

^qnj 
= logarithmical temperature difference of a heaær;

Aç* = logarithmical temperature difference of a cooler'



(iv) Equations

Energy balancefor each uchanger
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(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.1e)

(3.23)

(3.24)

CPy¡(t¡1- t¡ù = CPc¡ß¡z -it )

Qj = CPç¡ß¡z-i¡t )

q*= CPa*ft*t - ttt)

Mass and energy balance for exclnngers with stream splítting

As stated, splits are restricted only to two branches. Thus, the mass and energy

balance equations for a hot and cold stream can be expressed as follows.

for a lnt strearn

,pL{t¡t - ,',r) + cp?r,¡t¡1 - ,?r) - cPa¡ G¡t - t¡m)

for a cold streün

Heat transfer

cpl¡+ cP2r,= CP¡1; (3.20)

,pLlit r-i,tl + tpLift2,r- tiil - CPc¡ fti^ - tit) (3.2t)

(3.22),pL,* cp2r,= CPç¡

t¡t -t n)(
areai

ar€c\ =

Qf€A¡=

Lo g ar it hmi c temp er atw e dffi r e nc e s

(3.2s)
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(3.26)-it)at^i =

_ (THUin -ijù - (THUou - tit)

,nl rnu ¡, -ipl
ITHU ¿y¡ - t¡t)

Atmj (3.27)

Át^r
(tu -TcU nut) - (tn - TCU ;, ) (3.28)

To avoid ttre singularity inherent in the above logarithmic function when approach

temperatures of both sides of the exchanger are identical, the following approximation

for the lmtd ærm @aterson, 1984) is employed:

t
At¡n¡ (t¡t - t¡z )x(t¡z - t¡t) + L

3
(3.2e)

Simita¡ expressions may be written for Âtt¡ and Atttt¡'

(v) FeasibititY conditions

Constraints to ensure a monotonic decrease of temperature at each exchanger must

be specified. Specification of positive temPeratue approaches ensures feasibility for

heat transfer. If a minimum temperature approach is specified for an individual

exchanger, the temperatufe apProaches of an exchanger must not be less than the

relaæd minimum temperature approach. These conditions may be expressed as

tit > ti2, iz >ç, , i¡z 2 i¡t, tu 2 t*z (3.30a)

tt -lZ 2 ATa¡n¡, t¡Z - r¡l 2 ATa¡n¡,

THUsy¡-i¡ra AT mini, tg -TCUsut)- ATmink

t+

2
2

3

and

(3.30b)
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(vi) Objective functions - minimizing total cost based on units or

shells

In the models for total cost optimization, the situation with multiple utilities and

alternative exchanger cost models is considered. Such considerations are important in

practical terms because when multiple utitities are available, the trade-off between

different energy costs and capital cost should be accounted for. In addition, streams

with high temperature, pressure, or corrosion etc., require special materials of

constmction and it may be more economical and more reliable for some matches Ûo use

different types of exchangers, e.g. plate-frn exchangers. Thus, alternative exchanger

cost models should also be considered.

Therefore, Two objective functions can be expressed as following:

Cost Optimization based on Units

mtntmlze
jeI keK

jer

Cost Optímization based on Shells

mrmmrze
keK

}cr¡q¡*LcroQ*+R
[>- 

,"t + B¡ areai"') *

2 ( r¡ + Bj areaj"t) * 2 ( ro + B¡ ørea¡ck) (3.31)

keK

}Cr¡q¡* \Ccrqk+R T rui[r,*r, ffif] +

jer iel

(3.32)

where N is rhe number of shells and R is the annual recovery factor. Given plant life

time n and annual interest rate r, R is defined as

r( I+ r)'

) ¡v; 
lr,* 

u, Wfl. à 
ruo 

[ro*r 
r Wf 1]

R=
(l+ r)'- I

(3.33)
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The above model (3.32) assumes that the a¡ea for a unit is evenly distributed over

the shells comprising the unit. If the area per shell in a unit is larger than the maximum

allowable area per shell, the number of shells in this unit is incremented by one in the

optimization process. Given an exchanger cost model with an exponent less than

unity, the cost optimization normally favours a small number of uniS and shells in the

final optimized network.

It should be noæd that the F+Q.3z)disprays discontinuiries associated with sherls

and requires iterative loops to solve such discontinuous problems which may be

unable to be handled by GAMS (Brook et al, 1988). The problem may be solved by

writing a program implemenæd with an iterative searching technique'

(vii) Constraints

The previous formulation involves no imposed constraints' In practice' constraints

a¡e often present and hence must be considered in design' Such resficdons on a

network are readily incorporated into the problem specification' Possible constraints

include:

Area bounds on required matches

Prohibition of strearn sPlitting

Are(sarea¡<Area!

Are$3area¡<Areal

AreaLosarea¡r<Areøuo

,pL,= o or ,p?r,= 0

(3.74)

(3.3s)

(3.36)

'PL,= 
o or cP?, = o

(3.37)
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Specifiedtotal ntntber of matches

The total number of matches in a HEN may be specified. The constraint fixing the

total number of exchangers is:

|x¡ $(area¡¿*e() * L*j g(ørea¡¿nre$) * 2 ** $(areat >- Are*) 3 Nt

ie| iel keK

(3.38)

where xi, xj, and x¡ are binary va¡iables and a¡e used to indicate the existence.of

process-process exchangers, heaters and cooler respectively. $ is the symbol in

GAMS denoting an'if condition.

3.7.2 The Specific Formulation

The general formulation can be directly coded into a GAMS program. It may be

apptied to any exchanger networks; only the initial values differ. However, it involves

a large number of variables and equations which may affect solution quality. In order

to solve the problems, a specific formulation for cost optimization is proposed. With

this formulation, some variables (dependent variables) in a network are rePresented by

the other variables (independent variables) by means of energy balance equations.

Thus these dependent va¡iables can be removed from the optimization model. Thus,

the number of variables and equations can be reduced significantly. Obviously, the

correspond.ing hypersurface of this optimization program is greatly simplified. As a

result, the efficiency and solution quality may be improved. However, the major

disadvantage of this formulation is its speciality. In other words, one formulation only

applies to a specific network'

The key element of the formulation will be illustrated using the example presented

in Figure 3.6. This network involves five independent va¡iables, i.e. (t1, t2,t3,V,

cn"lrl and seven dependent variables, i.e. (t5, t6,t7, t3,t9, t16, tp"tol' The mass and
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energy balance equations for this network can be derived as follows:

,pJo* cp"2o = CPça

CPas ß43 - t¿) = CPcs (tg- tto)

CPnz Q67 - tù = CPça (t5 - t6)

CPat (159 - tù = CPcs 1to- 118)

CPaz ßz- ti = tP t (tz -26)

CPm G4 -90) = tPt (t8-26)

cPcq Go-26) = CPas ft¿ -90) + cPuz ftz- ti exchangers 4 &. 5.

tt 77

l2

ts

265 t 118

Figure 3.6: Example network for illustrating specific formulation

Rearranging of above seven equations yields:

cold stream C4;

exchanger 1;

exchanger 2;

exchanger 3;

exchanger 4;

exchanger 5;

(3.3e)

(3.40)

(3.41)

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)

80

90

t

159

267

343

26rn

'PJo= 
CPct- cPr)

,,0= ffi(tsg-t1)+ 118

(3.46)

1

2 !

t4
3

3

t 6 tt

4

4I

5

(3.47)
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(3.48)

(3.4e)

(3.50)

(3.s1)

(3.s2)

=æpß-tt+ CPrut
CPcs

(159-tl + 118

CP z (t¿ - 90)
t6 +26

CPce- cPr)

tz =\ßz-tÐ+26
'P"7

,u = ?Hioz-ts). æft¿-eo) + 26

,, =ffiQ67 -t) + t6

= æe67 -tj¡ +ffitu-eo) + 26

Clearly, logarithmic temperature differences, heat transfer areas and feasible

conditions for each exchanger in this network may be derived in terms of the five

independent va¡iables (\, tZ,t3, ø, .¿f). As a result, this program only involves five

independent va¡iables (t1, t2, t3, g, cPal') and 18 dependent va¡iables (these ale the

logarithmic temperature differences and heat transfer areas). The program comprises a

sole equation for the objective function, eighteen (18) equations for logarithmic

temperature differences and heat transfer areas, six (6) constraints to ensure feasibility

and fourteen (14) constraints for monotonic temperature decrease. This provides a

total of thirty-nine (39) equations for the NLP solver in GAMS. By comparison, the

general formulation for this network requires thirty-eight variables and sixty-seven

(67) equations. Therefore, the numbers of variables and equations a¡e almost halved

for this problem by resorting to the specific formulation'

Obt,iously, the advantage of the specific formulation is the simplicity. In otber

words, it involves less variables and equations. However, the major drawback is the
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complexity in constituting the optimization model. Derivation of the required

equations is tedious work. On the contrary, the advantage of the general formulation

is the generality but at the expense of more variables and equations compared to the

specific formulation.

3.7.3 Suggestions for Practical Implementation

(i) The generality associated with the general formulation suggests its application

to all problems. However, the general formulation normally involves a more complex

hypersurface for the objective function contâining many more inferior local optimal

solutions. If a resultant solution appears to be unsatisfactory compared to targets, then

the specific formulation should be apptied.

(ii) Despiæ rhe block method's capability of generating good initial solutions for

NLP optimization, the global optimum is not guaranteed. In some cases, a local

optimal solution may include one or more very small units which are not practical. In

this instance, these small units should be removed and the network re<ptimized-

(iii) Fotlowing Saboo and Morari (1986), dummy heaters and coolers with zero

initial heat loads are provided for cold and hot streams without such units. This

enlarges the available search space and provides the possibitity of replacing process-

process exchangers with utility exchangers. If some of the additional utility exchangers

are retained in the optimized design then the controllability of the network may be

improved.

3.8 Match Alternative with & without Splitting

Three possible matching cases exist. Fkst, the number of hot and cold strealns may

be identical in a block providing a square matching matrix (Case 1). Second, the

number of hot streams may not be the same as that of cold streams (Case 2). Third, a
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single hoycold strearn may need to match with many streams of other type (Case 3)'

The latter two cases result in non-square matching maüices. The objective function is

identical for all. Namely, to find a matching scheme which results in low overall area

requirement and simple network structure. As well, wide-spaced composite curves

and narrow spaced composite curves may require different EeatrnenL The general rules

applying to these situations will be given and the intelligent application of these

heuristics is necessary in the solution of specific problems.

3.8.L Case 1: Square Matching Matrix

In this case, a matching matrix is square and usually a set of unsplit matches

featuring minimum area requirement can be found. As well, minimum number of units

is achieved because at least one of the pairing streams can be 'ticked off and in some

cases two streams can be 'ticked off by a match. Normally, a pair of streams

providing a promising match is unlikely to contain identical enthalpies in a block, thus

energy imporlexport will be required for this match'

However, in instances where a stream(s) has (have) excessively large heat capacity

flow rate compared to other streams, (even though the numbers of hot and cold

streams are identical), it may be impossible to recover the bulk of the energy in a

simple acyclic network. In such cases, stream splitting may provide a possible

solution. If the problem features tight composite curves, the situation is more Severe

and stream splitting is more desirable. However, if the associated composite curves

have wide-spaced profiles, stream splitting may be avoidable since a wide latitude is

available for stream shifting or criss-crossing'

3.8.2 case 2: Unequal Numbers of Hot and cold Streams

usually, the optimal set of matches (in terms of area) is simultaneously determined
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as stated above. The remaining problem then usually involves multiple stneaÍrs of one

type against a single stream of the other type (Case 3). However, a problem with

multiple small streams of one ty?e versus more than one large stream of the other type

is not uncommon. Again for this case, split match(es) may be necessary in situations

with tight composiæ curves and steam spliS may be avoidable in situations with wide

composite curves.

3.8.3 case 3: Muttiple Hot/Cold Stream vs A Single

Cotd/Hot Stream

This is a basic case. Three possibilities exist for match selection, namely no streanrl

splits or partially-split maæhes or all split matches. These situations a¡e shown in

Figure 3.7. Again for wide-spaced composite curves, it may be possible to avoid

strearn qplitting partially or completely.

(a)

El- +

-+

-+E1--

<- tr

I

¡ I

Figure 3.7 - Caption on next Page
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(c)
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(d) (e)
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ø-
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Figure 3.7: Possible alternative match scheme for a problem

3.8.4 Strategy for Stream Splitting

After a set of matches is selected by applying the block method, stream splitting

may be required to reduce both a¡ea requirement and the number of units'

Linnhoff and Hindmarsh (1983) have stated the conditions for streÍun splitting,

which must be satisfied in the vicinity of pinch point. However, the conditions do not

t

I

t
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provide any guidelines as to which stream should be split to achieve minimum a¡ea'

Actually, there are two problems to be considered for solving a splitting problem' The

first problem is how to determine the placement of matches with stream-splitting and

the second one is how to determine the split ratio' The objective of these

considerations is to achieve a minimum area design. It is these two problems that this

section addresses. As stated previously, split is restricted to two branches'

It has been proved by Linnhoff and Ahmad (1990) that if the temperature profile of

a match can follow the related part of the composite curves, this match usually

achieves minimum or neaf minimum area requirement when streams have similar film

coefficients. For a match to mimic the composite curves, the necessary and sufficient

condition is to have the match ratio equal or approximately equal to the ratio of the

composite cur''les, i.e.

CP,
CPc

DCPu

XPc
(3.53)

natch composite

This condition was presented by Linnhoff and Ahmad (1990) as the criærion used for

selecting matches in the vicinity of pinch points. Applying this condition' an approach

is proposed to solve splitting problems. The idea is to determine the placement of

matches and split ratio such that the temperature profrles of these matches can achieve a

good overall frt to the composite curves'

suppose the split ratio is determined as suggested in Eq (3.8a) or (3'9a)' For the

ease of discussions, assume there a¡e two hot súeams (i and k) to match one cold

stream (D. Applytng Eq (3.9a) yields
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clo
æ,

CP.-f,t 9I-or 9I*
,Éci

(3.54)

(3.s6)

CPt jCP,,

The fitness of the profiles of parallel splits to the composite curves can be expressed as

ùj=
CP* XPn
Clo XPc

of Aj
(3.55)

If Eq. (3.54) is satisfied, these two ô¡¡ values in Eq.(3.55) are identical' Clearly' ô

values indicate the closeness that a match mimics the composite curves and thus it can

be used to comparc the suiøbitity of different matches. Coming to the situation of a

block, since it may span several enthalpy inæn¿als (in which >CPH and/or ECPg may

vary) the equivalent expression to (3.55) for the block method is

ùj= %t
,Pci

XPu
ZCPc quasi<mposite

%t - xPn
6tci XPc

CP u, DCPnl

æt - 
*klquasi-omPositeor ùj

To give a clear illustration, consider a problem containing four hot streams with

relatively small capacity flowrates and two cold streams with relatively large capacity

flowrates (Figure 3.8a).

For this problem, the optimal placement of matches and the split ratio are not

obvious. To achieve an optimal solution, we need to consider and compare aS many

possibilities for matches as possible and then chose one from them. First, consider all

the possibilities for splitting cold stream I to match any two of four hot streams and
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then calculaæ associated õ values. For instance, consider hot streams 1 and 3 to match

cold stream 1. Apptying Eq (3.9), the splits of cold stream 1 can be calculated as

cPt, =

140224

= 46.4 (kWIO

El-
Et--

C4, = CPct - CPtr = 33'6 (kWIO

Block i

135

cP (kwro

25

20

45

55

130

@ 140

180

Figure 3.8a: Determining splits placement and split ratio using afea tâfgeting principle

Thus, the match rutio tr 
is 0.54. The ratio of the composite cu¡/es calculated is

0.54 as well. Hence, the ô value for this parallel splits equals zero which indicates

perfect matches benpeen these two hot streams and cold stream 1' By contrast" if cold

streÍun I is split to match hot streams 1 and 2,alarge ô value of 0.22 results which

indicates a relatively poor matching. The simitar calculations are carried out for all
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possible matches with cold stream 1 and õ values are summa¡ized in the matrix as

for splíníng cold stream I:

1H Hz
0.r9(7 2.2)

M
0.04(40.0)
0.04(34.7)

H3
0.00(46.4)
0.04(40.0)

M
0.23(s8.s)

Ha
0.08 (40.
0.04(34.
0.23 (s 8.

8)
0)
8)

2.2)
6.4)
0.6)

Hr
Hz
H3
H4

6)r
7)l
r)l

M

Any matix element ø¡ indicates the õ value for the match between cold stream I and

hot streams i and j, and the value in brackets gives the capacity flowrate of one branch

of cold sEeam 1. This matrix is symmetricat and diagonal elements are all assigned to a

large inæger (M) indicating an improper match be¡ween a hot stream and cold steam 1

without splitting cold stream 1, otherwise such an unsplit match would have been

determined at tlre previous stage.

Similarly, the matrix for the case of splitting cold stream 2 is obtained as following

for splitting cold strea¡n 2:

Hr Hz
0.22(77 .8)

M
0.07 (43 . 1)
0.00 (37 ,3)

H3
0.04(s 0.0)
0.07(43.1)

M
0. r8(63.0)

Hr
Hz
H¡
H4

M
2(77.
4(50.
3(43.

As st¿ted, the objective is to achieve an overall best fit to the composite curves' This

objective can be expressed for the cwrent problem as

minimize h * ùf 0+i' andj + i') (3.57)

where õ¡ is associated with the first matrix and ô¡i'with the second matrix. The result

of this optimization indicates that the cold steam I should be split to match hot streams
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L and 3, and that cold stream 2 is split to match hot streams 2 and 4. Both these

parallel splits exactly mimic the composite curves. The related design is shown in

Figure 3.8b. If an identical frlm coefficient for all streams is assumed, these matches

achieve minimum area design.

224 140

+

+

I

*

cP (kwrO

25

20

45

55

Block i
Eh-

E]-
El-

130

@ r40

180 135

Figure 3.8b: solution to the splitting problem shown in Figure 3.8a

In cases where the number of hot (cold) stre¿uns is more than twice the number of

cold (hot) streams, a mixture of parallel and sequential matches may be required'

Figure 3.9 displays two such possible instances, due to the limitation of splitting into

only two branches. In Figure 3.9a, one pair of splitting matches follows the other pair

of splitting matches. In this case, first consider and place the matches at the tighter

boundary as it is more liable to incw a more severe area penalty if marches are placed

improperly. In the case ind.icated as Figure 3.9b, fust consider parallel splits at the

more natrow-spaced boundary and the unsplit match follows' This is because the

t

t

I
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narrowly-spaced regions arc very sensitive to the improper use of driving forces and

they should be given first priority and designed with ca¡e. It should be noted that when

exploring unsplit matches, the match selection is done by minimi"i"g >â . While

deærmining splining matches, the critÊria for match selection is to minimizæthe õ value

as stated above.

(a) (b)

-->
->

-->->

<-

tighter block boundary
\

tighter block boundary

Figure 3.9: Two possible instances for splits

3.8.5 Strategy for Sequential Matches

As stated, for widely-space composite curves, it may be possible to avoid stream

splitting. However, the question may be raised: how to determine the sequence of

matches? Again, the minimum area principle is.used to determine the sequence. The

order of sequential marches is ranked using the I ndu", (applying equation (3.11) or"\¿

^Âff values (employing equation (3.10). In other words, matches are selected based

-
I

t

\



on finding the smallest values f"t ôa 

"t ^+ and continuing sequentially' For a section

where there a¡e more than one hot and cold streams, tAa * >^t' 
'r'oold 

be minimized

for this section. This has been found to give reasonably low a¡ea requirements for the

network as a whole. Again, the match selection for a relatively narrow-spaced region

should be done fi¡st as such a region is more sensitive to the improper use of driving

THE BLOCK METHOD / IOO

forces.

The following example @igure 3.10-see Case Study 5 for more detail) is used to

illustrate the use of above rules to determine match sequences. In block 1, there are

six hot strearns and two cold streams. The cold stream 8 has large heat caPacity flow

rate in the hottest section (3g7.4 kW/IQ as compared with other strea¡ns' However'

since this problem has a rather wide composite curves, it may be possible to find an

unsplit solution.

Block I Block 2

r23

CP
kwK

53.3
45.9

245.7

53.3
46.3

205.2

T (oc)

234-s8
5841

2ß'l-r42

2A3-rr5
r1542

n8-ßr

r42 89
8n

5.9 4l

42

234

16.0 4.2

8.1

fia

115

t48.2 2W199

120.9 ?A8-rL5

145.5 165-187

1

2r3
2'74.4
307.1
397.4

20-106
106156
t5G2r3

I

52

Figure 3.10: Determining match sequence using area targeting principle

1

n ,

4

t2.9

r99>

191

-+

3

1.0
5

248
6

4J

't

5

11Á 8

2r3
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Toavoidtheuseofhotutility,thedesignstartsfromthehottestpart.Possible

matches exist between hot streams I or 4 or 6 and cold strealn 8' From the calculation

of area requirement for each match, it is found that the match 4-8 (match 1 in Figure

3.10) has minimum ft 
ulu" and thus is most appropriate match and selected' After

this march is selected, there are two cold st¡eams with similar ærminal temPeratures to

be matched. Five remaining hot streams (1,2,3,5,6) are etigible to match these two

cold sfreams. By deærmining Proper heat loads for any possible matches' the matches

Ç7 and5-8 (matches 2 an.d 3) are selected since they have minimum x ft u"1oe'

From these two matches onwards, the remaining problem is of multi-hot streams

againstasinglecoldstream(aCase3situationasstatedinSection3.s.3).Thematch

choice is deærmined sequentially and the march with minim"- â 
is always selecæd' It

can be seen in Case study 5 that this approach can produce a network with low a¡ea

and shell requirement.

In summary, the above two apProaches a¡e deterministic in selecting matches and

the solutions feature a minimum area requirement and small number of matches'

Thus, the block method is consistent through a design' For cases with streams having

significantly different frlm coefficients, minimum area may favour large criss-<rossing

matches. However, there may be too many alternatives to sea¡ch for the best criss-

crossing matches. In order to handle this problem and make the block method

consistent with both the cases having similar film coefficients and the situations with

variable film coefficients, the diverse pinch approaches (Rev and Fonyo, l99l,Zhu et

aI, 1994) a¡e used to shift streams according to their film coefficients' and thus the

block method, including above two approaches, can still be apptied' The details for

the exænsion of the block method to handle problems with variabie film coefficients is

given in ChaPter 4.
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3.9 Discussions and comparison: the sequential Approach

versus the simultaneous Approach for Match selection

As mentioned above, the match selection by using either equations (3'10) or

(3.11) is carried out in a simultaneous manner which systematically considers a set of

matches to achieve minimum a¡ea and nea¡ minimum number of units' This is different

from the sequential match choice used in the PDM which selects a single match at a

time. The nature of the sequential approach is of the best fust search' The best fust

search only focuses on the curent stage and does not view the generation of a node

(e.g. a match) at any stage as a part of the whole problem. Although this approach can

usually select a best node at any stage of the design evolution' it may not find a best

solution for the whole Problem'

This can be explained more clearly by using the two networks (Figures 2'2 and

2.3 but also reproduced here), the one in Figure 3.1la produced by the DFP and the

orher one (Figure 3.1lb) by applying the RPA (Linnhoff and Ahmad, 1990)' The

match 1 in Figure 3.11a has a lower area penalty (\-lvo) than that of the match 1

(6.LVo)in Figure 3.1lb. According to the sequential match choice (best first search)'

the match 1 in Figure 3.11a is selecæd and design continues using tlre sequential match

choice until the network in Figure 3.1 1a is produced' As an alternative' the match 1 in

Figure 3.1lb is selected though it has a relatively large area penalty' The selection of

match 1 opens up a different path of design. As a result, the better design (Figure

3.1lb) is obtained.

In addition, the sequential match approach may need to back track in design when

some match incurs a large area penalty. Consider Figure 3' 1la again' After the match

1 is determined, the design continues until it is found that the match 4 in Figure 3'1la

incurs a large area penalty (11.l7o). Atthis point, the design should go back track to
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the stage where a match causes the severe condition for the match 4 and start the

design from this point again. It is found that match 1 causes the problem and the

design restarts from the very beginning'

From above discussions, it may be seen that though the march selected by the

sequential match choice (best first) has the least area penalty at one stage' the

subsequent sequence of matches may not have the least overall area penalty' lwhen

some laÉer match is deæcted having a large area penalty, a design has to back track' It

is not usually a easy task to identify which match(es) causes a problem' Even if all

matches selected have a tolerable area penalty, however, whether the set of matches

selected is the best solution in terrns of area is still uncertain' Thus' it can be

concluded that the sequential approach may not always produce near optimal solutions'

However, the disadvantages of the sequential approach can be overcome by the

simultaneous approach because this approach considers all possible alærnative paths of

a design and aims for a minimum overall area requirement instead of searching for a

single match with minimum area. For the problem above, the same network as that in

Figure 3.1lb is achieved by using the simultaneous match choice with a three block

decompositions. However, when using a two block decomposition' a better design

(Figure 3.3b) with a lower area requirement and simple structure can be obtained'
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Figure 3.11b: Network produced using the RPA (Linnhoff & Ahmad, 1990)
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3.10 Case Studies Based on Units

To illustrate the principles and the procedu¡es of the proposed design method, a

series ofcase studies are presented.

3.10.1 Case Study L

Consider the following four stream problem (table 3.1). The stream data and cost

data were introduced by Linnhoff and Ahmad (1990) and Ahmad et al (1990)

respectively.

For this example, the minimum total cost target occurs at HRAT = 10 K (Figure

3.12a). The corresponding composite curves and targets are given in Figure 3.12b

and Table 3.2 respectively.

T¡.nIP 3.1 SrNP¡.rvr DATA FOR CASE STUDY 1

Hot utility:

Cold utility:

UTILITY DATA

Sa¡¡rated sæam: 180 oC

Supply temperature: 20 "C; Target temperature: 40 oC

U = 100 Vy' m2K 
t 

for all matches

COST DATA

Installed heat exchanger cost: Cost ($) = 30'800 + 7504¡ea0'81

Plant lifetime = 6 years; Rate of interest = l0 Vo per annum

Costof hotuúlily = 110ç¡þ Costofcoldutility = l0ççþ

Stream

Heat Capacity

Flowrate kW K- 1

Supply
Temperature oC

Target

Temperature oC

1 200 150 50

2 100 t70 N
3 300 50 t20

4 500 80 110
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HRAT'C

30 35

H - lvIW

6-l

2520151050

Total Cost ' $10 yr

Figure 3.l2az Total Cost Target as function of HRAT - Case Study I
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Figure 3.12b: Composite curves - Case Study I
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T¡,nlp 3.2: T¡,ncErs FoR HRAT = 10 K Clsp Sruuv 1

By inspection of the composite cuÍves, the minimum number of blocks equals two. In

this example, this is identical to the pinch decomposition. Above the pinch, the quasi-

composiæs a¡e calculated as:

Hotquasi<omposiæs: T oC = 90 + 0.0037q tk$
Cold quasi+omposiæs: T oC = 80 + 0.00125q tk$al

q=H-13,000; H [kW]€U3,000..33,0001 (3.58)

where the enthalpy interval of this block is from 13,000 kW to 33,000 kV/ and H

represents any enthalpy in this interval. The reciprocals of the slopes of equation

(3.58) yield CPr,t qwiompositc = 270 kV/ K-l and CP"o,o qu""i<-positc = 800 kW K-1,

respectively.

The quasi-+omposiæs below the pinch a¡e deærmined in an identical manner. For

this problem, a single enthalpy interval (not including the cold utility) occurs below the

pinch, and the quasi+omposiæs a¡e co-incident with the true composite curves.

The predicted areas (equation (3.7)) for the quasi-composites including heaters

and coolers a¡e 8260 m2 aboue the pinch and 10785 ,nt b"lo* the pinch. The

replacement of the composite curves by the quasi+omposites results in a 3 7o

difference in a¡ea which satisfies the given area deviation constraint (e.g. < 57o). \\e

two blocks are the minimum number of blocks achieving the a¡ea deviation. Hence,

tlre optimal number of blocks for this problem equals two.

As an illustration of the calculation of area penalties or benefits for a feasible

match, consider a potential match between the hot sfealn I and the cold sfream 4 in the

Total cost $
yrArea above

pinch m2

Area below
pinch m2 Units

Hot utility
kw

Cold utility
kw

r0785 5 1.55x1067000 4000 88s2
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block above pinch (Figure 3.13). Initially, blocks are considered without employing

the imporlexportruIe.

^H-kw 
c"-

50
12000 200

8000
40

r20

100

300

500

7500

110

12500

Figure 3.13: Energy balance for the block 2 - Case Study 1

As energy import is not employed, the maximum energy transfer for this match is

12,000 kW. To transfer this energy, the temperature of Stream l falls from 150 oC to

90 oC and the temperature of the corresponding section of Stream 4 rises from 80 oC to

104 "C. The area required for this exchanger is 5087 ,n'. Th" 'ideal a¡ea' for this

match can be calculaæd from the quasi-composiæs as 4646 m2 (Appendix C). Hence

for this match, the area penalty is Mt -2 1s082 ^2 - 4646-2¡. Oth"r matches may

provide a¡ea benefits, i.e. the actual matches require less area than the ideal calculated

from the quasi-+omposites. An example of this is readily provided. Consider the

match between the streams 2 md4 in the block above the pinch. This match requires

an actual area of 2502 m2 for transferring 8000 kW of energy and the ideal area of

3200 m2 is calculated from the quasi-<omposites. Thus for this match, the area benefit

I

2
170

105

90150

90

80105

80
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is 698 -2. Aft", the area calculations for all feasible matches in this block are

completed, the maæhing matrix may þe drawn up as shown in Table 3.3.

Tanln 3.3: Mlrcurnc MATRIx - aBovo THE Prncu (Clsp Srunv 1

f - negative sign indicates a benef,rt

Alternatively, if equation (3.11) is employed as the basis for calculation , then the

following matching marix (fable 3'4) resuls:

T¿.gLN 3.42 M¡TCHTXG MATRIX - ABOVE THE PTNCH Crsp Srunv 1)

Utilizing the matching matrix, the set of matches may be determined based on

either equation (3.10) or (3.11). The sum of f; t" Table 3.3 (or the sum of ft in

Table 3.4) for the matches 1-4 and 2-3 is 0.034 -2kW-t (0.78 m2tW-l¡ *hi"h it

much smaller than 0.130 rn2kw-t (0.96 m2tW-1¡ fot the matches 1-3 and24.

Hence, the preferred matches arel4 (load = 12,000 kW) and 2-3 (Load = 7500 kW

subsequently this is adjusted to 8000 kV/ to simptify the network). These matches are

presented in Figure 3.14.

2I
Q kW, ÂAt m2, t r2kw-ta

AA

(7500, -20, -0.003)(7500, 1625,0.217)3

(8000, {98, {.087)(12000, 441,0.037)4

2*2kw-tA
aQ kW, A -2,

0500,2688,0.36)(7500,4870, 0.65)3

(8000, 2502,0.31)(12000, 5087,0.42)4
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cP kw K-l

200

2000

40

2000

-1yr

5060

170

t20 IUI

4000 8000

110

100

101

50

80
3000

300

500

3000 12000 80

QH = 7000kw Area = 19690m2 Total cost = $1.60xt06

Figure 3.14: Initial design I - Case Study 1

The above synthesis is conducted in a def,rned block without permining the import

or export of energy from neighboring blocks. The design is severely restricted. A

simpler network may be achieved by permitting the import or export of energy from

neighboring blocks.

For all streams within the block CPsi . CP., hence the conditions for the

imporflexport rule are satisfied as CPno, quasi+omposit" 
( CP*l¿ quasi-+ompostr". Energy

may be imported to provide a total heat load of 12000 kW for the match 1-3, 12500

kV/ for march 14 and 8000 kW for the match 2-3. With these maximum loads for all

possible matches in this block, the revised matching matrix may be obøined (Table

3.5). For simplicity, this calculation is based on equation (3.11).

1

12

I 3

4



I 2Qkw,A -', â .2kw-t
(9000, 2770,0.35)(12000, 6592, 0.55)3

(8000, 2502,0.31)(12500, 6438, 0.52)4

THEBLOCKMETHOD I III

T¡,sLp 3.5: MarcHINc M¡,rnrx (Iunonr/ExPoRT)

- ABOvE rHe PrNCH Crsn SrunY I

The sum of ftfo, the matches 1-3 and 24 is0.86 m2kw-l compared with 0.87

-'kw-t for the matches 14 and,24. These sums are quite close and it remains

unclear as to which constitutes the best option. In this case, both alternative sets of

matches should be considered. Selection of the second pair produces the network

very similar to that shown earlier (Figure 3.14). The first pair produces the alternative

network shown as Figure 3.15 (containing one less unit).

60

170 60

50

12000

110

90

50

40

2000

150

2000

r20

3000
96

80007000
I

80

QH = 7000kW Area = 20816m2 Totalcost = $t'63xt06yrt

Figure 3.15: Initial design 2 - Case Study I
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For the btock below the pinch, two hot streams (t, 2) and one cold stream (3)

exist To fully utilize the available driving force, it is necessary to split stream 3 to

match with streams I and 2. The split ratio of cold stream 3 is determined using

equation (3.8a). The remaining process strearn requirements are provided by utilities

afær all matches in the two blocks are selected. The initial design is summa¡ized in

Figures 3.14 (Design 1) and 3.15 @esign 2), respectively. The performance details

of the network a¡e summarizednTable 3.6.

Design 2 (Figure 3.15) does not get very close to the area târget, but both designs

achieve the energy tårget and approach the cost târget closely. The number of units is

reasonably close to the desi¡ed tårget. Design 2 is a little simpler as a consequence of

applying the imporlexport rule. This simplification has been achieved at the expense

of additional area.

T¡,nIE 3.6: TNTTT¡,I DESIGN RESULTS C¡,sn Sruov 1

After optimizing these networks using MINOS 5.2, final optimal designs are

derived (Figure 3.16 - Design I and Figure 3.17 - Design 2). The Design 2 (Figure

3.17) has a very simple structure and consists of two disconnected subnetn orks which

may provide benefits in terms of operability. Table 3.7 summarizes the optimal

conditions.

Total cost
$
yr

Area m2

below pinch Units
Area m2

above pinch
Hot

utility
kw

Cold
utility
kw

1.60x10610810 84000 8880Design 1

Fie.3.14

7000

7 1.63x106108114000 10005Design 2

Fie.3.15

7000
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90.2
2

80.6
3

4

150 90.0 s8.9

L7U

170 60.

20Æ

107.2

3t25 7985

2970

3007 11993

QH = 6832kw Area = 20394m
2

Total cost = $1.59x106

Figure 3.16: Optimized design I {ase Study I

150

r70 82.3

113.8

1,853 L9L47

97.5

62v 8766
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50

50

-1yr

50

N

t20

110

ll0

80104

v.3
50

40

E53

423/

120

80

QH = 8087 kvy Area = 19830 m2 Total cost = $1.63x106 -1yr

Figure 3.17: Optimized design 2 -Case Study 1
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T.lnr,p 3.7: Oprrml1 Sor,urrons FoR Clsn Srunv 1

Interestingly, the optimized design presented in Figure 3.17 requires 20Vo more

energy than the energy target. It might be expecæd that the well-known area<nergy

tradeoff would mean that this network would require substantially less area.

However, this design requires 193 rnz more area than the arca tårget at HRAT = 10 K.

The reason is that this design results from an overall cost optimization rather than a¡ea

optimization. As the exponent on area in the cost model is 0.81, the optimization

performs the tradeoff between area, units and energy and does not solely focus on

minimizing exchanger Íìrea. For this reason, the exchanger driving forces are

extremely tight (exchanger 1 - 4.3 K and exchan get 2 -2.3 K).

3.10.2 Case Study 2

The stream data relevant to ttris problem is summarized in Table 3.8. The problem

is taken from the study of Rev and Fonyo (1991). The excha¡ger cost equation in

Table 3.8 is similar to that used by Ahmad et al (1990) but is modified so that for the

size of exchangers used here the constant exchanger cost is about 20-257o of the total

cost ofan average exchanger.

This example demonstrates how differing block structures influence the initial

designs and determine the final designs. Using this data, an optimal HRAT equal to

30 K may be deduced. This HRAT and its associated targets determine the design

conditions. The results are presented in Table 3.9. The composite curves for the

Hot utility
kw

Cold utility
kw

Area m2 Units Cost:

annum
$
-1

Design 1

Fie.3.l6

6832 3832 20394 8 1.59x106

Design 2

Fig.3.17

8087 5087 19830 6 1.63x106
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problem are provided as Figure 3.18. Three distinct regions may be identifred and

these are each used to define a block. The initial design based on these parameters is

shown in Figure 3.19. In summary, the energy consumption is less than the tffget by

4.3Vo, the total area required exceeds the area target by 7 .ÙVo and there a¡e nine units -
five processjrocess exchangers and four utitity exchangers.

Tlst,p 3.8 Srnp¡,u D¡,r¡, (ClsB Srunv 2)

COST DATA

Installed heat exchanger cost: Cost ($) = 3,800 + 75040'83
1

where A = exchangeraream

Plantlifetime = 6years

Rate of interest = l0 Vo per annum

Cost of hot utility = 110 ¡çfu
Costof coldutility = l0¡çþ

Stream

Supply
Temperature

oc

Target

Temperature
oc

Heat Capacity

Flowrate kW
K-1

Film
Coefficient
w m-2K-1

1 t59 77 2.285 100

2 267 80 0.204 40

3 343 90 0.538 s00

4 26 t27 0.933 10

5 118 265 r.961 500

Sæam 300 300 50

Waær 20 60 200
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TOC
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Figure 3.18: Composite curves for Case Study 2
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Figure 3.19: Initial design I for Case Study 2
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The network is deduced by applying the imporlexport rule. Consider block 2,

this block includes sections of the three hot streams (1-3) and the two cold streams (4-

5). The enthalpy of hot srream | (22.62 kW) dominates the remaining hot streams'

contribution (stream 2 -2.02kW and stream 3 - 5.33 kW). Likewise, the content of

cold stream 5 (21.57 kW) is much greater than that of stream 4 (8.4 kW). To remove

all the energy from stream 1 in this block necessitates a import of 1.05 kV/ for stream

5. To deal with the residual energy within the block requires the addition of two small

exchangers (i.e. transfer of 7.35 kW from hot streams 2 &3 to heat cold stream 4 (8.4

kW available)). To avoid introducing these small units, energy may be exported to

neighboring blocks. The relatively small amount of enthalpy associated with stream 2

is exported ¡p block 1 because this block has closer temperature approaches than block

3. However, as strearn 3 has relatively large enthalpy it may be exported to block 3.

These transfers are illustrated on Figure 3.19. The next step is to apply a non-linear

optimizer to rhe network to seek an optimum design. Matches 3 and 5 in the initial

network are removed (result zero heat loads after the cost optimization) producing a

simple but low-cost network (Figure 3.20). This network has seven units (one more

tl¡an the unit target) and its total cost is 4.5Vo below the cost talget.

Suppose a different block configuration is employed, then alternative designs will

result. Consider the composite curves, the energy contained in the middle section

(region 2) is small relative to that of the remaining two sections. Clearly, it is possible

to reduce the number of blocks (from three to two) by combining this region with

either of the remaining regions. The composite curves in region 2 resembles those in

region 1 more closely than the curves of region 3. Hence, it is logical to combine 1 &

2 to produce a single block in order to reduce the area penalty. Based on the two new

blocks, an alternative initial design is produced (Figure 3.21)' Following

optimization, a final network is presented as Figure 3.22. This network achieves the
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unit tårget and its total cost is 4.7Vo lower than the cost tårget. A detailed comparison

of the targets and designs is summa¡izeÀin Table 3.9.

This example illustrates how differing block decomposition results in alternative

initial and optimized designs. It may be possible to define a variety of initial block

structures. These will produce a variety of final designs which should be investigated

to determine the optimal solution.

I17.8

93.14

139.5

12.13

r23.7

18.15

26

94.23

265 tgr.4 157.2 118

7a/.s2 208

Lt7.96

77159

267

90v3

r27

QH = 144.3 kVy A¡ea = 289 m2 Total cost = $46?86 yr I

Figure 3.20: Optimized design I for Case Study 2
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r24.7

rv1.8 | 77

L0922

80

90

193E

L6.t2

ry.5

1313

r23.2

L7A

38.15

267

188.8 118

149s I

tn.7 26
l
r29

L7.75

98.99

QH = 149 kw Area = 293 m2 Total cost = $4%03 yil

Figure 3.21: Initial design 2 for Case Study 2
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t78.3
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26t27

I

11831

QH = 1?0kV/ Area = Zßm2 Totalcost = $46686yi1

Figure 3.22: Optimized design 2 for Case Study 2
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Tlnrg 3.9: PERFORMANCE STUOY OF DESIGNS FOR CSP STUDY 2

3.10.3 Case Study 3: The Aromatics Plant

This problem (Table 3.10) has been investigated using the pinch technology

(Linnhoff and Ahmad 1990). The cost data provided by Linnhoff and Ahmad (1990)

is employed for comparison. The optimal HRAT equals 25 K. However, Linnhoff

used 26 K as the HRAT in their designs. For comparison puposes, this HRAT will

be employed in the design study. The composite curves for a HRAT of 26 K are

presented as Figure 3.4a.

As mentioned in the example 3 in Section 3.3.1, two blocks are employed for this

problem. Block 1 spans the pinch point. Employing the rules and methods discussed

previously, two initial designs (Figure 3.4b and Figure 3.4c) were produced. Final

optimal designs derived from these networks are presented as Figures 3.23 and3.24'

respectivelY.

Hot Utility
kw

Cold

Utility kW

Area m2 Units Cost $
-1annum

Targes

HRAT = 30 K
t45.7 r24.8 299 6 48975

Iriitial Desþ 1

(Fig.3.19)

139.4 118.5 320 9 51 188

Final Design 1

(Fie.3.20)

r44.3 r23.4 289 7 46786

Initial Design 2

(Fie.3.21)

t49.0 128.1 293 8 49603

Final Design 2

(Fie.3.22)

r70.0 t49.r 243 6 46686
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T¿,nlp 3.10 Srnn¡,rvr Dnr¡, (ClsB SrUDY 3)

COST DATA

Installed heat exchanger cosu cost ($) = 10,000 + 3sOarea (m2)

Plantlifetime = Syears

Rate of interest = 0 Vo per annum

Cost of hot utility = t ççfu
Cost of cold utility = 6 ççfu

Stream

Supply
Tempqrature

oc

Target

Temperature
oc

Heat Capacity

Flowrate kW
K-1

Film
Coefficient
kw m-2K-1

1 327 40 100 0.5

2 220 160 160 0.4

3 220 60 60 0.14

4 160 45 400 0.3

5 100 300 100 0.35

6 35 t64 70 o.7

7 85 138 350 0.5

8 60 r70 60 0.14

9 tn 300 200 0.6

Hot oil 330 2s0 0.5

lü/ater 15 30 0.5
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2l,9

110

3.0
113

27.45

100

40

160

60

45

20 ng

139 322

170

85

60

140
6.6

300

5.r1

1855

188

9.6

QH = 25.621vt$l Area = 17464m2 Totalcost = $2.98x106 -1yr

Figure 3.23: Final optimized design 2 for a¡omatics plant - Case Study 3
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127 96.s

s.6s 160

69.5

13.6 45

27.45

100

85

170
1855

110.8

300
188 r40

QH = 25.95 Mw A¡ea = 17395 m2 Total cost = $z.g9xto6 yr-l

Figure 324: Final Optimized Design 3 for Aromatics Plant {ase Study 3

In Figure 3.24, the dummy heater added to stream 8 is required in the optimal

design but the heater on stream 5 is deleted by the optimization process as compared to

the network in Figure 3.4c. The designs are compared with the design produced using

the improved pinch method (Figure 3.25 - produced by Linnhoff and Ahmad (1990).

This is the optimal final design based on the initial design presented in Figure 3.4d.

Both networks (Figures 3.23 ar,d3.24) produced by the block method satisfy the unit

target and achieve a low overall cost. Comparing these two two designs with the

pinch design (Figure 3.25), reveals that the pinch design achieves a marginally lower

total cost (17o saving) but it employs three more units. If a non-linear cost model is

used, then the block designs are likely to be favoured. A comparison between targets

and designs is listed in Table 3.11.

N327

220

60

300

138

20

355 3.05

9.622.4
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288 73

2.27

rt4

27.45

5.04

180 4.80
208

18.47 3.93 e.6 o

QH = 25.31 Mw Area = I''1398 m2 Total cost = $2.96x106 yr I

Figure 3.25: Optimized Design I for a¡omatics plant - Case study 3

(Linnhoff & Ahmad, 1990)
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TABLE 3.11: T¡,ncnrs & Desrcxs FoR Ctsp SrUDY 3

# Linnhoff & Ahmad (1990) did not provide the area calculation for thei¡ initial design (Figure 3.4d).

This figure was provided by a reviewer for the paper of Zhu et al (1993a).

* Linnhoff and Ahmad (1990) presented the total cost as $2.89x106 yt -1 for the optimized network

(Figure 3.25). The authors (Zhu et aI, 1993a) were unable to reconcile this value with their

calculations. ThevaluesfortheareaandtotåIcostused(17398m2and$2.96x19er.¡-l¡were

provided by the reviewer for the paper of Zhu et al (1993a). The calculation provided by the

reviewer required that the hot utility be split for two of the heaters with third in series following

the split. This arrangement is not suggested in the paper of Linnhoff and Ahmad (1990). The

arrangement is important as it avoids the very low driving force (0.4 K) for the heater on cold

súeam 5.

Hot Utility
MW

Cold Utility
MW

Area m2 Units Cost $/yr

Targets

HRAT = 26K
25.04 32.76 16984 l0 2.9Ix106

hitial Design 1

(Fig.3.ad)

(Linnhoffet al 1990)#

25.04 32.76 177t6 t7 2.97x106

Final Design I
(Fie 3.25)

(Linnhoff et al 1990)*

25.3r 33.03 t7398 13 2.96xL06

Initial Desþ 2
(Fis.3.4b)

29.30 37.02 r5762 11 3.1 lx106

Final Design 2 **

(Fie.3.23)

25.62 33.34 17464 10 2.98x106

Initial Design 3

(Fie.3.4c)

29.20 36.92 16166 10 3.1 3x106

Final Design 3

Gis 24)

25.95 33.67 17395 10 2.99x106

** 
To avoid splitting the hot utility, the heaters in Figures 3.23 and3.24 are arranged in series.
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3.11 Designs Based on Shells

The composite curves represent the widest overall distribution of temperature

differences for a set of streams (Nishimura, 1980; Townsend a¡d Linnhofl 1984).

Consequently, any network which can satisfy exactly this temperature distribution in

the minimum number of matches is expected to have the minimum number of shells

(Ahmad and Smith, 1989). Actually, the number of shells is ørgeæd solely based on

the composite curves (Shiroko and Umeda, 1983; Trivedi et al, 1987; Johns, 1987;

Ahmad and Smith, 1939). As discussed above, in the block method, the composite

curves are approached by block decomposition and quasi--composite curves. As a

direct consequence, a network designed by the block method approaches not only the

area, energy and unit targets but also the shell target. Again, the energy tårget at

optimal HRAT predicted is relued in the design which may provide more flexibility

and opportunity to achieve simple network structure while approaching all targets.

Following examples show how a network can directly approach all targets with small

number of units and shells using the block method.

3.11.1 Case Study 4

This case study is adopted from a realistic petrochemical process which is part of

one of the largest aromatics complexes in Europe. This case was originally discussed

by Linnhoff et al (1982). More recently, Ahmad and Smith (1989) studied a modified

version (Table 3.12) of this problem (which is similar to Case Study 3) using the

driving force plot and the remaining problem analysis based on shell considerations.

This problem has four hot process strearns and five cold process sfteams and hot

oil and cooling water as hot and cold utilities respectively. As can be seen from Figure

3.26, this problem has a tight composite curves. Ahmad and Smith (1989) pointed out

that in cases with tight composite curves, minimum area can become difficult to

approach with the minimum number of units. To achieve the units target usually
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requircs each match to satisfy the full enthalpy change for one of its streams (on each

side of the pinch). This tick-off heuristic may not be consistent with obøining a good

fit to the driving force plot (Ahmad, 1985). This observation was illustrated and

demonstrated by the solution (Figure 3.27) to the problem by Ahmad and Smith

(1e8e).

Tlnln 3.12 Srns¡.lv¡ D¡,r¡, (Ctsp Sruov 4)

HRAT = 20 Ki Xp = 0.90 (ensure minimum Ff > 0.75); Maximum area per shell = 550 m2

Stream

Supply
Temperature

oc

Target

Temperature
oc

Heat Capacity

Flowrate kW
K-1

Film
Coefficient
kw m-2K-1

1 3n 30 100 1.0

2 220 160 160 1.0

3 220 60 60 1.0

4 160 45 200 1.0

5 100 300 100 1.0

6 35 t64 70 1.0

7 80 r25 175 1.0

8 60 170 60 1.0

9 140 300 200 1.0

Hot oil 330 329 1.0

Water 15 40 1.0
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Figure 326: composite curves (HRAT = 20 K) for Case Study 4 - tight profiles
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Figure 3.27: Network designed on shell basis by Ahmad & Smith (1989) - Case Study 4
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This problem can also be solved by applying the block method and a better

solution can be produced. For this problem, two blocks a¡e determined and the pinch

is included in the btock 1 because the middle of the composite curves displays a rather

parallel profile. The initial design (Figure 3.28) based on these nvo blocks is easily

obøined. This network requires 750 kW (3.5Vo) more hot utility requiremen\ 696 nP

(l1.t7o)more area and 4 shetls less than the corresponding tårgets with only two more

units than the unit target. By contrast, the network in Figure 3.27 achleves the energy

tårget and needs 4 less shells than the shell target but requiresT6T n? (l3.3Vo) mote

area and 4 more units than the corresponding tffgeß.

Block 2 Block 1

327
I 11460

2?n
I 9240

93.3
I

9600 9000
160

570 9030

7875
9

9725

r0760

t92.4

Q¡¡ = 22330 kW (3.57o); Ateal-2= 6466 (12-l7o); Shells = 27; Units = 12'

Figure 3.28: Network designed on shell basis - Case Study 4
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This case study shows that besides near minimum area requirement, near

mæcimum energy recovery and simple network structure, a low shell requirement is

also the feature of the block method. As well, this example reveals an important

observation that allowing small energy relaxation provides a great flexibility and

opportunity in sea¡ching for a simple network while approaching all targets. In

comparison, for cases with tight composite curves, with a fixed energy consumption,

the situation becomes more severe for frnding a simple design . That is one of the

reasons why the network (Figure 3.28) obtained by allowing energy relaxation is

simpler than that in Figure 3.27 designed with a fixed utility consumption.

To reveal the drawbacks with the constraint of fixed energy for design, the

problem is analyzed using the block method with fixed energy constraint. This

nerwork (Figure 3.29) is designed with two block decomposition and has identical

structure to that in Figure 3.28 but achieves the energy target. However, it requires

1580 m2 (Zl.qEo) more area than the target and 3 more shells than the network in

Figure 3.28. The det¿il comparison is summarized in Table 3.13. The reason why

the network in Figure 3.29 incurs such a large area penalty is related to the improper

application of the import/export rule, as some matches benefit from excess driving

forces and may themselves require a low number of shells and area, but will cause

subsequent matches to have small temperature differences. The large net penalty in

area and shells is the result. Thus, when a problem has a severe condition of tight

composite curves, one should import or export energy with ca¡e. On the other hand, to

avoid a large penalty in a¡ea and shells while still fixing the energy, a large number of

units may be needed since in cases of tight composite curves, the freedom for

achieving minimum area design is very much restricted. However, by allowing small

relaxation in energy constraint, the severe conditions in driving forces can be

improved, while still retaining the benefit of simple structures from the import/export

rule.
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T¡,uLn 3.13: DESTcN Coup¡.nrsoN FoR Clsp Srunv 4
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(z7.qqù; Shells = 30; Units = 12'

Figure 3.29: Ne¡vork designed on shell basis with fixed energy consumption- Case Study 4
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3.1L.2 Case Study 5

The crude oil preheat train from a Shell rehnery in Australia was discussed by

O'Neill et al (1989). This problem involves six hot process streams and two cold

process streams. The actr¡al heat capacities vary as a function of temperature. In order

to handle the real process conditions, the safe side linearization technique proposed by

Linnhoff et al (1982) was applied. The stream data and economic bases are presented

in Table 3.14. The composiæ curves a¡e shown in Figure 3.30 which have wide open

profrles. The composite curves indicate it is a threshold problem as the fi¡ed heater

duty (with the fumace having a different costing) has been omitæd-

300

250

200

150

100

50

T"C real pinch

-t,l-r

10 20 30 40 50

I

2

0

0 60 70

H. MW

Figure 3.30: Composite cun¡es (HRAT = 40 K) for Case 5 - wide profiles
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T¡,nln 3.14 Srnp¡.rvr D¡,r¡, (C¡,sB Srupv 5)

HRAT = 40 K

Xp = 0.90 (ensure minimum F12 0.75)

lvfaximum area per shell = 500 m2

COST DATA

Installed heat exchanger cost: Cost ($) = 989Area0'u (*')
Annual recovery factor = 0.28;

Cost of cold utility = 6.4 ;çþ

The design (Figure 3.3l-O'Neill et al (1989)) based on the dual-approach

temperature method (DATM) was generated using HEXTRAN and O'Neill et al

(1989) presented their design (Figure 3.32) using pseudo pinch method to compare

with the design by DATM in Figure 3.31. Clearly, their design improved on the

design by the DATM. Recently, Suaysompol (1991) studied this problem applying

the flexible pinch method and presented further improved designs, one Sigure 3.33)

Stream

Supply
Temperature

oc

Target

Temperature
OC

Heat Capacity

Flowrate kW
K-1

Film
Coefficient
kw m-2K-r

1 234.0

58.4

58.4

41.0

s3.3

45.9

1.5

1.5

2 207.0 t42.0 245.7 2.t

3 203.0

tL4.7

tt4.7
41.8

53.5

46.3

1.6

1.6

4 278.0 191.0 205.2 2.3

5 206.0 199.0 r48.2 7.6

6 248.0 114.7 r20.9 0.6

7 165.0 187.0 145.5 2.9

8 19.5

106.6

156.3

106.6

156.3

213.4

274.4

307.r

397.4

r.3
1.3

1.3

Warer 15 25 1.05
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obtained by free hand calculation and the other (Figure 3.34) produced using the

expert system (FLEXNET).

However, by applying the block method to this problem, the design can be

improved. The problem is decomposed with two blocks. Again, the pinch is not used

as a block boundary. In each block, there a¡e more hot streÍmts than cold streams,

particularly in block 1. As stated in Section 3.8, in situations with tight composite

curves and uneven stream population in a block, stream splits may be necessary.

However, this problem has wide spaced composite curves and stream split can be

avoided even with a fîxed energy consumption. The match selection is carried out in a

sequential manner according to the rules stated in Section 3.8. For example, the

hottest se¡tion of the cold stream 8 can be feasibly matched by hot strearns 1, 4 and 6.

By area assessment for each possible match with a desirable heat load, the match

between the hot strea¡n 4 and cold sream 8 has lowest ft value and thus this match is

selected. This approach applies to the selection of all other matches and the resultant

network is shown in Figure 3.35. As pointed out previously, the match selection in

the block method is done using area assessment when considering network

simplification, so a resultant network usually features low area requirement and simple

structure. In the meantime, since a close approach to the composite curves is

embedded in block deærmination, the low shell requirement is implied automatically.

For this problem, the network shown in Figure 3.35 has the lowest number of shells

and units and a lowest total cost either on a unit basis or a shell basis compared to the

other designs presented above. The detail comparison is summarized in Table 3.15.
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2y 9.4 4t cP kw/K T(t)

3.7 3.4 19216

199

11

2r3

QH= 4.2MW; Areal-2=2359 m2; Shells = 15; Units = 14;

Total cost (unit) = 105 k$/yr; Total cost (shell) = 107 k$/yr.
FIGURE 3.31: Dual Approach Temperature Design using IIEXTRAN for Case Study 5

(ONeill et al, 1989)
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Total cost (unit) = 96 k$/yr; Total cost (shell) = 100 k$/yr.

FIGURE 3.32: Pseudo Pinch Design for Case Study 5 (O'Neill et al, 1989)
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6.0 tu

16.0

fla

Q¡¡ = 4.2 MW; Areat -2=2476 m2; Shells = 12; Unis = 8;

Total cost (unit) = 89 k$/yr; Total cost (shell) = 104 k$/yr.

FIGURE 3.33: Flexible Pinch Design for Case Study 5 (Suaysompol, 1991)
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FIGURE 3.34: Flexible Pinch Design using FLEXNET for Case Study 5 (Suaysompol, 1991)
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8n Block 1 Block 2

123
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53.3
45.9
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s3.3
46.3

205.2

T (oc)

234.58
5841
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t1542

n8-191,

2ùrú
1061s6
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I42 89
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8.1203
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148.2 2rct99
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t45.5 165-187

I

132 274.4
307.1
397.4

213
¡

52

qç¡= 4.2MW; Areal -2= 2283 ¡¡2; Shells = 11; Units = 8;

Total cost (unit) = 87 k$/yr; Total cost (shell) = g8 k$/yr.

FIGURE 3.35: Block Method Design for Case Study 5

T¡.sLp 3.15: DESIGN COMPARISON FOR CISP STUOY 5

1

2 ,

3

4

5

222

199

191

12,9
6

43

11Ã

5

8

Energy
(Mw)

Areat-z
(m2)

Units Shells Total cost

(unit)
k$/vr

Total cost

(shell)
k$/yr

Targets

HRAT4OK

4.2 1927 I t2 89 97

DATM

(Fie.3.31)

4.2 2359 t4 15 105 107

PPDM

ßie 3.32)

4.2 2252 11 t2 96 100

FPDM

(Fie 3.33)

4.2 2476 8 T2 89 t04

FPDM

(Fie 3.34)

4.2 223r 10 13 94 r02

BDM

(Fig 3.35)

4.2 2283 8 11 87 98
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3.12 Conclusions and Discussions

A number of useful new concepts namely blocks, quasi+omposiæs and the

matching matrix have been inEoduced. They provide excellent tools for designing

networks featuring near-minimum network area and small numbers of units and

shells. The design process is based upon information about the area penalty (benefit)

or area requirement for all matches. The effect of an individual match on ûotal area can

be rapidly deduced and the influence of simultaneous matches on total area can be

considered. Since the a¡ea penalty (benefit) or area requirement for any match can be

calculaæ{ the method provides a rigorous and deterministic guide for approaching the

area target in general network design. Since the cost target is obtained from the area,

units or shells and utility targets, cost optimal networks normally closely approach

these targets.

The block concept provides an efficient method for approaching the a¡ea and utility

targets. Network simplification is achieved by use of the 'tick-off rules, and the

imporVexport rules as well as the use of blocks. The initial network obtained using the

proposed method may contain more units than the unit target. This network can then

be evolved and optimized using conventional NLP. The final design parameters locate

the optimal network which may be a subset of the initial structue (i.e. some initial

matches may carry zero heat loads after optimization). As a result, a network closely

approximating the cost target is achieved. In summary, the concePt is simple to

understand, readily implemented and it yields a low cost and simple solution.

When the exchanger capiøI cost exponent is close to unity, little reduction in

annual cost can be achieved during the optimization phase as the cost optimization, in

this case, is not sensitive to unit numbers. However, greater benefits can be shown

when a network cost exponent is smaller. In such situations, there is more potential
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for cost reduction through network simplification. The assumption of identical

distribution of heat transfer area in thc network cost targeting program is an over-

simplification. To avoid this possible problem, a more rigorous cost target model (see

Chapær 5) can be employed- This should yield a cost tårget taking into consideration

the reality of a network associated with a cost target and incorporating practical

constraints, including consEained matches, no steam splits and specified number of

units allowed for a network etc.

At presenÇ the method does not systematically consider sfearns with significantly

d,ifferent film heat transfer coefficients. However, the method can be extended to coPe

with this difficulty by considering the individual stream ÅT contribution as proposed

by Rev and Fonyo (1991). The main idea is to shift stream temperatures using

individual ÂT contributions, the composite curves from the modified stream

temperatures are processed using blocks, quasi+omposites and the matching matrix

and the design is guided by area calculations. The detailed analysis and development

of the extended block method is given in Chapter 4.
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A new approach (7-hu et aI,1994) has been developed for the synthesis and design

of heat exchanger networks featuring streams with variable frlm heat-transfer

coefficients. The methodology couples the new block method (Chapter 3;Zhu et al,

1993a) with the concept of individual stream ÂT contributions as introduced by Rev

and Fonyo (1991). It generates improved solutions to problems involving unequal frlm

coefficients compared with currently available methods.

In this new approach, different stream structures can be screened and compared

prior to detailed design. This enables the designer to determine an attractive stream

structure featuring low area for subsequent analysis. Potentially good matches are

readily identified and topology traps can be effectively avoided. As a consequence,

good initial designs are generated and available for subsequent cost optimization using

non-linear programming. The likelihood of identifying a globally optimal design is

substantially increased.
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4.L Introduction

In Chapter 3, an efficient new method for synthesis of heat exchanger networks

using area-targeting principles is presented. The method is known as the 'block'

method- The key featu¡e of an initial design generated using this procedure is the close

approach to both the energy tur1etand the a¡ea target coupled with a small number of

units. After cost optimization, the network is easily evolved to a final network with

near-optimum ûotal cost and with the number of units close to the units target.

The initial development of the block method focussed on problems involving

streams with constant or simila¡ fitm heat transfer coefficients. The case for the

synthesis for steams possessing significantly different fîlm coefficients was not

systematically addressed. However, the block method can be readily extended to this

situation. The diverse-pinch concept pioneered by Rev and Fonyo (1991) has been

employed to determine the ÅT-contributions resulting from the differing film

coeffrcients. The streams in the initial problem are then shifted by their respective ÂT-

contributions and a new set of composite curves are generated. The block method is

then applied to these modified cu¡/es to synthesize an initial network. In this manner'

the differences in the stream film coefficients can be exploited and initial networks

featuring a low a¡ea requirement and small number of units are readily devised.

In this new approach, different stream structues can be screened and compared

prior to detailed design. This enables the designer to determine an attractive stream

structure featuring low area for subsequent analysis. Potentially good matches a¡e

readily identified and topology traps can be effectively avoided. As a consequence'

good initial designs are generated and available for subsequent cost optimization using

non-linear programming. The likelihood of identifying a globally optimal design is

substantially increased.
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4.2 Review of Related Works

The general approach for dealing with different film coefficients was suggested by

Nishimura (1975, 1980). According to Nishimura, such a system can achieve the

minimum area requirement if the temperature differences are relaæd to the overall heat

transfer coefficients as follows:

(Ir-t){U, = (Iz-t)@ =..o = (T"-t)\q (4.1)

where t = temperature of the single sfream of one type (hot or cold)'

Tj = æmperature of stream j of the other type (cold or hot)'

Uj = on"tull heat transfer coeff,rcient between I and r

Unfortunately, equation (4.1) is only applicable when considering potential

matches of a single hot (or cold) sfeam with a number of cold (or hot) steams. Based

on this work, a general design heuristic for match selections was Proposed by Umeda

et al (1978), namely: energy should be exchanged between streruns possessing the

closest f,rlm coefficients. This heuristic avoids an excessive area penalty associated

with a mismatch of streams with widely-differing film coefficients. The rule provides

no guide as to selection of the best matching between streams with similar film

coeffrciens and can lead to sub-optimal solutions.

Townsend (1939) extended Nishimura's result to the case of multiple hot streams

matching multiple cold streams by defîning stream individual "ÄT-contributions" as

follows

^Ti\ñi 
= constånt = cl

where 
^Ti 

= the ÂT-contribution from the stream i.

ht = film coefficient of the stream.

(4.2)
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This study provided the basis of the approach adopted by Ahmad et al (1990). In

their work, ct is defrned such that the ÀT-contributions maintain the energy balance at

the shifted enthalpy boundary and the set of linear equations are formulated as

ÂT¡ rñ¡ = cr

si

åar, 
( r¡-Âr¡) = o

j = I"Si

(4.3)

where Si = the number of streams at the ith enthalpy interval boundary

CPj = heat capacity flowrate of stream j'

k = the stream responsible for the ith boundary.

The ÁT-contributions calculated from equation (4.3) are used only at the pinch

interval provided that the composite curves do not closely approach each other

elsewhere. Otherwise, they are also adopted at those enihatpy intervals possessing

small temperature differences. Based on individual stream shifts determined as above,

Ahmad (1935) proposed a pseudo-BATH formula and it was demonstrated that this

approach normally provides a lower prediction of the area tårget.

However, Rev and Fonyo (1991) argued that the extraPolation of Nishimura's

results to general problems involving multiple heat sources and sinks was questionable

and concluded that the determination of ÂT-contributions using equation (4.3) was

ambiguous.

To avoid this ambiguity in determining AT-contribution and to preserve the ÁT-

contribution for each stream, Rev and Fonyo proposed a new approach (the diverse

pinch). The ÂT-contribution for stream i was dehned by:

z e [0.5, 1.0] (4.4)AT xhlt
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Hot or cold streams ¿¡re verticatly shifted by subtracting or adding a ÂT correction

based on equation (4.4) and then cascading is performed to determine r which fulfils

the same role as the uniform HRAT. A modified set of composite curves is generated

from the individually-shifted streaÍN.

Clearly, equations (4.3) and (4.4) wilt provide different individual ÅT-

confibutions. The main difference between these two approaches is that the diverse

pinch approach applies individuat shifting at the very beginning while the Ahmad's

method applies individual shifts at a latter phase of the design while mainøining the

originat (uniform) pinch and corresponding vertical intervals. The diverse pinch

approach results in the unambiguous treatment of the diversity problem (Rev and

Fonyo, 1993). In this study, the diverse-pinch approach is adopted' The major

advantage of equation (4.4) is that no ambiguity exists in the determination of ÂT

contribution and that coding into a tffgeting program is straightforward. It should be

noted that equation (4.4) for z= 1.0, is based on the concept of a minimum heat flux

(Fraser, 1989a), an idea derived from and demonstrated by industrial practice (Fraser,

1989b). The objective of Fraser's work was to avoid the need for multi-variable

optimization, when considering individual ÅT-+ontributions, by using the minimum

heat flux as the global variable (the minimum heat flux Qmint is related to the x with x

= 2eminf). The ÂTmin concept was usefully extended by Colbert (1982) and

subsequent workers, it seems probable that a single value for the minimum heat flux

should not be used as an absolute constraint for all streams. Therefore in order to

increase the search Space, both r aîd z, are regarded as variables whose optimum

values are to be determined at the targeting stage so long as the combination of x and z

satisfies the thermodynamic conditions. As will be shown, the extra freedom so

allowed by this choice, does allow a greater range of possible stream structures to be

examined. This makes it more probable that one of the best possible structures can be
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chosen as the starting point for the design. Network design is then based on the set of

composiæ curves corresponding to these para¡neters. The network is then produced

using the block method (Chapter 3;Zhu etal,1993a)-

4.3 Motivating ExamPle

Gundersen and Grossmann (1990) demonstrated that the heat tansfer area may be

affecæd signifrcantly when the frlm coefficients vary considerably. This is typically

the case in plants possessing a mixture of tiquid and vapor sEeams, where it is

coÍunon to have from one to two orders of magnitude difference in film coefficients.

They employed a simple example (Iable 4.4n Case Study 2) to reveal the drawbacks

of using a single uniform ÂTmin or HRAT for synthesis when film coefficients vary

considerably. Applying the PDM to this problem produces the vertical design

illustrated in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Pinch design with HRAT = 20"C

(Gundersen and Grossmann, 1990)
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The PDM will always produce vertical designs at the pinch, due to its strict pinch

decomposition. Normally, however, criss-crossing is introduced away from pinch by

employing the 'tick-off heuristic which is employed to minimize the number of units.

In this case, the strict vertical design is the only feasible four-unit design when using a

uniform ÂTmin (HRAT) of 20 K (Gundersen and Grossmann, 1990). Clearly, there

is no possibility for Hl Qow h) to match with Cl (low h) and H2 (high h) to match

with C2 (high h) as Hl and C2 are located above pinch whilst H2 and Cl appear

below pinch.

170

1000

190

230

Fþure 4.2: Criss-cross design with HRAT = 20"C

(Gundersen and Grossmann, 1990)

However, permitting heat transfer across pinch provides the optimal design of

Figure 4.2 which includes matches of H1-Cl and}JZ-C2 These two matches follow

the general rule: "Match streams with low film cofficíents in order to isolate a¡ea

deterioration" (Umeda et al, 1978, Ahmad, 1985). The criss-cross design is superior
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in both wea (27 .5Vo less) and cost (207o less). Therefore, Gundersen and Grossmann

suggested that a betær design may be found by systematic criss-crossing through the

pinch point. The violations of the pinch rule in the two directions are balancecl; hence

no extra energy is needed.

Rev and. Fonyo (1991) noted that this systematic violation can be extremely

complicated in complex cases and suggested that it is unnecessary if the effect of

different film coefficients can be considered at the early stage of design.

In this work, the difference of film coefficients is accounted for at the targeting

stage and it results in an optimal sfeam-shifting scheme. The effect of matches is

taken into account at the design stage by employing the block method. The following

two sections add¡ess these two issues respectively.

4.4 Total cost Targeting - searching for optimâl x and z

Rev and Fonyo (1991) proposed the following formula (diverse Bath formula) to

estimaæ the minimum arearequirement for the shifæd composite curves:

interval

A.in (4.s)
k ÂTt.u

I

where the log mean temperature differenc. ÅTr*t is calculated from the mean

temperature differences ÂT, at borders of kth enthalpy interval as:

Âr," = Âr,,++l lq,Âr¡,,rl (4.6)

where ÂT., is the temperature difference between shifted hot and cold

composite curves at the border of the kth interval,



An alternative approach is to formulate the minimum area calculation as a LP

problem as follows:

and

where

and
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Âl"ris the individual ÅT shift contribution of stream j,

g¡ is the sum of heat loads from streams of one type (i.e. hot or cold)

e¡ represents the heat load of the stream j in the interval.

A*in = minimize
a iL

i 
^Tr.¡¡¡Ui¡

Q* is the heat load benveen ith hot stream and jth cold sfream in the

kth interval,

UU is the overall heat transfer coefficient between the ith hot sheam

and the jth cold sream.

otrr,r* is the logarithmic temperature difference of this match in kth

interval.

(4.8a)

interval

k alli&
(4.7)

(4.8b)

(a.8c)

Q¡ç and OtrU* can be expressed by following simple balance equations:

(Tri* - Tzi,*) CP¡ -

(Tr¡,0 - T2j,k) CPj

J

I e,ju

)Tk(ru)--Tr(r
I i.k )i )k

AT Ittjt
ln

(r -T
(Tzi,r - Trj,*)

where CP, and CP, are the capacity-flow rates of the hot and cold streams,

respectivelY.

Tr,,n and Tzt,r üe the shifted border temperatures of the ith hot stream

in the kth interval.

Trr,* and Tzj,L tre the shifted border temperatures of the jth cold stream

in tÌ¡e kth inærval.
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Equation (4.7) normally provides a more precise area estimate than equation (4.5).

However, its complexity renders it impractical to implement in a targeting progfiIm ¿Ls a

set of linear equations is required for each enthalpy interval. Hence, the simpler

equation (4.$ is used to estimate minimum area and the capital cost can be calculaæd

based on the cost data provided. It has been demonstrated by Rev and Fonyo (1991)

that the minimum a¡ea calculation using the diverse Bath formula (equation (4.5)) is at

Ieast as good as that obtained by employing the Bath formula (fownsend and Linnhoff

(1934) for problems with unequal film coeffrcients.

Rev and Fonyo (1991) found that the effect of exponent z on the minimum area

calculation to be stight and they suggested that z be frxed at unity. In this study, the

a¡eas for different z based on sarrìe energy consumption varied by approximately 70Vo.

This difference is small but it probably should be considered. As well, changes in z

affect the stream structures prior to design. This effect may provide opportunities for

the discovery of very simple networks which approach the a¡ea target. This matter

will be d,iscussed in detait in Section 4.5.2. Therefore, z remains as an optimization

va¡iable. The range of feasible values for r and z a¡e defined such that their values are

sufficient to make a stream shift feasible i.e. no overlap permitted on the shifted

composite curves. The z bounds are set such that 0 < z < m. Values greater than m

will render the shift infeasible. Typically, m is less than 2.

With the minimum area calculated by using equation (4.5), the total cost tårget can

be calculated based on the cost data provided. Thus, for a fixed z, a curve of total cost

(energy + capiøl) versus K can be deduced and the optimal r determined (roo,). This

procedure may be repeated for the set of z's providing a set of associated optimal

Kopt'S. If the total costs corresponding to the set of Koo,'s differ significantly, the

globally-optimal roo, and z providing the lowest cost are selected (Figure 4.3a) and
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used to calculaæ the ÂT-contributions for sEeams. The composite curves defined

using these two optima form the basis for network synthesis. In some cases, the total

costs associated with the set of Koor's exhibit only marginal differences' The cost

curves from the example (Table 4.1) show this feature (Figure 4.3b). For such

situations, one needs to investigate the variations in stream structures and select x and

z values which provide the simplest initial stream structure' Normally, a simpler initiat

stream struch¡e yields a simple initial network which may be subsequently optimized

to an improved final design.

-1

TotalCost $annum

z:0.5

z=1.0

z=0.7

k
0 koPt

Figure 4.3a: A familY of cost curves
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Total Cost $ x10a 
^nrru-'t
z= I.5 not to scale

z= l.O

L- 7
z=0.5

5.15

0 0.09u 0-834 2.662t 53154

Figure 43b: The family of cost curves (not Ûo scale) for the example (Table 4.1)

The optimal energy consumptions differ considerably between the simple vertical

model (Bath formula of Townsend and Linnhoff (1934)) and diverse Bath model

(equation (4.5)) for the area target. Consider the example (Table 4.1) presented for

illustration. Targeting using the vertical model produces an optimal HRAT of 30 oC

with a minimum hot utility of 145.7 kW and a total cost target of 48975 $/yr based on

the assumed cost data. By contrast, if one uses the individual ÁT-contributions, the

optimal r equals 5.3154 when z=0.5 with the minimum hot utility of 167.0 kW

which is corresponding to a uniform HRAT = 38 oC and a total cost target of 48393

$/yr. Clearly, lor z= 0.5 the optimal minimum approach temperatures differ by 8 K.

Furthermore, the optimal energy consumptions predicted when z is varyed may also

differ. Changing z to 1 alters the optimal energy consumption to 161.2 kW for the hot

utility and 140.3 kW for the cold utility. This consumption corresponds to a uniform

HRAT = 36 oC. As well, the corresponding total cost tatget is changed to 48915

$/¡l¡. In this case of z= 1.0, the minimum heat flux can be calculated as suggested by

Fraser (1989a). As the optimal r = 0.834 k'Wm2, it is equivalent to the minimum heat

flux of 417 Wlmz (Q.inr = (0.834x1000)/2 = 4L7 Wlm\'

449

4.85

k
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e1Tabte 4.1: Stream data for

Cost Data:

Cost of hot utility: $110 kWyr 
1; 

Cost of cold utility: $10 kWyr-l

Exchanger cost model: $ = 3,800 + zs0¡0'83;

Plant life: 6 yr; Interestratez L07o.

These obsen,ations suggest that during the targeting stage, the optimal values of r

and z must be located in a family of cost profiles. This procedu¡e contradicts the

suggestion by Ahmad et al (1990), who observed that while the capital coss calculated

by the simple vertical model (Townsend and Linnhoff, 1984) and the linear

programming model (equation (4.3)) may differ, the optimum ÂT,,,r (HRAT) remains

roughly constant. They recommend that the optimum ÂT,n,n (HRAT) be calculated

using tlre simple vertical model.

The previous code for targeting using the vertical model was written using object-

oriented programming techniques and has been re-used in this instance. The

efficiency of the search terhniques to find global optimal r and z was improved by

adopting a one-dimensional sea¡ch strategy. First, for a fixed initial value of z, a small

interval containing the optimal r is identified by a rough pattern search. The exact

optimal r is then located using the Fibonacci algorithm. This procedure is then

repeated for varying z (range specified by user) to locate the globally optimal values of

x and z. As a consequence, the searching process'for global optimal x and z is rapid
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(approximaæly one minute on IBM 386 PC).

4.5 Synthesis for Handling Unequal Film Coefficients

4.5.1 The Block DecomPosition

The composite curves based on the individual ÂT contributions form the basis for

synthesis using the block method. The composite curves corresponding to the

gtoba¡y optimal values of r and z, c n be decomposed into a number of blocks using

the method suggested in Chapter 3. After block decomposition, the temperatures of

the hot strea¡ns and cold streams are adjusted at all block boundaries using their ÂT-

contributions . The method is illustrated using an example stream daø by Rev and

Fonyo (1991) who modified the original data of Ahmad et al (1990) which is given in

Table 4.1. This data does contain some inconsistencies, such as the uneconomically

high temperature for steam and low film coeffrcients for both sæam and cooling \Pater,

but is used uncorrected, so that comparisons may be made with the results of these

other workers.

Figure 4.4 presents the shifted composite curves derived after targeting using the

diverse pinch approach. The optimal values of x and z ale 5.3154 and 0.5,

respectively. The utility requirements are hot utility -- L67 kW and cold utility =

146.1 kW. Three blocks can be defined as shown on Figure 4.4. The block-

boundary temperatures are then shifted using equation (4.4) and Figure 4'5

summarizes the resulting stream structure after stream shifting. Clearly, energy is

balanced in each block but the border temperatures for streams of one type (hot or

cold) differ. Hot or cold srreams possessing low (high) film coefficients have high

(low) temperatures. This implies that streams with poor transfer potential are matched

at larger ÂT (and vice versa). Boundary temperatures of one type (hot or cold) though

not identical are equivalent when the differences in film coefficients are accounted for.
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These adjustment ensrtre a network with reduced area.

Following block decomposition, synthesis may be undertaken block by block. If

the matches are consEained within each block, a minimum area network may result but

the network structure will be complex. To simplify the network structure, the

imporVexport rule can be invoked and a set of improved matches can be selected

following the area-targeting principles outlined previously in Chapær 3.
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Block 1 Block 2 Block 3
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T Temperatr.nes on the hot shifted composite curve'
. Temþratures on the cold shifted composite curve'

t gof Uor¿er temperatufe = femperatu¡e on composite curve + individual ÂT confibution

Cold border temperatrne = temperature on composite cune - individr¡¿l ÂT contribution

Figure 4.5: Stream Stn¡ctu¡e for K = 5.3154 and z = 0'5

(the utility consumption corresponds to HRAT = 38 K)

4.5.2 The Significance of z in Changing Stream Structures

As mentioned previously, the major effect of a variation in z is to alter the stream

structures prior to design. The example (Table 4.1) demonstrates this point' Fou¡

possible stream structures (Figures 4.5,4.6,4'7,814.8) satisfy the optimal energy

consumptions predicted by the targeting prog¡am. The predicted total minimum costs

for each case are simila¡. An obvious question is "whích Stream structure provides

the best starting poíntfor synthesis?".
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Block I Block 2 Block 3
343 L?ß;l

190.7 + n9 ll8 26

t Temperatures on hot comPosite.

f Temperatures on cold comPosite'
Èor tne case of uniform ÂT cónfibution, the temperatures on the hot(cold) composite curves

equal the hot(cold) border temperatures.

Figure 4.6: Sream Structure for HRAT = 30oC for example 1
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Figure 4.7: Stream Stn¡cture for K = l.2356andz= 0.9 for example I

(the utitity consumption corresponds to HRAT = 36 K)
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Block 1 Block 2
342.2 r53.2 120.1 89.2 71.2 62.5
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Figure 4.8: Stream structure for K=0.36696 andz=I.Zfot example 1

(the utility consumption corresponds tro HRAT = 36 K)

Figure 4.6 displays the stream structures of HRAT

structue for K = 5.3154 and z = 0.5 is provided in Figure 4.5. Th¡ee blocks may be

defrned for each situation. Clearly, the subsets of streams at the boundaries and the

situations in each block differ signifrcantly. In particular, stream Cl in Figure 4.5

(lowest film coefficient) is assigned the largest AT-contribution producing an

equivalent target temperature of 180.2 oc (approximately equal to the border

temperature of 187.4 oC). Obviously, this change affects the network structure. The

stream structure of K = 1.2356 andz = 0.9 is illustrated in Figure 4.7 with two

blocks defined. Clearly, changing z, alters the number of blocks (three for z = 0.5

and two for z = 0:9) and the boundary temperatures. For example, stream Cl

remains within block I for z = 0.5 @igure 4.5) but when z = 0.9 it crosses the frst-

block border suggesting a requirement for hot utility. 'When z is increased to 1.2, the

related stre¿un structure is shown in Figure 4.8. The stream population in each block

is similar ro that of Figure 4.7 (z = 0.9). The major difference is that stream C2

(Figure 4.8) moves towards the border of the block 2 and its equivalent supply

26
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temperature approximately equals that of Cl. Hence, this stream can match any hot

streams in this block providing a better vertical heat transfer pattern compared with z =

0.9. This may provide a lower area during synthesis. As well, the stream structure

requires one fewer block than z = 0.5. This change may yield a simpler initial

network struch¡re. The twin considerations of a¡ea minimization and a simpler stream

structure favou¡ the stream structure in Figure 4.8 (z = 1.2). The effect of these

differing stream stn¡ctures on both the initial designs and the optimized networks a¡e

further considered in section 4.6.

Clearly, variations in z provide a number of good starting points for synthesis.

Even though the associated predicted minimum total costs may be simila¡, the block

decomposition and stream structures can be quite different. Hence, a decision is

required to select the optimal starting point for synthesis. This starting point should

incorporate a good stream structure and require few blocks. Pre-optimization for

s6eam structures piior to design is necessa¡y in addition to the pre-optimization to

determine optimal r and z trading-off energy and capital. The fust optimization

determines how minimum total cost can be approached by exploiting a simple initial

network structure.

4.5.3 A Proposed Procedure

For problems with sffeams having signifîcant differences in film coefficients,

ind.ividual ÂT-contributions should be considered to produce lower area networks.

Ahmad (1985) and Townsend (1989) showed that provided film coefficients differ by

less than one order of magnitude, the area computation using the Bath formula

normally provides a reasonable approximation (within l}Vo) compared with more

sophisticated approaches. Hence, Ahmad et al (1990) suggest that one order of

magnitude differences in film coefficients provides a threshold test for potential area
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reduction. This suggestion was based solely on area considerations. However,

another impofant factor worthy of consideration is the stream structure prior to

design. Figure 4.9 provides an algorithm for improved design. It considers both

areas (i.e. capital costs) and sueam structures prior to design.

NoIs there a significant difference
in the stream

film coefficients?

Use uniform
AT contributions

for the steams
Use the individual
ÅT contributions

for the
streams

Select attractive streÍun
structures for
starting point

Apply the'block' method

Initial design

Cost optimisation

Figure 4.9: hocedure for testing to determine if AT cont¡ibutions a¡e required
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The improved Pinch algorithm (Ahmad et al, 1990) and the block method differ

significantly in their handling of the situation featuring closely approaching-composiæ

curves including the pinch. In the former method, the ÂT-contributions derived from

equation (4.3) a¡e used for each enthalpy interval in the narrow region and a design

proceeds one interval at a time in this region. By contrast, the block method may

combine the enthalpy intervals in this narrow region into a single block when the hot

(cold) composite segments have simila¡ profrles. AT-contributions a¡e used only at the

block boundaries. Synthesis is performed in this block rather than based on the

enthalpy intervals. Exploiting the block for synthesis rather than several enthalpy

intervals greatly reduces the number of matches. The area target is likewise

approached quiæ closely with a simple network structure. A small violation of the

energy target may be incurred as energy may cross the pinch. The reason for allowing

a small violation of the energy tårget is very simple. The optimal HRAT (ÅT,r,r) or

optimal r and z is based on an approximate trade-off between energy and capital. In

addition, the initial design will be subsequently optimized using a cost objective.

Hence, maintaining the energy tffget, if this requires a complicated network structure,

is inappropriate.

Multiple pinches can be handled in a similar manner. In this case, a single block

may span a number of pinches. This treatment avoids the pinch decompositions and

solves the problem of how to design neworks between pinches.

The Pseudo Pinch Method (trivedi et al, 1989) and Flexible Pinch Method (Wood

et al, 1991; Suaysompol and Wood, L99la & b) allows energy transfer criss-crossing

the pinch while retaining an energy target to reduce the complexity associated with a

strict pinch decomposition. This energy relaxation provides benefits in simplifying the

nctwork structure and the networks generated are usually simpler compared to strict
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pinch design. However, this method only addresses network simplification but fails

ûo consider the trade-off between units and a¡ea. As a result, it is occasionally possible

to achieve a simple network whilst sacrificing area. This may produce networks with

large area and capital cost

4.6 Case Studies

4.6.L Case StudY 1 (Table 4.1)

This example demonstrates two key points. First, network area can be reduced by

considering individual ÂT-contributions. Second, changes in stream structures may

affect network structures. Figure 4.6 is derived neglecting the individual ÂT-

contributions. The strearn CI possessing the smallest film coefficient is assigned an

identical ÁT-contribution (hatf of HRAT) to other streams. If Cl is matched with Hl

or H3 (high frlm coefficients), large area penalties are incured. Matches between Cl

and Hl or H3 are inevitable as a consequence of the strea¡n structure. An initial design

for this stream structure is shown in Figure 4.10. This network was designed using

the block method.

By contrast" if the differences in film coefficients are considered, then the streams

are shifted based on their individual AT-contributions according to the diverse pinch

algorithm. The stream structure for z = 0.9 and r = L.052 is presented in Figure

4.lla. This stream structure is used to demonstrate that with a fixed energy

consumption corresponding to HRAT = 30 K used in Figure 4.6, how the overall area

can be reduced by applying individual ÂT<ontributions and the block method- The

initial design based on the stream structure in Figure 4.lIa is given in Figure 4-1lb.

Both networks (Figures 4.10 and 4.11b) are designed with the same energy

consumption (corresponding to HRAT = 30 oC). Considering the individual ÀT-

contributions, rhe area is reduced by 49 
^2 çt7.l7o¡ compared to the case of a uniform

HRAT. This reduction in area is significant.
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115.4

87.7

343

16.1

2L.6

99.0

Bath Area Target (HRAT = 30 "C) = 299 mli Network area = 3?ß m2.

Figure 4.10: Initial design at HRAT = 30oC for example I

34L 247.9 150.6 112.8 88 68.7 û9
77

131.e1

4 90

26

190.9 148.6 118

77

80

90

37.L

127

265

Lß.7

343

1

267 193.4192.9 150.6 r20 92.4

Figure 4.11a: Sf.ream slructure at K = 1.052 and z=0.9 forexample 1

(the utility consumption corresponds to HRAT = 30 K)
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131.6

L24.8

233

292.6 32.8 118

122.4 103.3

Diverse Bath Area ta¡get (K = 1.052' z = 0'9) = 27 5 m2 ;Network area = 277 m2

(the utility consumption conesponds to HRAT = 30 K)

Figure 4.11b: Initial design ât K = 1.052and z=0-9 forexample I

Next consider potential changes in the süeam structure resulting from va¡iations in

z. Th¡eeoptima,i.e. r = 5.3154 andz = 0.5, K = L.2356andz=0.9, andK =

0.36696 and z = I.2 are selected for comparison. Based on the associated stream

structures (Figures 4.5,4.7 and 4.8), the initial networks are produced in Figures

4.12a, 4.13a and  .I4arespectively. These networks are compared in Table 4.2, for

the cost data in Table 4.1. (The exchanger cost equation is similar to that in Ahmad et

at (1990) but was modifred so that fo¡ the size of exchangers used here the constant

exchanger cost is about 2045Vo of the total cost of an average exchanger). The fust

design (Figure 4.12a) is based on three blocks, and as expected is more complex (10

units) than the other two designs with two blocks (8 units). In addition, the stream

structure (Figure 4.8) for r = 0.36696 and z = 1.2 is optimal (as previously

discussed) and its initial design (Figure 4.L4a) has the lowest area requirement and the

simplest structure.

77

80

90

265
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Although the stream structures (Figures 4.7 and 4.8) seem quite similar, the

corresponding designs (Figures 4.13a and 4.14a) are substantially different. This

follows because tt¡e location of cold strearn 2 in block 2 is a key difference between the

two structures. In Figure 4.7 , cold srea¡n 2 is located in the middle of the block 2 and

the very small driving force between hot strealn 3 and cold stream 2 impedes the

possible match between these two streams (of highest film coeff,rcients). Thus, the

match between hot stream 1 and cold stream 2 was selecæd as a result of the block a¡ea

calculations (Chapær 3; Zhu et al, 1993a). By conhast, in the strealn structure for K =

0.36696 and z = 1.2 @igure 4.8), cold stream 2 is shifted towards to the boundary

of the block 2 and this shift enlarges the driving force for the heat transfer between hot

stream 3 and cold stream 2. Ttre match between these two streams stånds out with a

low area requirement as this match is achieved with both streams having high heat

tran sfer film coefficiens.

These initial networks were optimized and the resulting networks presented as

Figures 4.12b,4.13b, and 4.14b and4.l4c. Figure 4.Ik, is an alternative network

produced by including a 'dummy' cooler on strealn H2 in the initial network (Figure

4.14a) when undertaking cost minimization. Network comparison is shown in Table

4.3. Alt networks possess a simple structure and low cost. Design 3a (Figure 4.14b)

achieves the units tffget with a total cost lower than the target. Design 3b (Figure

4.liy..) incurs the second lowest cost. It eliminates the stream split and each stream

(except Cl) includes a utility exchanger. This should provide advantages in terms of

operability and flexibility. These designs (Figures 4.I4b e.4.I4c) are derived from

the best sfream structure (Figure 4.8).

It should be noted, for this example, that neither energy nor capital cost is very

dominant as the proportion of the annual costs, due to capital charges, vary from 467o
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to 627o. By comparing Tables 4.2 and 4.3, \t is evident that the utility costs are

sometimes increased subsøntially by the optimization process. It seems that although

designs are produced at the 'optimal' conditions with estimated best trade-off between

energy and capital, this is subsequently modified when the NLP process is using the

actual exchanger sizes. These trade-offs seem to be network dependent as the

optimized designs have different proportions of capiøl cost-

Table 4.2: Results for different values of z for Example I
(Initial Designs)

Table 4.3: Results for different values of z for Example I
(Optimized Designs)

Cost Target (Bath a¡ea formu la) = 4gg75 $ yr 1

Cost Target (Diverse Bath area formula) = 48393$ yt 1

Hot utility
kw

Cold
utility kW

Area mz U nits Total Cost

$ y.-1
Design 1 (Frg. 4.12a')
(K=5.3154.2=0.5)

1 63 1 t42.z 248 10 5 1838

Design 2 (Fie.4.13a)
(x= 1.2356.2=0.9)

151.1 t30.2 254 E 48858

Design 3 (Frg. 4.14a)
lr = 0-3670. z= 1.2\

168.3 r41.4 241 E 49049

Hot utility
kw

Cold
utility kW

Area mz Units Total Cost

$ v.-t
Design 1 (Fig. 4.12b)
(x=5.3154.2=0.5)

230.1 209.8 tE3 7 s0969

Design 2 (Fig. 4.13b) 157.r t36.2 268 1 48804

Design 3a @ig. 4.14b)
(r=0.36696,2=I.2'l

169.2 14E.3 242 6 4655r

Design 3b (Fig.4.14c)
(x = 0.36696, z= 1.2)

169.2 I48.3 237 7 41060
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128.8

1183

18.1

5A

23.9

181.8 L78 11

163.1 88.6 x.6

QH = t63.t krW; Network area=248 m2; Toøl cost = 51838 $/yr

Figure 4.l2az Initial design at K= 5.3154andz= 0.5 forexample I

r38.7

141.1

38.1

30.6

942

19 118

1365 105.5 463

Qg = Z3O.Z kW; Nehvork area = 183 m2; Total cost = S0969 $/yr

1 77

90

I

77

80

90

127

265

Figure 4.l^2bz Optimized design at K= 5.3154 andz= 0.5 forexample 1
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159 134

130.2

172

22.6

18.8 118

t?ß.s 102.7 57.t

Qtt = tst.t kW; Network area=254 m2; Total cost = 48858 $/yr.

Figure 4.13a: Initial design at K= L-2356andz= 0.9 forexample 1

136.6

t362

160.6

r07.6

1E.1 38.0

t94. 118

139.0 98.r st.2

Q¡¡ = 157.1 klV; Network area=268 m2; Total cost = 48804 $/yr.

77

80

90

tn

265

159

267

77

80

90343

26
127

?Á5

H1

H2

H3

\ 6.7
c1

382

I 1 c2

Figure 4.13b: Optimized design at K = 1.2356 Lndz= 0.9 for example 1
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159 t34.4

1313

170.7

343 r54

1r8

168.3 101.7 r8.3

Qg = t68.3 kW; Nenvork area= 24L m2; Total cost = 49049 $/yr.

Figure 4.l4az Initial design at K=0.36696 andz=I.2for example 1

r34.5

r.31.3

r2I.6

17.0

178 38.2 118

169.2 119.1

Qg = 169.2 kW; Network a¡ea= 242 m2; Total cost = 46551 $/yr

77

80

90

16.1

77

80

159

267

90

127

H1

H2

3

105.9

t20
H3

c1
56.1L9.7

r27.3
c2

H1

H2

H3

115.5
c1

c2

Figure 4.14b: Optimized design I at K = 0.36696 andz= l.2fot example I
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t26.1

ttz3

19,0

343 r2t.6

19.1 75.1

178.

L69.2 119.1

QU = t69.2 kW; Nework a¡ea=237 m2; Total cost = 47060 $/yr.

Figure 4.14c: Optimized design 2 at K = 0.36696 andz= l.2for example 1

4.6.2 Case Study 2 (Table 4.4)

Topology faps inherent in the pinch decomposition were explained by Gundersen

and Grossmann (1990). They concluded that such traps can be avoided using

systematic criss-crossing at the pinch which violates the original pinch rules. This

effect was demonstrated using the example presented by Gundersen and Grossmann

(Table 4.4). The pinch method yields the design in Figure 4.15 with 27.5Vo excess

a¡ea and 20Vo excess cost compared to the network shown in Figure 4.16. This was

obtained by permitting the criss-cross of energy through the pinch point. As a result,

energy is balanced and no extra utility is required.

I

?Á7

77

80

90

t7.o

127

265
I
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Table 4.4: Stream data for example 2

Exchanger cost model: $ = 10,000 + 100040'8

200
cP (kìv K

10

t) 
n (w m-2r1

100
300

190

r70

1000

1000

r000

Figure 4.15: Pinch design for example 2 with universe pinch concept

at HRAT = 20oC (Gundersen and Grossmann, 1990)

230 1

100

100

50

50

100

25

190

1000

r000

1000

1000

180

Stream T s
oc T, oC CP KW ICl h w m-2K-1

H1 300 200 10 100

H2 200 190 100 1000

H1 190 t70 50 1000

c, r60 180 s0 100

c2 180 190 100 1000

ca 190 230 25 1000

Sæam 3s0 3s0 4000

CW 30 50 2000
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300

190

t'70

230

Figure 4.16: Criss-cross design for example 2 with universe pinch concept

at HRAT = 20oC (Gundersen and Grossmann, 1990)

However, Rev and Fonyo (1991) noæd that this systematic violation becomes very

complicated in more complex cases. A simpler alternative is provided by the block

method. Streams can be temperature shifted and sEeam structures adjusted using

different combinations of r and z to yield good starting stream structures. Design is

performed simply using the block method. In this manner, the topology traps are

effectively avoided.

Considering Figure 4.15, matches between Hl and Cl, and H2 and C2 are not

permitted as Hl and C2 arc located at above the pinch and H2 a¡d Cl appeü below the

pinch. For this reason, the network (Figure 4.15) may not be evolved to the optimal

network (Figure 4.16).

2N

1000

1000

190

1000

1000

180

By way of comparison, consider the stream structure (Figure 4.17) with the
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decomposition into two blocks for K = 3.26 andz = L.O. (Again, fot z = 1.0, a x

value of 3.26klf/m2 is equivalent to the minimum heat flux of 1630 Wm2). Stream

Cl is moved partly above the pinch due to its low film coefficient. It is assigned a

large ÂT-contibution. Stream C2 is shifted below the pinch as a result of its large

film coefficient (small ÁT-contribution). Matches between Hl and Cl, and HZ andC2

become attractive and a new initial network (Figure 4.18) results. This network is

easily evolved to the optimal network in Figure 4.16.

Block I Block 2
186.7 183.7 t67.4166.9267.4

200

233.3 206.1 t96.7 193.3 183.3

1

))9 ?3rnH1

Figure 4.17: Stream structure at K = 3.26,2 = 1 for example 2
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2m

180
t73.6 160

202.8

680 3ZO

Figure 4.18: Initial design at K = 3.26, z = 1 for example 2

It should be noted that despite individual ÂT-contributions to avoid the topology

traps, significant differences in solutions are generated by using different design

methods. Thus following determination of ÂT adjustments, the initial network

produced using the diverse pinch method by Rev and Fonyo (1991) is shown in

Figure 4.19. This network is more complicated than the network (Figure 4.18)

devised using the block method. The evolution of the network in Figure 4.18 to the

optimal network (Figure 4.16) is straightforward. However, the evolution of the

network in Figure 4.19 to the network in Figure 4.16 is complex.

200

190

170

1000

680324

1000

230
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300 229.4 2r7.6

176.4

190 1 170

823.6
178.3

87 7065 n6s
181.8 180

706.5 LL72 176.4

230 193.5

913

Figure 4.19: Fint candidate Pinch design for example 2

with diverse pinch concept of Rev and Fonyo (1991)

4.7 Conclusions

In the conventional pinch design method, an uniform minimum driving force is

assigned to each strea¡n independent of its film heat transfer coefficient. It is possible

to match streams with widely differing heat transfer coefficients thereby incurring an

area penalty. This deficiency is overcome by the diverse pinch concept introduced by

Rev and Fonyo (1991). In this study this concept is coupled with the newly proposed

block method for the synthesis of heat exchanger networks.

The objective of this methodology is to derive an initial network which

simultaneously features a low overall area requirement and a small number of units for

problems involving streams with widely-differing film coefficients. In contrast to the

supertargeting approach of Linnhoff and Ahmad (1986a & b) which optimizes ÄT.i'

(HRAT) prior to design, the new method optimizes two parameters K and z and

E7
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thereby assigns the individual stream ÁT's to best exploit the differences in film

coefficients. The new approach allows different stream structures to be compared

prior to design and attractive structures may be derived for further network synthesis.
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Previously, the 'block' concept has been applied successfully to HEN design

problems. The methodology is to produce initial designs by employing certain

heuristic rules and then optimize the initial designs using NLP techniques. In this

chapter, an extension of the block concept to mathematical programming is discussed

with superstructures allowing variable topologies. Results demonstrate that this

application of mathematical programming has a number of advantages over current

methods. The main two advantages are a reduction in the size of a NLP problem and

the good quality of initial solutions.
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5.1 fntroduction

Although much progress is being made in the application of mathematical

programming to heat exchanger network synthesis, two serious problems plague most

mathematical algorithms. First, the mathematical formulation is often based on a large

number of small intervals (either temperature intervals (TI's) or enthalpy intervals

(EI's)) defined by the kinks in the composite curves. Even for moderately-sized

problems, the number of intervals may become prohibitively large. This causes the

corresponding non-linear optimization problem (NLP) to grow to an unmanageable

size. Yee et al (1990) proposed the 'stage'concept to overcome this problem and the

problem size can be usually reduced by applying this concept. However, a stage has

no physical definition and therefore it does not provide an initial solution which is

associated with an actual network structure. The second problem is that a good

starting point for a design problem is not available in most current mathematical

programming methods. Now, conventional general pulpose NLP solvers rely on a

good starting point to initiate the sea¡ch for an optimal solution and if a poor initial

guess is provided, the problem may fail to converge or converge to an inferior

solution.

A new strategy is proposed to overcome these deficiencies. The block concept

introduced provides a physical insight into mathematical programming for HEN

synthesis. It defrnes reasonable regions, viz blocks, by which the minimum area can

be approached for designs having a small number of units. A significant reduction in

problem size and complexity is achieved as a block normally encompasses a number of

intervals. In each block, a superstructure is used to represent the possible matches

between streams. The composite curves corresponding to the 'optimal' HRAT is

obtained by applying the supertargeting approach (Linnhoff and Ahmad, 1986 a & b;

Zhu et al, 1994) and the composite curves generated are used as the starting point for

building the block-based superstructures. A linear programming (LP) model for area
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targeting and a simple NLP for cost targeting are developed and solved to provide

good initial solutions. These ensure that subsequent NLP models for area and cost

tffgets are easily solved and that the quality of final solution is increased. The key

features of this approach are the reduction in problem dimensionality even for

networks with a large number of sFeams and that good initial solutions achieved by

locating the optimal composite curves, followed by block decomposition and good

initialization procedure s.

5.2 Brief Review of Related Work

Prior to commencement of the detailed synthesis of a heat exchanger network, it is

possible to calculate an area, a capital cost and an overall cost target. The concept of

the a¡ea tffget was introduced independently by Hohmann (1971) and Nishida et al

(I971). Hohmann observed that the minimum a¡ea could be calculated exactly using

the composite curves for the case of a network composed of exchangers with equal

film heat-transfer coefficients. Townsend and Linnhoff (1984) extended Hohmann's

method to account for streams with different film coefficients. The computation of the

area target is exact when all film coefficients are identical. As well, it provides a

reasonable approximation for problems with similar film coefficients. These methods

all use simpte models to calculate minimum area and may give a poor estimate for the

true minimun area target if a significant variation exists in the film coefficients.

To provide a more precise estimate of minimum area, reseatchers resorted to the

application of mathematical programming techniques. Saboo et al (1986) developed a

Iinea¡ programming (LP) approach for predicting the area target. The formulation is

based on the temperature intervals (fl's) defined by 'kinks'in the composite curves.

The number of TI's is increased and a new LP is solved. This procedure is repeated

until either the calculated a¡ea converges to within some preset tolerance or until the
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problem dimensionality becomes excessive. Unfornrnately, in practical problems, the

number of TI's tends to grow prohibitively large before the algorithm converges

(Colberg and Mora¡i, 1990). The method can however, provide bener estimates of the

area target compared with the previous algorithms.

Colberg and Morari (1990) developed an improved method using non-linea¡

programming techniques (NLP) to calculate the area and capital-cost targets. The

resulting NLP's can handle both constraints on specific matches and the situation with

unequal film coefficients. These NLP models are based on temperature intervals

(TI's) determined from the 'kinks' on the composite curves. The number of TI's

approximately equals ¡vice the total number of streams. Hence, the number of TI's in

this method is usually fewer than the temperature intervals (fl's) used by Saboo et al

(1936). However, for a large problem, the number of TI's determined by Colberg and

Morari may still be large and the time required to solve such problems becomes

prohibitive.

Clearly, any reduction in the number of intervals to be considered in formulation of

the optimization problem means that the solution of the NLP is simpler and problems

may be efficiently solved. Recently, Yee et al (1990) invented the 'stage'concept

which provides the basis for mathematical formulation. Typically, the number of

stages is equal to the maximum of the numbers of hot strearns and cold streams.

Obviously, the number of stages is greatly reduced compared with the number of TI's

or EI's. However, the stage concept is created solely from the point view of

mathematical programming. By definition, a stage does not have any physical

meaning and does not posses any actual predetermined boundaries. Also the

initialization procedures (Appendices D & E) proposed by Yee and Grossmann (1990)

and Yee et al (1990) do not provide an initial solution which corresponds to an actual
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superstructure. There are many simila¡ities in the mathematical formulations of the

block and stage based approaches; however, the d¡awbacks inherent in the stage

concept can be overcome by applying the block concept. As discussed in detail in

Chapter 3, though the block-based superstructure is simila¡ to that based on the stages,

the block concept provides the physical insight necessary to achieve a near-minimum

area design with a simple network structure. By applying this concept to mathematical

programming, a significant reduction in problem dimensionality will be realized. In

the meantime, the use of blocks provides reasonable estimates of the area target. The

blocks form the basis of the NLP rather than the TI's or EI's and the required number

of blocks are deærmined from the composite cu¡ves. In each block, a superstructure is

constructed. Solution of a LP model for area targeting or a simple NLP for cost

targeting provides a good starting point for the sophisticated optimization models

(NLP1, NLP2 or NLP3) (if integer va¡iables are required, then a corresponding

MINLP model is produced) and substantially increases the likelihood of discovering

the global optimum. A key advantage of this approach is that the dimensionality of the

problem remains reasonable even for problems with a large stream population. The

algorithm converges efficiently due to the limited number of blocks and good initial

solutions.

5.3. Superstructure based on Blocks

As stated, Townsend and Linnhoff (1984) produced a simple a-rea target method,

the 'Bath formula', which is based on the composite curves. In their method, the

composite curves (Figure 5.la) are divided into a number of enthalpy intervals (EI's)

defined by the 'kink' points. In each enthalpy interval, a superstructure (Figure 5.lb)

is construcæd with the imposed constraint that all sfeams entering a mixing point are

at same temperature. Corresponding hot streams are matched with corresponding cold

strearns to achieve a pattern of vertical heat transfer. The key property of the resulting
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HEN sructure is that the temperature profiles of all holcold streatns follow the

temperature profiles of the hoVcold composite curves. This method produces an exact

calculation of the area target when the film coefficients of all streams ale equal. Even

if the film coefficients differ somewhat, the method still can provide a reasonable

estimaæ of the aæa targeL

As the number of EI's required is normally large and the heat transfer is

constrained to vertical maæhing, the resultant HEN possesses a very complicaæd

structure. It is called a 'spaghetti structure' by Linnhoff and his co-workers, which

was also used by Yee et al (1990) for their stage-based superstructure. Imposing the

constraint of strictly vertical heat transfer on a problem with significantlydifferent film

coefficients causes the calculated area target to deviate substa¡rtially from the tme a¡ea

target

Temperature

interval i

Enthalpy

Figure 5.1a: Enthalpy interval of composite curves
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Interval i

Figure 5.1b: lSpaghetti structure' and matching scheme for

vertical heat t¡ansfer in the interval

In this work, the proposed approach is also based on a superstructure simila¡ to the

'spaghetti structure', but it overcomes the dual problems of incorrect estimation of the

targets and excessive dimensionality. The network is synthesized using blocks to

replace EI's when formulating an NLP. The results presented in Chapter 3 for

problems with uniforrn or simila¡ film coefficients confirm that the area target

produced by the BATH formula can be approached closely with blocks replacing the

EI's. This a¡ea-targeting method also provides a physical insight facilitating the

achievement of a minimum area HEN with a small number of blocks. Since a block

usually spans a number of EI's where the hot/cold temperature profiles on the
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composite curves are quite similar, the associated HEN structure is simpler than that

based on EI's. In addition, the problem size in terms of the number of variables is

reduced greatly by replacement of EI's by blocks.

The constraint of stictly vertical heat transfer in the 'spaghetti structure' introduces

two problems. Fi¡st, it eliminates the opportunity of exploiting 'criss-crossing'

matches which may reduce ¿¡rea or capital cost. Second, in each EI, a number of

matches with small heat loads rnay be required to achieve energy balance. These units

complicaæ the HEN's structure. In this approach, such problems are reduced by

defining the temperature boundaries of blocks for which there are distinct hot and cold

values as variables, thereby providing opportunities for'criss-cross'matches.

The general 'block-based' superstructure is illusnated in Figures 5.2a & b and

5.3a & b. It is still a rather complicated structure. However, for a particular problem,

it is not necessary to split streams of small size in the spaghetti structure. Thus, the

related block based superstructure can be less complicated- In addition, when building

blockåased superstructures, the stream population in each block is the same as that of

the composite curves. In other words, not all streams are in each block. This can be

seen from Figure 5.3a & b that cold stream C2 does not appear in block 2 and it is not

necessary to consider matches involving CZ in the superstructure for block 2, which

makes the superstmcture less complicated.
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Temperature

block i

Figure 5.2a: 'Block' interval of composite curves

block i
I

Figure 5.2b:'superstructure' and matching scheme for'criss-cross'

heat transfer in a block of the composite curves

Enthalpy
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In the superstructure, the outlet temperatures of an exchanger are defined as

distinct va¡iables (Figure 5.3). In other words, the isothermal mixing cha¡acteristic of

the 'spaghetti sfucture' is not assumed. This provides an opportunity to exploit

branch temperature and criss-crossing trade-offs whilst searching for the minimum of

the objective function. The rigid assumption of isothermal mixing precludes such a

possibility. However, a possible disadvantage of non-isothermal mixing is the

intoduction of additional non-linear constraints thereby increasing the degree of non-

linearity in tt¡e model ûo some extent.

block 1 block 2 J(a) ---L
t z t¡r,ct,t

t t Hr,t t t z]Hr,2

H1

h.,øt.cz.t
(b)

t r cz,ltr,

H12

I C2,1
t 2C2,1

t
LCZ,HZL

Figure 5.3: Definition of temperatures at splitting junctions and mixing points

(Case Study 1)

The superstructure proposed above is similar to that by Yee et al (1990).

However, two major differences exist. Fi¡st, the former superstructure is block-based

and the latter one is stage-based. As discussed above, the block concept was invented

through physical insights into the process of heat exchanger network synthesis. This

t
C2

Hl-Cl
Hl-Cl

HL. C2

C2.HL

C2.H2
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means that the number of streams in the superstructure for any block reflects the

strearn populations in the composite or quasi-+omposite curves. Thus, not only are

the superstructures simplified, but usually a good initial solution can be provided by

employing this concept. By contras! the stage concept is created merely from the

consideration of reduction of an NLP problem size a¡d a good initial solution is not

guaranteed" Isothermal mixing is assumed in the stage-based superstntcture.

5.4 optimization Models for Targeting and synthesis

Since a similar superstructure to that of a stage-based superstructure (Yee et al,

1990) is adopted for the present method, the following mathematical models are

simila¡ to those proposed by Yee et al (1990). However, as stated above, the

application of the block concept provides more physical insights into these models

which may produce advantages in improving both solution efficiency and quality .

Prior to the formulation of the various NLP models, it is necessary to define

importantpararneters. These definitions follow the specification from GAMS @rooke

et al, 1988) and this softwa¡e for mathematical programming was used in this work.

Parameters a¡e indicated by an upper-case cha¡acter whereas variables are denoted by a

lower-case cha¡acter.

indíces and sets

1 = {ili denotes a hot process stream},

J = {jlj denotes a cold process sream},

5 = {sls denotes a hot utility},

Y¿ = {wlw denotes a cold utility},

ç = {klk represents a block in the superstructure, k = I .. M}
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vøriables
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f. = supply temperature of a stream;

Tout = target temperature of a stream;

Q,o = total hot utility consumption;

Qo = total coldutility consumption;

Qmax = fnÐdmum heat transfer bet'ween two streams;

U = overall heat transfer coefficienq

CP = heat capacity flow raæ;

F = fixed cost in an exchange cost model;

B = a¡ea cost coefficient;

C = exponentforareacosq

Areal = lower bound of area for an exchanger;

Areau = upper bound of a¡ea for an exchanger;

ÁT'nir, = minimum temperature approach for an exchangeç

M = total number of blocks;

N = number of exchangers;

NS = number of splitting branches of a stream.

g,:t = heat exchanged benveen hot stream i and cold stream j in the kth

block;

Qi* = heat exchanged between hot stream i and cold utility stream w;

g¡. = heat exchanged between cold stream j and hot utitity snà* t;

t n = temperature of hot stream i at the hot end of block k;

tz¡t = temperature of hot stream i at the cold end of block k;

t¡1 = temperature of cold stream j at the hot end of block k;

tz:r = temperature of cold stream j at the cold end of block k;
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hÈ = cold sEeam outlet temperature of an exchanger between hot

sEeam i and cold sneam j in block k;

b;ß = hot stream outlet temperatue of an exchanger betrreen hot

stream i and cold stream j in block k;

cphrÈ = branch heat capacity flow rate of hot stream i maæhed with

cold sfieam j in block k;

cpaÈ branch heat capacity flow raæ of cold stream j maæhed with

hot stream i in block k;

Overall energy balance for eøch stream

A s6eam of one type (e.g. hot) may only Eansfer its enthalpy to streams of the

other kind (i.e. cold). The remaining energy must be exchanged with a utility. These

balances a¡e summarized as:

(Tin,i - Touq¡)Ce,

(Tour,j - Tinj)CPj
keK jeJ weril

kÉK i€I seS

(5.1a)

(s.1b)

Energy balønce øt each block

As the temperatures at the block boundaries have been introduced as optimization

variables, using the superstructure of Figure 5.3 the energy balances over each block

are as follows:

(tr* - tr¡¡) cp¡., ¡t = Q¡r

(trü - þr) cp" ¡r = Qi¡r
(tr*-tz¡)CP, = )qtj*

jeJ
(trjr-tz¡r)CP = Ig¡jt (s.2)
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Assignment of superstructure lemperatures

Supply temperatures for the hot process streams CIin,ù are assigned as the

temperatures (ttiil at the hot end of the first block and supply temperatures of the cold

process streams CIin¡) are assigned as the temperatures (tzjrrd at the cold end of the

last block As well, the cold end temperanres (tZ¡/tZjÐ of the current block a¡e

assignedasthehotendtemperatufes(tti}+t/t1j'k+Dofthenextblock.These

assignmens may be denoæd as follows:

Møss bølance øt mixíng Point

Any stneam may be split into a number of branches and the mass flows of such

branches should be bala¡rced at the mixing point.

I cpr, r¡r = cP¡
jeJ

I cp" ijk = CPj
ieI

tli1 = Tin,i;

t2ik = tti,r+t;

(tz,pr - Toot,i) CPi =

(Tout,j - rrjl) CPj =

tzju = Tinj

:'aju =t1j,k+1 (1 <k<M-1) (s.3)

(s.4)

Utility requirement

For simplicity, the utility exchangers are placed at opposite ends of the

superstructure. Hence, the utilities Íìre not involved in any blocks. Hot (cold) utility

consumption for each streatn is defined in terms of the temperaffe at a mixing point at

the first (last) block and its tårget temperature. Multiple utilities may be available. The

use of lower (higher) grade hot (cold) utilities will save operating cost but incur a

penalty in capital. Hence the trade<ff between them should be considered.

I Qt*
wg\il

r,9¡.
seS

(5.s)
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(5.6a)

(5.6b)

(5.6c)

(5.6d)

(s.7)

F eøsibility conditions

Consnaints to ensure a monotonic decrease of æmperature at each successive block

must be specified. As well, each match must be thermodynamically feasible.

Specification of a positive temperature approach ensures feasibility. These conditions

may þ expressed mathematically a.s:

Âtrür = ttik-tr;jr

Átzijr = tzi¡t-%u

Âti* = hiu-Toutw

Ât¡s = Tout,r-ttjl

trir 2 tz¡r i tr¡ > b*; t¡jr. 2 þr ; tr¡r > tz:r

Åtrijr > 0; Âtr* > 0; Âtt,u > 0; Âtr, > 0

Objectíve functíon for ørea tørgeting (NLPI)

The appropriate objective function for such targeting minimizes the total heat

transfer area for a fixed network utility consumption. The problem formulation is:

min >
iel jeJ keK

U
U ieI weW

U¡. lmtd,+) >
jeJ seS

9t. (5.8a)

(5.8b)

(5.8c)

subject to (s.t.)

constraints (5. l-5.7) and

ieI weW

jeJ se S
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Objective function for cøpital cost tørgeting (NLP2)

The capital-targeting objective function minimizes the capital cost for a fixed utility

consumption:

(5.e)

s.t. constraints (5.1-5.7) and (5.8(b) & 5.8(c))

Objectíve functìon for totøl cost targeting (NLP3)

The final objective function considers the combined cost of energy and capital

simultaneously. The relevant formulation is:

min > [r,, 
* n,,

ieI we W jeJ seS i€I jeJ k€K
+

(s.10)
i€I w€W [.'** ",-fçffici* ]+,å,à [t,,* ",.(u-fuf'-]

s.t. constraints (5. 1-5.7)

lmtd,rn is the logarithmic-mean temperature difference of a match between hot

stream i and cold stream j in kth block. This is given as:

lmtd,r* (s.11)
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To avoid ttre singularity inherent in the above logarithmic function when approach

temperatures of both sides of the exchanger are identical, the following approximation

for the lmtd term @aterson, 1984) is employed:

tmtd¡r
1

=-
3 ^rr,¡*xltr,r*+f

(s.r2)

Similar expressions may be written for lmtd,* and lrntd¡r.

5.5 Constraints

The previous specification of the three optimization problems, i.e. NLP l, NLP2

and NLP3 involves no imposed constraints. In practice, such constraints are often

present and hence must be considered in targeting and synthesis. Such resEictions on a

network are readily incorporated into the problem specification. Adding new

constraints to the problems is a relatively simple øsk.

Some constraints are expressed by the introduction of binary variables. Three

types of binary variables exisÍ viz. x¡.¡¡ denoting a match between the ith hot stream

and the jth cold stream within the lth block, x¡ye indicating a match between hot stream

i and cold utility w and frnally xjs associated with a match between cold sream j and

hot utility s. If a match is made then the corresponding binary variable is assigned the

value 1, otherwise it is assigned zero.

Heøt loød constrøints

When binary variables are employed in a model, the following inequalities a¡e

required:

q¡jk < xijk Qmax,ij (5.13a)

giw I xiw Qmax,iw (5.13b)

9js < xjs Qmax, js (5.13c)
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where Qmax,rj = the maximum heat transfer be¡weæn hot stream i and cold strea¡n j;

Qma,xjw = the mærimum heat transfer benpeen hot stream i and cold utility w;

Qmaxjs = the maximum heat transfer beween cold stream j and hot utility s.

Additional resftictions for the synthesis of the constrained heat exchanger network

can then be deduced. Possible consminß include:

Area bounds on required matçhes

ffi"ç=*"u;1

,* lmtd,* < At"oll*

(5.laa)

(5.14b)

(5.15a)

(5.14c)

Constraíned møtches

Based on safety and economic considerations, matches between certain pairs of

strearns may be forbidden or imposed. Assume that a match between hot stream i and

cold stream j is prohibited. This prohibition can be guaranteed by the following

constraint:

--:is--- < ArealJ
U¡, lmt{l¡, --Js

Ix¡¡ = 0
keK

Likewise, the constraint enforcing an imposed match between hot stream i and cold

strearn j is:

I*¡jr21
k€K

(s.15b)
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Specifieil number of matches

The total number of matches in a HEN may be specified and the corresponding

arca target or cost targets may be calculated- The constraint fixing the total number of

matches is:

(5.16a)

Suppose we only specify the number of process-process matches, then the associated

constraint is:

(s.16b)

iel jeJ keK iel we' jeJ seS

x¡t = No

<1, )x,*Sl, Lx¡, II (5.17)

iel jeJ keK

If the mædmum number of process-process matches is specified for a hot stream or

cold stream, then the constraints to ensure these limits are:

(5.16c)t)x,,*SNt
keKjeJ

and
(5.16d)

keKieI

Prohibition oÍ stream splits

Usually, a network not featuring stream splits possesses advantages in terms of

operability and controllabitity. However, it may incur an investment cost penalty

compared to a network featuring stream splits. A designer may accept this penalty and

require a network design without strea¡n splitting; appropriate constraints are:

I *ij* ( 1, *tjr
jeJ ieI weW s€S
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The constraints for avoiding stream splitting are usually used for process streams

as normally utitity matches involve splitting. Thus each process stream will have its

own utility. Situation in which cooling water from one cooler is used in another

cooler, rarely occurs. In such a situation, the cooling water flowrate witl be very high

which is not practical. Hence, the above constraints are not supposed to be used for

utilities.

Møximum number of splittíng branches allowed for ø stream

For many problems, attainment of the requirement of a low area or low cost

coupled with a simple network structure is only achievable with stream splitting.

However, in practice, the specification of a large number of split streams may incur

additional piping and valve costs and introduce unwanted conEollability problems.

The designer may wish to timit the maximum number of split branches on any stream

in a block. This constraint may be expressed as:

ieI

Minimum temperøture approøches

Streams involved in matches may have a distinctive minimum temperature

approach which can be defined as:

I *,j* - NSi
jeJ

I *rj* - NS¡

Âtr;j* ) ÂTn'¡' ¡,

Ât;* 2 ÂTrnin irn,

(for a hot stream)

(for a cold stream)

(5.18a)

(s.18b)

(5.19a)

(5.1eb)

Âtziju ) ÂTmin ij

Âtr, à 
^T.in¡,

These imposed constraints are sufficient but not necessary. The presence of a

large number of constraints significantly increases the difficulty of solution. Imposed
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constraints should be applied with caution and only when the solver generates an

optimal solution which violaæs a desirable constraint.

5.6 Determination of the Blocks

The number of blocks required for a specific problem is readily determined from

the composite curves (Chapter 3). Those EI's with similar temperature profiles are

combined to form a block. These blocks provide the basis for formulating the LP

model and the simple NLP model used to generate an initial solution and the va¡ious

sophisticated NLP models for targeting. In initial set up of superstntctures, utility

exchangers are placed at both ends of the superstructures. Only, those sections of

composite curves not including the utilities are considered when determining the

number of blocks. Since an)¡ block bounda¡ies are defined as variables. the trade-off

between energ)Land capital can be done in the optimization process. In other words,

the optimization for the superstructures includes utility and process exchangers. It

should be noted that in the superstructure proposed, the issue of proper use of multiple

utilities has not yet been considered as utility exchangers are placed at the both ends of

the superstructures in the present method as stated above. The work can be improved

by considering this practical issue: when using multiple utilities, some utility

exchangers should be placed at intermediate levels according to their temperatures.

If one desires a more accurate area or cost targets, more blocks can be added.

Usually, the addition of one or two blocks ensures that the a¡ea calculated from the

NLP model converges to the correct ilea target within a small tolerance.

5.7 LP (Area) or Simple NLP (Cost) Model Providing an

Initial Solution

Non-linear optimization problems traditionally require a good initial solution.
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Commencing the search from such a guess improves the quality of solution and

increases the likelihood of convergence to the global optimum. In the excellent study

of Colberg and Mora¡i (1990), an initial starting point for minimizing area is obtained

by solving a utility-targeting LP. However, the solution from utility-targeting LP

provides a minimum utility design which may be at va¡iance with the NLP model for

a¡ea minimization. Yee and Grossmann (1990) and Yee at al (1990) proposed two

procedures for initialization, one for NLP models and the other for MINLP models.

In the first procedure (Yee et al, 1990), all temperature va¡iables of hot (cold) stre¿rms

a¡e initialized with the supply temperatures of hot (cold) streams and a heat load for an

exchanger is initiatized to a value which spreads out the heat transfer amongst the

number of stages (see Appendix D for detail). In the second initialization procedure by

Yee and Grossmann (1990), the average driving forces a¡e calculated by a weighting

method and the driving forces are fixed in the MINLP model at the average driving

forces calculated. This reduces the MINLP model to a MILP. Following this step,

initiatization for all heat loads is completed by solving the MILP model (see Appendix

E). The cornmon property of above two procedu¡es is that solutions from these two

initializations do not produce physically realizable superstructures. Such an initial

solution without a physical existence may not provide a good starting for the

subsequent NLP or MINLP models.

In this study, a LP (for area target) model or a simple NLP (for cost targets) is

solved to provide an initial solution. First, the optimal HRAT is determined based on

the targeting approaches (Linnhoff and Ahmad, 1986a &b: Zhu et al, 7994). Then the

number of blocks is determined based on the composite curves corresponding to the

optimal HRAT determined. The temperatures at the block boundaries are fixed equal

to the values on the composite curves. The heat loads a¡e then optimized using either

the LP model (Eq. 5.20) or the simple NLP model (Eq. 5.22).
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Fixing the temperature bounda¡ies means that the heat transfer pattern is vertical.

As discussed previously, the a¡ea calculation assuming vertical heat transfer provides a

reasonable estimate of the real area target in problems with streams possessing film

coefficients which are not significantly different. In addition, the vertical pattern of

heat transfer simplifies the mathematical formulation. The next stage of the

optimization permitting energy 'criss-crossing' between blocks is solved using a

sophisticated NLP model (NLPI for area, NLP2 for capiøl cost and NLP3 for total

cost targeting). In some cases, some inæger va¡iables are required to account for match

restrictions, then the MINLP model is generated by associating these consffaints

involving integer variables with the corresponding NI-P model.

The initial LP model providing an initial solution for NLP1 is:

(s.20)

(5.21a)

(5.21b)

(s.22)

Cft*-T2ik)CPi = 
,ån',*

(Tr:r-T2¡¡)CP¡ = )q,j*

The simple NLP model providing the heat loads for an initial network for NLP 2

or NLP 3 is:

t-min t>
iel jeJ keK L U ijk

c..

)'

s.t. constraints (21(a) & 21(b))

where CPi, CPj, g¡r, U¡, F,j, B,j and CU are defined previously.

LMTD i¡t = the log mean temperature difference between hot stream i

and cold stream j in block k. This is constant as the blocks a¡e

determined prior to the solution of the LP or the NLP.
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T1¡¡, T2¡,Tr¡, Tz¡t = temperatures on both hot (cotd) ends of block

k in the composite curves. These temperatu¡es are constanL

Since the block bounda¡ies a¡e fixed for the previous two models, the utility

consumption and utility exchanger areas are known prior to this stage of optimization.

Hence, these fixed iæms need not be included in Eqs. (5.20) and(5.22).

For situations involving a large variation of the film coefficients, the area

calculation from the LP model (Eq. 5.20) based on the composite curves with a

uniform HRAT may deviate significantly from the tn¡e arca targeL The reason is that

the uniform HRAT does not account for the difference in the film coefficients (see

Chapær 4 for details). As a consequence, the quality of the starting point may be not as

good as that obtained by applying the diverse pinch concept @ev and Fonyo, 1991).

For such situations, the composite curves may be modified using the individual

ÄT-contributions as suggested by Rev and Fonyo (1991). These may be used to shift

streams according to their film coefficients and so generate the shifted composite

curves. Blocks are then determined using the shifted composite curves and the LP

model or the simple NLP model is formulated and solved. This technique results in an

improved initial solution. An algorithm incorporating the method for individual ÂT-

contributions @ev and Fonyo, 1991) as outlined in Chapter 4 has been completed.

It should be noted that when it is required to place stream matching constraints in

terms of prohibited matches or imposed matches, these constraints will only be

associated with the NLPI, NLP2 or NLP3 and they are not linked with the LP (Eq

5.20) or the simple NLP model (Eq. 5.22). Otherwise, it may not be possible to obtain

a feasible solution from the LP or the simple NLP model. As stated above, these two
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simple models only involve vertical heat transfer. With such matching constraints

imposed, energy balance in each block for these two models may be unachievable by

the vertical heat transfer.

5.8 The Procedure for Targeting and Synthesis

The models (NLP3) for total cost incorporate the trade-off between capitat and

energy costs. Fi$t, it is to generate a good initial solution. The composite curves used

to generate a starting point may be determined by using simple pre-optimization

schema. If film coefficients a¡e similar, a single approach temperature difference,

namely HRAT or ÂT^in, may be employed and the supertargeting approach suggested

by Linnhoff and Ahmad (1986a & b) applied. Otherwise, the difference in film

coefficients a¡e considered using the individual ÂT contributions (Rev and Fonyo,

I99L) and the pre+ptimization scheme discussed in Chapter 4 or the paper by Zhu et

al (1994) employed. Using the composite curves deduced as above, the number of

blocks and block boundaries can be determined and a simple NLP model (4. 5.22)

formulated and solved to provide an appropriate initial solution. Then NLP3 model is

applied to deduce a final solution. In some cases, some constraints associated with

integer variables are required and then a corresponding MINLP model is created.

During the optimization process, the level of energy consumption is not fixed and the

optimal energy consumption is determined through overall trade-off between energy

and capital costs.

When targeting the a¡ea or the capital cost, the utility consumption is fixed at a

desired level. The corresponding composite curves are used to determine the blocks

and an initial solution is provided by solving either the LP model (for area targeting) or

the simple NLP model for capital (Eq. 5.22). Then, either the NLPI (for area) or

NLP2 model (for capital) is employed to compute rhe conesponding target.
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5.9 Case Studies

5.9.1. Case Study 1

This example was provided by Colberg and Morari (1990). The relevant stream

data is summarized in Table 5.1. The appropriate composite curves are presented in

Figure 5.4. For comparison pu{poses, the area is calculated with HRAT fixed at 10

K. This implies the minimum hot and cold utitity requirements of 620 and 230 kV/,

respectively.

Table 5.1: Stream data for Case I

ÂTrn = lOK (for utility ørgeting)

Cost data: Steam = 80 $ kw-l yr-1; wut"t = ZO $ t<W-l yr--l

Exchanger cost (annual basis) = $ ISO [n t.2l]

Those sections of the composite curves involving utility requirements are not

considered in determining the number of blocks. Two sections exist where the

holcold composite curves a¡e distinctively different (Figure 5.4). Hence, the number

of blocks is fixed at two. A two-block NLP1 model is formulated. The temperatures

on the boundaries of two blocks can be deduced from the composite curves. These

temperatures and associated stream data provide the basis for discovering an initial

solution based on the LP model. The initial network requires 2g0.6 m2 of exchanger

a¡ea and the initial heat loads for all exchangers a¡e obtained by solving the LP model.

Using this initial solution, the solution to the NLPl model has an minimum area of

262.9 m2. The associated network (Figure 5.5) achieving this area target has eight

exchangers.

Steam Supply

temperature K
Target

temperature K

Heat capacity

flowrate kW K-l

Film heat transfer

coeffrcient \ù/ m-2K-l

H1 39s 343 4 2000

6 200H2 405 288

293 493 5 2000c1

200C2 353 383 10

s20 2000Sæam 520

288 2000'lWater 278
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block 2 block 1

0 0¿ 0.4 0.6 0J 1.0 t.2 1.4

nthalpy H - (lvfw)

Targets (Supertargeting; HRAT = 10 K): Q1¡ = 620 kW; Bath area target =295.7 m2;

cost farget = 1.28 x 105 $/yr

Figure 5.4: Composite curves for Case Study 1

1.6

168.0 'block 1' 'block 2'

238.1

40s 326.3 288

2{

535.0
348.4

E5.0

Qg = 620 kW; area =262.9 m2; Bath area target =295.7 m2

Figure 55: The network obøined using NLPI model based on two blocks

(Case Study l)

3()0
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40.0
3

493 293

374.3
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H2
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Determination of the number of blocks using simple heuristics normally provides

an adequate solution for targeting pu{poses. Increasing the number of blocks includes

more structures and provides increased opportunities for re-matching streams thereby

employing more exchangers. The solution quality (in area terms) may be improved

but usually not significantly. However, an increase in the number of blocks is

accompanied by substantial increases in problem size. The resultant networks

generated in a¡ea targeting a¡e also more complex.

To illustate the effect of increasing the blocks, consider a three block formulation.

The solution generates an area of 258.6 m2 with nine exchangers. The improvement

in area is marginal (43 n? or I.77o ) and an additional exchanger is required. Clearly,

for this problem, the nvo-block approximation is adequate.

The two solutions obtained compared favorably with the target derived using the

NLP transshipment model of Colberg and Morari (1990). Thei¡ NLP model is based

on TI's. Hence, seven TI's are required for the NLP model providing an area target of

258.8 m2. However, using the proposed superstructure and a good initial solution,

the new method using a formulation based on two blocks requires 262.9 m2 of area

whilst the use of three blocks results in an a¡ea ta.rget of 258.6 *2. BotÌ, solutions a¡e

adequate as tt¡e area targel The a¡ea calculated using the simple equation of Townsend

and Linnhoff (1984) is 295.7 *2. Thi, is l4.3Vo higher than the solution provided by

the proposed method.

Another interesting comparison is between the superstructure proposed here and

that deduced based on the superstructure with isothermal mixing. The two block

solution requires 263.6 rn2 u, 262.9 m2 and the use of three blocks 259.1-2 u,

258.6 m2. This suggest no significant difference between the two superstructures.

However, changing the film coefficients of H2 and C2 from 200 V/ m-2K-1 to 20 V/
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*-2K-1 produces an interesting outcome. In this case, the solutions using the model

based on the two-block and th¡ee-block proposed superstructure require 2104.8 and

2056.3 -2 in contrast to 2597 .7 
^2 ç23.47o higher) and,2463.2 

^2 7l9.8To higher)

obtained from the superstn¡cture with isothermal mixing, respectively. Clearly, for

situations involving large variations in the film coeffîcients, the superstructure with

non-isothermal mixing provides an opportunity to trade-off branch temperatures

thereby improving solution quality.

Design constraints are readily incorporated into the model. For example, if an

unsplit solution is required, using the cost data and exchanger cost model provided,

the solution achieving a minimum total cost using the MINLP model (NLP3 coupled

with Eq.5.17 as the'split'constraint) in a two-block superstructure produces a

network with six exchangers and total cost of $1.25'10s (Figure 5.6). The network

achieves this total cost (lower than the cost target of 1.28 x 105 $/yr from the

supertargeting) with a simple structure.

208

1003
405 360.9

437.7

493 367.4

628

353

t99.7

Total cost = 1.25 xt05 $/yr; Cost target (Superørgeting) = 1.28 x tO5 $/yr
Figure 5.6: The network obtained using NLP3 model based on two blocks

with the consfaint of no stream splits for Case Study 1

164

293
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5.9.2 Case Study 2

This example (table 5.2) is also taken from Colberg and Mora¡i (1990). It

includes fou¡ hot streanm and one cold sream.

Table 5.2 Stream data for Case Stud 2

ÂTrn . 15K (for utility ørgeting)

Based on the data provided in Table 5.2, the problem has a large variation in film

coefficients ranging over two orders of magnitude. For a HRAT less than 15 K,

utility heating and cooling requirements are not required. Considering individual ÂT

contributions (see Chapter 4 for det¿il), the associated composite cuwes may be

obtained and four blocks deærmined as a reasonable compromise. The initial solution

byLPmodelproduces 43.2nJ. Thisis 4.5m2 (about107o)less than47.7 m2of a¡ea

calculated by the method (fownsend and Linnhofl 1984). The model (NLPI) yields

3l m2 of exchanger area and the associated network is given in Figure 5.7. This a¡ea

is very close to the true area tffget of 29.84 m2, calculated by using Nishimura's

method (1980). The network structure derived by Nishimura is illustrated in Figure

5.8. Clearly, the structure in Figure 5.7 is significantly simpler than that in Figure

5.8. Itincurs an areapenalty of 1.16rnt butemploys 11 fewer units. Colberg and

Stream Supply

temperature K
Target

temperature K
Heat caPacity

flowrate kW K-l
Film heat transfer

coefficient V/ m-2K-1

H1 M3 293 0.5 2000

393 2.0 285.7H2 416

408 0.5 64.5H3 438

48 423 1.0 40.8H4

1.0 2000C1 273 434

Steam None

NoneWaær
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Morari (1990) studied this problem and their NLP solution shown in Figure 5.9

achieved the minimum area of 29.84 m2 with 11 units which are 9 units less than the

Nishimura's solution and2 more units than the solution presented in Figure 5.7.

15.0 26.0 L2.L
336.8

15.5

4y 273

416.7 329.9 3t2.1

Area = 3l m2; Bath a¡ea target = 47.7 m2; units = 9

Figure 5.7: The resulting network using NLPI model based on four blocks

(Case Study 2)

21.9

393

H1

ß.0

6.0
425.9

H2

9.0
H3

9J
438.5H4

409.5

309.3

310.4 c1
./ ./
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4v 4A 4L6 413 4tt 365 357 343 329 311

4t6

430

Area = 29.ú m2;units = 20

Figure 5.8: HEN structure deduced by Nishimura's method which achieves

the re¿l area frarget (Case Study 2)

s.67 4.82 23.96 3529

11.00

16.82

273

Area = 29.84 m2; units = l1

Figure 5.9: HEN structure deduced using the NLP model (Colberg & Morari, 1990) which

achieves the a¡ea rarget (Case Study 2)

393

408

293

423

273

C1

3

434

H1

H2

H4

433

^4y^ +43 ^439

337

\
318 \*'f420

07

\

333

HL

46.00

H2

4.00
H3

7.L6 1.01

H4

c1
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This example is also calculated based on two blocks. The a¡ea calculaæd is 36.58

m2 and the network (Figure 5.10) has 6 units. This result shows that with the number

of blocks reduced by two, the network structure is simplified by eliminating three

exchangers (compared with the four block model) but with the penalty in a¡ea increase

of 5.58 rn' o, 1.9.9Vo.

29.7 383.5
453

46

123

434 273

A¡ea = 36.58 m2; units = 6

Figure 5.10: The resulting network using NLP1 formulation ba^sed on two blocks

(Case Study 2)

5.9.3 Case Study 3

This example demonsfates the targeting of the overall cost for network synthesis.

The test problem was fi¡st proposed by Linnhoff et. al. (1982). It contains two hot

and two cold streams. The stream data and appropriate cost data are summa¡ized in

Table 5.3. Prior to formulation of the mathematical programming model, pre-

H1

H2

2.7
432.6

H3

2S

H4

376.6 c1
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optimization is completed to deduce the appropriate composite curves. These form the

basis for determination of the blocks on which the formulation will be based. An

initial point at which to commence the solution of NLP 3 is next discovered by solving

the simple NLP model presenæd asfu.5.22.

Table 5.3: Stream data for Case Stud 3

Coeffic ien ts:
U = 800 V/ m-2K-1 for all matches except involving steam

[J = 1200 W m-2X-l for all matches involving steam

Cost data:

Exchanger cost (annual basis) = $ 1000 x

Exchanger cost (annual basis) = $ 1200 x

This pre-optimization stage using the supertargeting approach (Linnhoff and

Ahmad, 1986a & b) yields a cost tå.rget of $77,017 *nu*-t (correspond,ing to HRAT

= 5 K) using the supertargeting approach. Only two blocks are needed based on the

corresponding composite curves and no hot utility is required. Using these blocks and

solving the simple NLP (Eq. 5.22) yields an initial network (Figure 5.11) with total

cost of $83,195 annu- l.

2A(m )t
t

0.6

0.6
l
l

for all exchangers except heaters

for heaters
2(m)A

Cost

$ kW-1 y-l
Target

temperature K
Heat capacity

flowrate kW K-l
Stream Supply

temperature K
333 30H1 443

15423 303H2

20293 408c1

413 40c2 353

80450 450Steam

20293 313'Water



H1

974.1

H2

cl

C2
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766.8

432.6 400

423 329.7

408 293

353

Total cost = 83,195 $/yr

Figure 5.ll: The initial solution to the simple NLP model @q.5.22)

(Case Study 3)

Based on this initial solution, the optimized solution to the NLP3 model gives the

design shown in Figure 5.12. The NLP cost target is $81,769 annorn 
I 

and the

network has an identical topology to the initial topology. Although the heat loads and

temperatures differ somewhat, it can be seen that the initial solution of Figure 5.11

provides an excellent starting point for subsequent optimization to give Figure 5.12.

This network is further optimized using the optimization procedure discusSed in

Chapter 3. The hnal optimal network is shown in Figure 5.13 with the total annual

cost of $80,274. This network minimizes the utility consumption to just $8,000

annum-l needing only cooling water. Obviously, the cost data favor the trade-off of

requiring more area to minimize tlre utility requirement. The level of energy recovery

corresponds to that of a threshold problem since only cooling water is needed.

However, an internal pinch exists according to the composite curves at 358.56-353 K.

A noteworthy feature of this network is that it includes three exchangers (1, 2, 3)

which span the pinch . As well, exchanger 2 has a minimum approach temPerature

(EMAÐ of 2.69 K.

303

4



H1

r050
353H2

2
3

4

v8.4
c1

343.r

c2
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720.7
357

350 400

346.5

Total cost = 81,769 $/yç Cost farget (Supertargeting) =77,017 $/y¡

Figure 5.12: The solution to the NLP3 model for Case Study 3

27t.2 628.8
335.r 3s3.96 333

400
303

416.1 293

353

I

I

303

4

408

408

293

3s3

443

4

Total cost = 80,274 $lyr

Figure 5.13: The final optimized network based on the NLP3 solution

(Case Study 3)

HI
35

2A,00

329.67
1400

H2 3

324.44
C1

406.59

c2
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Yee a¡d Grossmann (1990) solved this problem and also obtained the solution in

Figure 5.13. The procedure used was to solve an MINLP model first so as to produce

the network with isothermal mixing splits and then a sub-optimization was performed

to optimize split ratios and temperaturss for the matches involving split streams.

According to Yee and Grossmann (1990), the problem was also solved with an earlier

procedure used in the program MAGNETS with a fixed HRAT = 10 K. The solution

obtained (Figure 5.14), which is the same as the one reported by Linnhoff et al

(1g82),has an annual cost of $89,832 *nurn I (107o higher than Figure 5.12 and

lLVo higher than Figure 5.13). Yee and Grossmann commented on the MAGNETS

solution which has the d¡awback that utility consumption or the level of energy

recovery (HRAÐ was fixed throughout the optimization procedure. Also, since in

MAGNETS, the problem was decomposed into two independent subnetworks at the

pinch, the number of units may be larger than that without strict pinch decomposition.

For this problem, six units were required as compared to five by the proposed method

and that of the stage method of Yee and Grossmann (1990).

2400
443 333

600
303

293

353

Total cost = 89,832 $/yr

Figure 5.14: The MAGNETS solution for Case Study 3 (HRAT fixed at 10 K)

900
363

300
343

200
398408

4
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Another interesting feature of this example is the cost tårget ($77,017 annum-l)

derived from the supertårgeting approa ch is 6.2Vo lower than the cost target ($81,769

annum'l) of NLP 3. It should be noted that there are several reasons to which the

lower cost from the supertargeting approach may be attribuæd. First, this problem has

uniform film coefficients and thus the BATH area tå.rget gives the true minimum area

target. Second, the optimal HRAT corresponds to a threshold problem (hot utility is

not required) and thus Umin = 4 was used for targeting the capital cost. If the internal

pinch associated with the threshold problem is considerêd, Umin = 6 maY be used. If

this unit target (Umin = 6) would be used, the corresponding cost tårget from the

supertargeting approach would be higher. More importantly, though the uniform a¡ea

distribution assumed in the supertargeting approach (Linnhoff and Ahmad, 1986 a &

b) usually gives a higher cost estimate than the non-uniform area distribution, in some

instances this penalty can be compensated by this simplified assumption that does not

consider the physical reality of such a cost tårget. By contrast, the solution of the NLP

3 model simultaneously determines a feasible network and the cost targeL Hence, it is

not surprising to discover that, in some instances, the suPertargeting approach may

yield a lower cost target than the non-linea¡ optimizer.

5.9.4 Case Study 4: Aromatics Plant Problem

This example is the well known a¡omatics plant problem. The modified version of

the problem was studied by Linnhoff and Ahmad (1990). It contains four hot and five

cold streams. The stream data and appropriate cost data a¡e summarized in Table 5.4.

Prior to formulation of the mathematical programming model, pre-optimization is

completed to deduce the appropriate composite curves. These form the basis for

determination of the blocks on which the formulation will be based. This pre-

optimizarion stage yields a cost ta-rget of $2.91 x 106 unno--t and the BATH area
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target (Townsend and Linnhofl 1984) of 16984 m2 which conesponds to HRAT =

26K, using the supertargeting approach (Linnhoff and Ahmad, 1986a & b).

Table 5.4: Stream data for Case 4

Cost data:

Exchanger cost ($) = 10,000 + 350 x tuea (m
J-)

Plant lifetime = 5 (y¡'); Rate of interest = O (7o)

Cost of hot oil = 60 ($ kW yr -1¡; Cost of cmling water = 6 ($ kvi r -l)

The minimum area is calculated using NLP1 based on two-block and four-block

formulations respectively. From the composite curves at HttAT = 26K, there are two

regions with distinct profiles of composite curves and thus two-block formulation is

apþlied initially. The solution (Figure 5.15) to the NLP1 has minimum area of

L7225.5 m2 with 18 units at HRAT =26K. The four block formulation is also used to

find out the potential in area reduction by increasing the number of blocks. The

related solution from NLPI gives the minimum a¡ea of 17083.9 m2 obtained with 24

units. This only has achieved 141.6 mz ç0.82Vo) reduction in area but needs 6 more

units compa¡ed with the solution from the two-block formulation. V/ith two blocks,

Sneam Supply

temperature K
Target

æmperature K 1

Heat capacity

flowrate kW K-

Film coeffrcient

kv/ m-2K I

40 100 0.50H1 327

H2 220 160 160 0.40

H3 220 60 60 0.14

45 400 0.30H4 160

100 300 100 0.3sc1

c2 35 r64 70 0.70

c3 85 138 350 0.50

0.14C4 60 170 60

r40 300 200 0.60C5

Hot oil 330 250 0.s0

0.50Water 15 30
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the number of va¡iables required by GAMS is 337, but the four block formulation has

almost twice this number (653 variables). Obviously, this makes a NLP problem

much more complex. Again, it is shown that the NLP1 model based on the blocks

determined according to the prof,rles of the composite curves gives a good estimate of

the minimum area.

4.25
4.95

72.4

423
L79.3 -

24.98

160

242.5

300
206.8

9.32
t&

138

170

238.8
r40

t5.82

Total Area = 17225*2 GtR¡t = 26 K)

Figure 5.15: The solution to the NLPI model for Case Study 4.

1.89 &

60
08

107 45

100

35

85

300

HI
t2.77

L65.2
H2

t79-3
H3

2.47
80.6H4

09

L2?
t2l

c1

t87.4
139.4 c2

L39.7

c3

130.6 c4

188.3
C5

182.8
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Two blocks are also used to calculate the minimum cost network using NLP3

based on the cost data provided. An initial solution at which to corunence the NLP3

optimization is provided by solving the simple NLP model presented as Eq 5.22. T\e

cost optimal network (Figure 5.16) requires 26.22 MW of hot utility, 16627 m2 area

and has the minimum total cost of $2.97 x 106 per annum with a relatively simple

structure (although 4 in excess of the unit target). This network can be optimized

further on using the cost optimization method (see Chapter 3). This network was

constrained to be a U¡¡¡¡ design. The frnal optimized network (Figure 5.17) achieves

the unit t^rget (10 units) and has the total cost of $2.98 x 10ó annum-l.

L7.tl 155.9 7.6L
79.7

16L.2
0.20

s.98
110

3.00

60
1855

rt2.4

26.96

300
r86.7

1

tu

138

170

300 225.6 140

14.89

QH = 26.22111ì{;Total area = 16,627 m2; Units = 14;Total Cost = $2.97x106 
"nnor-l

3.97

N

160

60

45

100

35

85

60

H1

7.99

19

0.49

t67

160

t.42
H2

209.7

I

H3

158.8
H4

102 . c1

148.4 /
143.L \ c2v

a
c3

¿\ 159.7
c4

C5

Figure 5.16: The solution to the NLP3 model for Case Study 4
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1557 9.03
327 t7r.3 81

9.6

6.6
110

3.00

1855
113.6160

L&

300 2L1.9

16.43

QH = 26.83 MW; Total area = 16,381 m2; Units = 10;

Toøl Cost = $2.98x106 -nu^-l

Figure 5.17: Optimized network based on the solution to NLP3 for Case Study 4

These two solutions (Figures 5.16 &.5.17) compare well with the two designs

produced by Linnhoff and Ahmad (1990), an initial design (Figure 5.18) and an

optimized network (Figure 5.19). Detailed comparison of the designs is summarized

in Table 5.5.

&
4.1

60
220

220
60

45

300

27.45

100

r38

I 60

LN

H1

H2

H3

H4

\
¿,ì i

c2

c3

C4

c5
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126

¡t N

4.05

86 60

156
13 45

27.t5

35

5¿5
60

220

160

TØ

138

t70

300

10.6

85

L.y 1.16 t.7

100

13.1 to.7 8.2

QH = 25.04MW;Totala¡ea = 17,7I6m2; Units = I7;

Total Cost = $2.97x106 -nu*-l'
Figure 5.18: Initial design applying the PDM for Case Study 4

(I-innhoff & Ahmad, 1990)
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'73

160

2.27

LT4 45

27.45

100

140

300

5.04

138

r70

300 1_80

249

I 35

85

60

4.80
208

18.47 3.93 e.6 o

QH = 25.31 MW; Total area = 17,398 m2; Units = 13;

Toral Cost = $2.96x106 *nur-l.

Figure 5.19: Optimized Pinch Design for a¡omatics plant - Case study 4

(Linnhoff & Ahmad, 1990)

I
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c34
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Table 5.5: Targets and Designs for Case Study 4

* Linnhoff and Ahmad (1990) presented the totål costs as M$ 2.93 yr-l and M$ 2.89 yr-l for the

initial Pinch design in Figure 5.18 and the final Pinch design (Figure 5.19) respectively. The

aufhor was unable to reconcile this value with their calculations. The values for the areas and total

costs used for these two designs were provided by a reviewer for the paper of Zhu et al (1993a). The

calculations provided by the reviewer required that the hot utility be split for two of the heats with

thi¡d in series following the split. This aÍangement is not suggested in the paper of Linnhoff and

Ahmad (1990). The arrangement is important as it avoids the low driving forces on some heaters.

Hot Utility

(lvIW)

CotdUtility

(lvfw)

Area

(m2)

Units Total Cost

$ annum-l

Targets HRAT =26K
(from supertargeting)

25.04 32.76 r6984 10 2.91x106

Initial design Fig 5.18*

Linnhoff & Ahmad

25.04 32.76 r7716 t7 2.97x106

Final design Fig 5.19*

Linnhoff & Ahmad

25.3r 33.03 17398 r3 2.96x106

NLP3 solution

(Fie.5.16)

26.22 33.94 r6627 1¿ 2.97x106

Final design #

Gie. 5.1Ð from NLP3

26.83 34.55 1638 l 10 2.98x106

# tne Xlp3 solution (Figure 5.16) was fufher optimized with the const¡aint of a U.¡ design
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The cost model used above is linear and thus a minimum cost network tends to be

a minimum area design. Clearly, the initial Pinch design (Figure 5.18) by Linnhoff

and Ahmad (1990) has same total cost as the NLP3 solution @igure 5.16). However,

the latter design does posses some advantages related to its simpler network structure

(14 unia vs 17 units). As well, the final design (figure 5.17) based on the NLP3

solution has fewer three units with a marginal cost difference (2.98 M$ vs 2.96 M$)

compared to the final Pinch design of Linnhoff and Ahmad (Figure 5.19). This

difference would be amplified in favour of the proposed lower unit solution (Figure

5.17) if a typical non-linear cost model was used.

5.10 Conclusions L

A mathematical algorithm employing block-based superstructures has been

developed. The block concept provides the physical insight of how to achieve a

minimum area HEN with a simple network structure and it has been successfully

applied as the basis of the mathematical formulation. The number of blocks can be

readily determined according to the composite curves. As a result of using blocks

rather than TI's, the problem size is reduced geatly and good quality solutions are still

maintained. In Case Study 1 of this Chapter, two blocks are used compared to seven

TI's defined by 'kinks', a good area target is also achieved. With three-block

superstructues, the area is only reduced by l.lVo but with the expense of one more

exchanger. It has been shown that the small number of blocks as derived from the

composite curves is usually adequate for targeting purposes.

Another physical insight is provided to mathematical programming through the

application of the supertargeting approach (Linnhoff and Ahmad, i986 a & b). V/ith

several simplifying assumptions, this approach can still give a good estimate of an

'optimal' HRAT through 'optimal' trade-off between energy and capital prior to
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design. This 'optimal' HRAT can be used as a good starting point for mathematical

formulation. Therefore, together with a good starting point and simplified overall

superstructures based on the block decomposition, the solution efficiency and quality

can usually be improved-

The non-linearities in the model may lead to more than one local optimal solution

due to their non-convexities. In addition, in a case with a bad initial solution, a

nonlinea¡ model may fail to frnd a feasible solution though such a solution exists. In

order to overcome these problems and improve the quality of NLP solutions, a LP

model for area targeting and a simple NLP model for cost targeting for an initial

solution a¡e also presented. These two models a¡e formulatedbased on the block-

superstn¡cture with frxed block boundary temperatures. As the simple models provide

excellent initiat solutions (e.g. compare Figures 5.11 and 5.12), good solutions from

NLP models can be found with ease and the likelihood of obtaining the global

optimum is increased.

Some specific comments should be made on both the block method using the

heuristic rules as outlined in Chapter 3 and the mathematical programming based on

the block-based superstructure as discussed in this Chapter. It can be seen from

Chapter 3, with the block decomposition and guideline by the heuristic rules, good

initial solutions can usually be generated readily from the block method and the large

search space for an original problem is reduced dramatically and quickly to a small

spaced as defîned by the initial solution. Thus, the cost optimization for the initial

solution is mainly concerned with the optimization of parameters, e.g. temperatures

and heat loads in the network although some exchangers may be removed when the

corresponding heat loads a¡e set to zero after optimization. Usually, an optimal or near

optimal solution can be obtained by this strategy.
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By contrast, although the block decomposition is also applied in mathematical

programming, an initial solution is generated based on the superstructures. Clearly,

this initial solution is complicated compared to an initial solution from the block

method using heuristic rules. In other words, such a complicated initial solution has a

much larger search space. Theoretically speaking, a large sea¡ch space has a better

cha¡ce of including an optimal solution with good quality (near the global optimum).

Due to the power and speed of digital computers and the sophistication that modern

optimization techniques have, mathematical programming may be able to find optimal

solutions with good quality or give alternative solutions compared to the block

method. For example, the mathematical programming based on the block concept

gives the alternative optimal design (Figure 5.17) to the two optimal designs (Figures

3.23 & 3.24) from the block method using the heuristic rules. So, it is suggested that

it may be worth using these two methods together to generate more designs from

which a best one can be selected after investigating safety, operability, controllability

and economic performance. However, it is important to realíz.e the limitations in

mathematical programming methods. Though the problem size is already reduced

geatly by applying some methods, e.g. the block concept or the stage concept, it is

still not an easy task for a mathematical programming method to handle large indusrial

problems due to the limitations of optimization techniques and computers.
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Traditional evolutionary methods for the synthesis of heat exchanger networks

normally produce an initial network containing excess units when compared to the

minimum units target. Subsequently, this network is simplifred by energy relaxation.

However, current methods fail to guarantee that the evolution follows a pathway

ensuring that the minimum energy penalty is incurred.

A new method to guide this evolution is presented (Zhu et al, 1993c). It is based

on the application of Kirchhoff s Law to the network. This enables easy prediction of

the actual energy penalties incurred by instituting different loop-breaking strategies.

The minimum energy penalty may be discovered and the units to be removed while

yielding an optimal solution readily identifred. The precedence order for loop breaking

in networks containing multiple loops can also be determined according to their

respective energy penalties. The proposed algorithm enables the designer to undertake

the loop-breaking phase of network design with confidence. The minimum energy

path may be followed until a final network is discovered.

* This work was carried out prior to the development of the block method. The major

focus of this work was how to achieve the Ur¡n design by allowing energy relaxation

while applying ÂTmin (HRAT) as global minimum temperature approach. However,

in the block method, the network simplification is carried out in the process of non

Iinea¡ optimization for total cost
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6.1 fntroduction

The majority of heuristic design methods proposed for synthesis of heat exchanger

networks a¡e based on the pinch decompositiorVevolutionary strategy and the resulting

initial network features maximum energy recovery (Gundersen and Naess, 1988).

This network usually contains a larger number of units than the theoretical minimum.

Such a network is complex and incurs a capital cost penalty. The extra units indicate

the presence of loops and the number of independent loops equals:

L = Uin¡,¡ar-Umin (6.1)

where Uini,i"r is the number of units in a network and U¡,n the tårget for the

minimum number of units.

A simpler network with lower capital cost may be achieved by reducing the

number of units using loop breaking and additional energy is usually required to

restore approach t€mperatures to ÂT'¡¡. Therefore,loop breaking results in an energy

penalty and different sequences of loop breaking usually incur different energy

penalties. The objective of loop breaking is to remove loops and incur a minimum

energy penalty in restoring ÂT-in.

Various methods have been proposed to guide loop breaking (Su L979, Linnhoff

et al., L982, Trivedi et al., 1990). Unfortunately, these methods rely heavily on

heuristics which often produce suboptimal energy designs. A simple and efficient

method is proposed based on the application of Kirchhoffs law to heat exchanger

networks. The method normally provides the minimum energy penalty solution for

the loop-breaking problem.
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6.2 Motivating Example

A common practice is to eliminate the smallest unit in a loop (Linnhoff et al.,

1982). However, this heuristic cannot guarantee the minimum energy penalty for

breaking a loop (Trivedi et al, 1990). Consider the network shown in Figure 6.1

using ÂTnrin = 20 K as an example. A loop exists containing units 1 and 2.

Following the principle that the smallest unit should be removed, the unit I is removed

and its 3.0 kW load is shifted to unit 2. After energy relaxation, the energy penalty

incurred is 6.0 kW.

150

110

r40

110

100 87

cP - kwÆ(-l

0.3

0.1

5

3 4
130 80

0.4

I L2

Figure 6.1: Initial MER network for motivating example

Alternatively, removing unit 2 results in an energy penalty of only 4.0 kW. This

illustrates that the application of the heuristic favouring removal of the smallest load

cannot guarantee the minimum energy penalty. The maximum energy penalty or net

energy transfer across the pinch resulting from loop breaking does not necessarily

equate to the load shifted. Clearly, a problem with loop breaking is prediction of the

energy penalty incurred in breaking a loop and identification of which unit in a loop is

to be removed in order to guamntee tl¡e minimum energy penalty.
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The following sections will discuss the application of Ki¡chhoffs Law in electrical

networks to heat exchanger networks and how the problem of energy relaxation with

minimum energy penalty can be solved with the proposed procedure.

6.3 Kirchhoff's Law

Kirchhoffs law for elecrical networks may be applied to heat exchanger networks

using temperature differences as the driving forces.

For example, consider the network illusfated in Figure 6.1 involving sneams Hl

and Cl. Unit 1 and unit 2 form a loop as shown in Figure 6.2(a). Arbitrarily defining

the positive direction of the temperature difference as indiiated by the arrow and

summing clockwise around the mesh:

+.&.&+Lr, & &-Âr,=s (6.2)

Q¡Qr Qz
cP*

-Cp*
CPHI

ÂTr LTz

Qr
CPcl

Fþure 6.2(a): Example I for illust¡ating Kirchhoffs Law
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This equation relates the temperature differences over the network and may easily

be checked using the data in Figure 6.1 associated with the matches 1,2 and 3.

Altematively, if one selects unit 2 and the cooler for consideration, the corresponding

situation is summa¡ized in Figure 6.2þ). The following equation can be deduced:

(6.3)

Application of Kirchhoffs law to a heat exchanger network facilitates the

calculations of temperatures and heat loads as the network is evolved-

cPnt cP*

ÂT¡

cPct

Figure 6.2(b): Example 2 for illust¡ating Kirchhoffs Law

6.4 IxTnooucTION OF THE METHOD FoR LooP BREAKING

[.et us reconsider the previous example [Figure 6.3(a)] in general terrns to explain

the method. The network in Figure 6.3(a) possesses a loop including units 1 and2

with loads of X, and X, kW, respectively. Two ways for breaking the loop are

&.#+Áro &-Âr, = s

Qca,

q

AT,I
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possible and the energy penalty incurred upon loop-breaking may be derived as

follows.

'Pinch'

cP - kwr(-l
cP",

'å, cPcr

tT*

rdt

-stHl

x1 X2 sTc2 cP",

Figure 6.3(a): Network featuring a single loop (motivating example)

6.4.1 Removal of unit 1

The temperature differences around unit 2 prior to loop breaking are illustrated in

Figure 6.3(b). Summing these differences clockwise yields:

(6.4)

Upon removal of unit 1, a ÁTn',n violation may occur at the hot end of unit 2.

Assume that an energy penalty of Y, kW is incurred to restore ÂT,nin to the hot end of

unit 2. Applying Kirchhoff Law to the temperature differences of the unit as shown in

Figure 6.3(c) yields

X. +X^ Y, X. +X^

tr*eÞ", +Arr-tr-aT-;n = 0 (6'5)

X^ X^
eÇ+LTr-¡ry-ÂTn¡n=0
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Subtracting equation (6.4) from (6.5), the energy penalty for removing unit 1 can

be predicæd as:

I

If the match 2 has been designed correctly according to the Pinch Design Method,

(Linnhoff et al.,1982), i.e. CPrt > CPç1, then Yt > 0.

X1+X2

\.2 - [CPsl
^r - lCp", -

cPtt

x

cPsr

(6.6)

['T z 
^T mln

penalty

^

Xy+X2
cPct cP"t

Figure 6.3(b) Figure 6.3(c)

6.4.2 Removal of unit 2

Although unit 3 is not included in this loop, the ÄT,nin violation may occur at the

cold end of unit 3, because this unit is located at the pinch. Figure 6.3(d) summarizes

the situation prior to loop breaking. Applying Kirchhoffs law yields:

Xx,

LT,T,nin

X2

x, x" x3 
^-eç * eF; + ar',n - epo - Âr' = s (6.7)
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After loop breaking, ar energy penalty of Yt kW is incurred to restore ÂT.tn and

the new situation is summa¡ized as Figure 6.3(e). Thus

Xr+X^ _ Xl - Yt X" - Y^ Y^

CPn, CPHr 
å + ÂT,n,n -Ë -ú - ÂTt = g (6.8)

AT

/.Ð e cÇ

€/

^T.mülAT. AT,
mm

Figure 6.3(d)

Subtracting (6.7) from (6.8), the energy penalty incurred is:

Yz= xz

X ¡-Yz .

\E/

Figure 6.3(e)

(6.e)

Hence, the minimum energy penalty for breaking the loop in Figure 6.3(a) equals:

Prin = mín(Y¡,Y2) (6.10)

and the unit to be removed to achieve this minimum energy penalty is identified.

Let CPr, = 0.3 kW K-1, CPcl = 0.1 kW K-1, Xt = 3.0 kW and X2 = 4.0 k'W,

then Y, = 6.0 kV/ and Yz = 4.0 kV/ a¡e calculated using equation (6.6) and (6.9).

The minimum energy penalty for breaking this loop equals 4.0 kV/ and the optimal
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solution is removal of unit 2 with a load of 4.0 kV/ rather than unit 1 with a smaller

load of 3.0 kV/.

6.4.3 Summary of Loop-Breaking Procedure

The general procedure for breaking a loop ca¡ be summa¡ized as:

1. Deærmine the candidates for removal and select for analysis the units at which

the violation of ÂT,nt may occur.

2. Apply Kirchhoffs law to the terminal temperature differences a¡ound such

units and calculaæ the associaæd energy penalties.

3. Determine the minimum energy penalty incurred from the set of energy

penalties and identify the unit which is to be removed to obtain an optimal

solution.

For a network containing more units than the Un'a target, many alternative routes

exist for determining the candidates for loop breaking (Appendix F). Normally, it is

impractical to consider all the possible alternatives. To reduce complexity and maintain

a high probability of finding an optimal solution, the following heuristic is suggested.

In loop-breaking, fîrst consider process-process loops with the smallest number of

units (the lower-level loops) and those wíth the smallest heat loads.

For loops selected in this manner, the order of loop breaking is determined by

minimizing the energy penalty. The minimum energy penalty for each loop must be

calculated. The loop incurring the global minimum energy penalty is broken and the

unit with the minimum energy penalty is identified. The network is evolved by

breaking this loop. The procedure is then repeated until a desired final network is

discovered. As a result, the final network will contain the minimum number of

process-process units whilst incurring minimum energy penalty.
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Two types of loops may be identified in heat exchanger networks, namely:

process-process loops and process-utility loops. If we select the latter for initial loop

breaking, we may seriously affect plant operability. Process-process loops are

considered first. Loop breaking may cause a violation of thermodynarnic consfaints

on some individual exchangers. These exchangers are usually locaæd at ærminals of

steams and loops including such exchangers were called "locked loops" by Trivedi et

at (1990). The infeasibilities associated with breaking a locked loop may be overcome

by introducing additional utility exchangers

6.5 Case Studies

6.5.1 Case Study 1

This example was introduced by Floudas et al (1986). Trivedi et al (1990)

produced a MER design (Figure 6.4) for the problem which was evolved to a U,n¡n

design (Figure 6.5) using an energy relaxation method based on the insights into the

interaction between loops and the network. For comparison, the MER design will be

evolved using the newly proposed method-

The initial network (Figure 6.4) contains ten process-process exchangers and three

utility exchangers (total thirteen units). A U.in design would feature eight units (six

for process-process units and other two for utility exchangers). Hence, five loops (13

- 8) must exist and it is possible to eliminate at least four process-process units (ten

process-process exchangers in Figure 6.4 minus six which is the minimum number of

process-process exchangers). The four lower-level loops are: (3, 9); (4,ll); (2,7,8,

5) and (2, 3, I0,6). To establish the precedence order for loop breaking, the energy

penalty to break each loop is calculated as detailed earlier and the minimum is

determined. The respective energy penalties and unit removed for each loop are:
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(110.5 kVÍ, 9); (1.85 kW, L\; (402 kW, 8) and (161 kV/, 2). Clearly, the second

loop is broken removing unit 11. The resulting network is presented in Figure 6.6.

1

t43 CP KWK
. 7.032

1 110

2n
172

LL7

L02 22 51

231

161 910

Figure ó.4: MER design at for Case Study 1 (ÁTmin = 10 K) (Trivedi et aI., 1990)
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CP KV/K

7.032

207

352

110

138
8.+4

1

r06

146
513

11.815

5.6

9.144

7.296

18

160

2r7

250

352 385

9r0

Overall energy Penalty = 524 kW.

Figure 6.5: U¡l¡ design for Case Study I (Trivedi et al., 1990)
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t4

231.4
230

271

2t7

101 22

2so

232.4

159.6 910

EnergY PenaltY = 1.85 kW, Units = 12

Figure 6.6: Evolution of network - f,trst network (Case Study 1)

The remaining three loops are now considered. The associated penalties are (11.6

kW, 9); (157 kW, 5) and (159.6 kW, 2) a¡rd unit 9 is recommended for removal

(Figue 6.7). After a similar analysis of the new network, unit 2 is next removed

(energy penalty 126 kV/), The last remaining higher-level process-process loop (3, 5,

8,'7 , 6,10) is removed by deleting unit 10. The minimum energy penalty associated

with this is 22 kV/. However, removal of unit 10 requires a cooler to be added to

stream 4 to avoid violation of the ÂT-in constraint on unit 6. The evolved network is

presented in Figure 6.8. The network includes six process-process units (the

minimum if we consider only the process streams) but includes two additional utility

110
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Lt7

160

7

1
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units. These extra utility units cannot be removed without violating the minimum

temperature constraint. Summarizing, the overall energy penalty to remove the four

identified units (2, 9, 10 & 11) and add one cooler (14) is 161 kW.

23r

27r

2r7

7 140

148 910

(Cumulative energy penalty = 13.4 klV, Units = I l)

I 10

38

06

ty

227

160

22

244

I

2

4

87

6

292.6292.6

5

6

496 218

7

3

Figure 6.7: Evolved network 2 (Case Study l)
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tL2S
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3735

271
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2t7 116

4974 239

392

910

(Cumulative energy penalty = 161 kW, Units = 10)

Figure 6.8: Evolved Network 3 (Case Study 1)

Next, consider the process-utility loops, two such loops remain (namely 4,3,5,

8, 13, 12 and 6,7, 13, I4). Removing unit 4 produces the minimum penalty of 91

kW but an additional heater must be supptied to restore ÁT*in to unit 5. The resulting

network is Figure 6.9. It may be further simplihed by breaking the loop (5, 8, 7, 1,

15) and the final nerwork is presented in Figure 6.10. The total penalty is 397 kV/.

The final network includes four process-process unit (two fewer than the minimum)

and five utility exchangers (three more than the minimum). Hence, the final design

exceeds the U-¡n target by one. This design may be further simplified if a small

AT.in violation is permitted on unit 6. The cooler may be removed and the unit target
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is achieved (Figure 6.11) with an energy penalty of 37 5 kW. This network Possesses

three disconnected subnetworks and should therefore enjoy an advantage in terms of

operability.

352

r25

2n
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2t7

250 2s3 140
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Cumulative energy Penalty = 252 kvy', Units = 10.

Figure 6.9: Evolved network 4 for Case Study 1
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(Cumulative energy Penalty = 397 kW, Units = 9)

Figure 6.10: Evolved network 5 (Case Study l)
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352
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27r
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2l

140

(Overall energy Penalty = 375 kW, Units = 8)

Figure 6.11: Evolved network 6 with small violation of ÁT¡¡¡¡ on unit 6 (Case Study 1)

For this problem, Trivedi et al (1990) also noticed the possible removal of unit 10

with ÁT¡¡i¡ violation at an ea.rly stage to achieve a smaller energy penalty. By allowing

the relaxation on ÂTmin, the same design as Figure 6.11 also can be achieved by using

LONTTA (Trivedi et al, 1990) although Trivedi et al did not produce this design in

their paper. As can be seen from Table 6.1, using different methods for energy

relaxation (LONTTA, the present method), the search for an optimal solution may be

carried out along different paths. However, the LONITA approach is not very

straightforward for search of an optimal solution. By contrast, the approach by

applying Ki¡chhoffs Law is more deterministic and straightforward in that units to be
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removed are determined based on the detail calculations for a minimum energy penalty.

Furthermore, adilition of heaters or coolers is allowed to restore ÂTmin in the present

approach. In some instances, additional heaters and coolers (above the minimum of

two) may be required but a benefit of these utility units is improved operability and

flexibility.

Table 6.1: Summary of evolved designs

LONITA
Clrivedi et al, 1990)

Present Approach
(Applying

Kirchhoffs Law)

Units Cumulative Energy
Penalty (kW)

Cumulative Energy- Penalty (kV/¡

13

t2

11

10

9

8

0.0

1.4

zr.9

161

231

375"

524**

0.0

1.8

13.4

16t-252

397

375

*: The same solution as Figure 6.11 with a small ATmin violation can be achieved by using

LONTTA although Trivedi et al did not produce this solution in their paper.

**: This solution was produced by Trivedi et al (1990) without ATrin violation.

6.5.2 Case Study 2

The purpose of this case study is to show that in some cases, it may require a too

large energy penalty to achieve a Umin design which may not therefore be cost

effective. Thus, in such cases, it may not be wise to over-emphasize U¡1¡¡ designs.
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This network (Figure 6.12) was introduced and synthesized by Pethe et al. (L989)

using the Pinch Method. It achieves the energy ta-rget at AT,n,n = 20 K. Three loops

occur in the network - (3, 1) (loop 1), (6,5,2,1) (loop 2) and (7,5,2, 4) (loop 3).

First, we calculate the mínimum enetgy penalty for each loop and establish the

precedence order in which the loops are to be broken. Zero energy penalty occurs

when breaking loop 1 by removing unit 3. The energy penalty for breaking loop 2

equals that for breaking loop 3 when unit 5 is removed in each case. This penalty is

31.3 kW. Hence, the units 3 and 5 are selected for removal and the evolved network

is presented in Figure 6.13. Notice that with unit 5 removed, if the heat load of unit 5

is transferred to unit 6, the driving force of unit I will be less than ÂTmin of 20 K. To

restore the ÂT¡¡¡ for unit 1, a heater is added for stream 4 as shown in Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.12: Initial MER Network for Case Sfudy 2 (Pethe et al, 1989)
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Energy penalty = 31.3 k\il with removal of units 3 and 5

Figure 6.13: Evolved network I for Case Study 2

At least three units must be removed in order to break the th¡ee loops. Only two

units (3 & 5) are removed so far. Clearly, a process-process loop remains in this

network, namely (1,4,7,6). The minimum energy penalty is 24.7 kW for breaking

this loop by removing unit 6. Hence, the final network with minimum total energy

penalty of 56.0 kV/ is evolved as illustrated in Figure 6.14.
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Energy penalty = 24.7 kW by removing unit 6
Figure 6.14: Evolved Network 2 for Case Study 2

Though this ner'work achieves minimum number of process-process exchangers, it

requires three more utility exchangers. Thus, while focusing on U¡¡¡¡ design, the

network needs to be simplified further. The unit 4 is identif,red as the one which incurs

lest energy penalty after removal. Again, unit 4 is not the smallest unit but its removal

incurs lest energy penalty. Thus, it is selected for removal. The removal of unit 4

brings another benefit in allowing the removal of heater H2. The resultant network is

given in Figure 6.15. This simplification of network incurs the energy penalty of

199.8 kV/. It may need investigation to assess the worth of removing unit 4 because

of the large energy penalty incurred. This network still has one more unit than the

target. However, any further network simplification from Figure 6.15 will incur a

large energy penatty.
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Energy penalty = 199.8 ktüf with removal of unit 4

Figure 6.15: Evolved Network 3 for Case Study 2

From this example, it may be observed that in some cases, a design may achieve

minimum process-process exchangers but needs more utility exchangers than the

minimum (typically two for non-threshold problems). Since these utility exchangers

are placed to ensure the satisfaction of ÂTmin constraints, thus the only way to achieve

m Umin tårget is to reduce process-process exchangers further less than the minimum

number of process-process exchangers. Usually, such evolution incurs a large energy

penalty. Therefore, one should be cautious to make a decision about whether it is

worth to simplify a network further when it incurs a large energy penalty.

6.6 Conclusions

The application of Kirchhoff s law to heat exchanger network enables a prediction

of actual energy penalties incurred by different strategies for loop breaking. This
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allows the minimum energy penalty for breaking a loop to be determined and the units

removed to achieve this optimal solution are readily identified. To reduce the size of

the possible search space, a simple heuristic is introduced. The loops to be considered

initially are then rearlily identified

During the loop-breaking process additional utility exchangers may need to be

added to avoid violation of the strict ÁTr,n constraint. The final network can be

evolved to contain the minimum number of process-process exchangers but extra

utitity units may be required to restore the minimum approach temperatures. These

units will provide benefits in terms of improved operability.
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A number of useful new concepts namely blocks, quasi-composites, matching

matrix, block-based stream structure, block-based superstructure etc. have been

introduced in this work. The basic concept is the 'block', which provides the physiôal

insight of how to achieve the near-minimum area and nea¡-maximum energy recovery

with a small number of units and shells. The consequence of the application of this

concept is the development of the block method. The block method overcomes the

two drawbacks of the Pinch Design Method (PDM), i.e. the strict pinch decomposition

associated with tlre MER constraint and the use of a single ÂTmin for all exchangers in

a network. As well, this new method combines the advantages of both thermodynamic

approaches and optimization techniques. There are also advantages when the block

concept is applied successfully to optimization by mathematical programming and thus

it links thermodynamic principles with mathematical programming approaches. These

sfrong features make the block method very promising for practical applications. In

surrunary, the block concept is simple to understand, readily implemented a¡d it yields

low cost and simple solutions.

7 .L The Block Method

It has been noted from the analysis of the composite curves that streams in

different composite regions may have totally different driving force requirement. This

calls for different treatment of streams located in such different regions. This

observation forms the basis of the block concept. By defining blocks, i.e. distinct

regions, a complex design problem is decomposed into several simple sub-problems.

Designs for these sub-problems become relatively sirnple tasks. The connections
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between blocks a¡e made by employing the import or export rules in tt¡e block method.

With the use of the block decomposition, the pinch decomposition (either 'hard'

decomposition which does not allow criss-crossing at pinch or 'soft' decomposition

which permits criss-crossing at pinch with same amount of heat) is not a requirement

though the pinch may be used as a block boundary if desi¡ed.

The block decomposition makes it possible to calculate the heat transfer areas for

any possible matches and thus the match selection is more deterministic and more

rigorous. With areas calculated for all possible matches, a set of matches can be

determined simultaneously according to the minimum area principles or the minimum

total cost principles. The advantage of match selection by the siinultaneous approach

is, that the best set of matches can be selected at one time and the back tracking which

usually occurs in the sequential choice of matches is avoided.

There a¡e also advantages when NLP optimization techniques are applied with this

method. The application of the NLP optimization techniques in this case is different

from the pure mathematical programming which merely relies on the optimization

methods without the aid of thermodynamic methods. In the block method, an

important improvement in searching for the global optimum is to find a very good

initial network (near-minimum area, near-MER a¡d near-minimum units), that is

a-lready relatively close to the optimum. Such initial designs are provided as the starting

point of optimization. This strategy enhances the advantages of both thermodynamic

and mathematical programmin g approaches.

As a result of such synthesis, the network will achieve a low total cost, i.e. low

capital cost and good energy efficiency, and simple network structure. The simplicity

of a network is tlre important feature for operation and control.
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7.2 The Extended Block Method for Unequal Film

Coefficients

The novelty of the extended block method lies in the incorporation of the diverse

pinch approach (Rev and Fonyo, 1991) so that the more promising stream structues

may be chosen prior to design. Then the block method is used for synthesis. It has

been proved that the combination of the diverse pinch approach and the block method

generates improved solutions to problems involving significantly different film

coefFrcients compared with currently available methods.

The important discovery of this work is that the strea¡n structures can be screened

prior to design which provides more opportunities for a designer-to choose promising

candidates for detailed synthesis and thus increases the possibitity of finding globally

optimal solutions.

The another interesting phenomenon is that with block decomposition after

individual stream-shifting, the boundary temperatures of streams of one type within a

same block may be significantly different. The distribution of these temperatures

obeys the general rule: the streams with high film coefficients are assigned with low

driving forces and vice versa. With such a temperature distribution, the possibility for

a match with a large area penalty is avoided, especially when a streafir of one type with

a high film coefficient matches the other type of a stream with a low film coefficient.

In this manner, the difference in film coefficients is effectively exploited. The

additional benefit of such Íurangement of stream temperatures is that topology traps

can be effectively avoided-
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7 .3 NLP Optimization Based on the Block Decomposition

Non-linear problem (NLP) optimization methods are very powerful in search of

optimal solutions providing a good initial solution is given. Thus, how to best apply

these techniques in solving heat exchanger network synthesis (I{ENS) problem is of

great interest and importance. Recently, the research in this area has been making

great progress and the application of NLP optimization techniques seems very

promising. However, researchers in this area have mainly been concerned about how

to improve the optimization techniques and how to simplify the mathematical

formulations. Relatively little effort has been made to provide physical insights into the

mathematical programming. In this study, the block concept has been applied

successfully to the mathematical programming to decompose the synthesis problem

into a small number of blocks. Although the block concept leads to similar

superstructure approaches as that by the stage method (Yee et al, 1990), the block

concept provides physical insights into the superstructures and makes them not only

physically realizable but approach the minimum overall a¡ea-

The another physical insight is provided to the mathematical programming through

the application of the supertargeting approaches (Linnhoff and Ahmad, 1986 a & b;

Zhu et al, 1994) which give a good initial estimate of an 'optimal' HRAT through

'optimal' trade-off between energy and capital prior to design. This 'optimal' HRAT

can be used as a good starting point for mathematical formulation. Therefore, together

with a good starting point and simplified overall superstructures based on the block

decomposition, the solution efficiency and quality can usually be improved.

The non-linearities in the model may lead to more than one local optimal solution

due to their non-convexities. In addition, in a case with a bad initial solution, a

nonlinear model may fail to find a feasible solution though such a solution exists. In
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order to overcome these problems and improve the quality of NLP solutions, a LP

model for area targeting and a simple NLP model for cost targeting for an initial

solution are also presented. These two models are formulated based on the block-

superstructure with fixed block boundary temperatures. As the simple models provide

excellentinitial solutions (e.g. compare Figures 5.11 a¡d 5.I2), good solutions from

NLP models can be found with ease and the likelihood of finding the global optimum

is increased-

7.4 Kirchhoff's Law and Loop Breaking

The previous methods for loop breaking are usually based on heuristic rules which

can only provide suboptimal solutions. However, in the method-presented, the loop

breaking is ca¡ried out based on the detailed calculation of the energy penalty for

breaking a loop. This is obtained by applying rhe well known Kirchhoffs law ro

problems of heat exchanger networks. As a result of the prediction of the minimum

energy penalty which may be incurred in loop-breaking, a designer can evolve a

network with more confidence.

The use of Kirchhoff s law to represent a heat exchanger network may find an

important application in the analysis of dynamic behavior or transient processes

associated with HEN operation. This is because a network can be represented by a set

of linear equations by employing Kirchhoffs law. V/hen some parameters in the

network change with time, the changes in other parameters can be calculated by

solving the set of linear equations.

7.5 Recommendation of Future Work

The development of the block method has opened a lot of options for investigation

which include the following projects:
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(1) To examine the feasibility of the application of the general block method to the

analysis of process integration. While the initial design synthesis and subsequent

optimization are important themselves, they are part of a much wider problem, which

is the complete process integration of the total processing systeffi, o.g. including

reactors and distillation columns. Thus, it is important to examine whether the insight

gained from the development of the block method can be applied to problems

associated with complete process integration. Another facet of the work will be to

examine the feasibility of adopting the block method to batch processing systems.

(2) To examine the application of the block method to rerofit problems would be very

interesting work. It would include:

. developing a general strategy for solving retrofit problems, e.g. how to

effectively use existing exchangers, how to add new exchangers etc;

. developing methods to identify controlling constraints as a basis for heuristic

development by applying the block decomposition to current mathematical

models for retrofit problems;

. developing appropriate cost functions for removal of exchangers and piping

modifications;

. developing methods of anaiysis for assessing the heat transfer area utilization in

existing in stalled planq

. examining the interaction between pressure drops and heat transfer coeffrcients.

(3) To investigate the possibility of doing part of a detailed design (thermal or

mechanical design) at the stage of conceptual design. Process integration is regarded as

conceptual design. However, if more information can be generated from the

conceptual design, it would be of great benefit for the subsequent detailed design. The

Ievel of the knowledge extracted from the conceptual design depends on the depth of
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such conceptual design. The information associated with a design produced by current

available methods only contains the temperanres, the pairs of streams, heat loads and

approximate heat transfer areas. The total cost of a network is calculated based on a

pre-assumed exchanger cost modei which applies to the whole network. However,

when moving on.to the thermal design and mechanical design, more detailed decisions

are involved requiring selection of the material of construction, type of exchanger,

exchanger geomeEy, pressure drop limiøtions etc. Consideration of the former two

facts is unavoidable, particularly when special streams (high temperature, high

pressure, high corrosion, explosion potential etc) are used in a process. The outcomes

of such detailed design are more precise cost models which apply to individual

exchangers. These cost models may significantly differ from thÞ previously assumed

cost models. Thus, the so--called optimal design from the conceptual design stage is

really questionable.

In order to overcome the above drawbacks existing in the current methods, the

conceptual design should involve a deeper level of design, e.g. thermal and part of

mechanical design at some stage. Thus, the pre-assumed cost model can be modified

in the design process. This interaction will affect the decisions about which

alternatives are more attractive in terms of total cost Obviously, the decisions made in

such a manner should be more reliable and deærministic.

Since the block method is based on the block decomposition, when one

investigates and analyzes possible matches in a block, the information about pairs of

s[earns, temperatures and heat loads is all avai]able. Thus, the proper materials for the

corresponding exchanger can be determined based on the physical properties of each

pair of stre¿uns. As well, the type of the exchanger, the number and size of the shells,

the exchanger geometry (e.g. the tube length, diameter and pitch for tube-and-shell
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exchangers), etc can be determined. These considerations would provide more reliable

costs for individual exchangers which can be used in the subsequent NLP cost

optimization. Obviously, the total cost of such a final optimized design from this

procedure should be closer to that provided by the manufacturer and it would help

designers to make final decisions more confidently and convincingly.
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AppBNux A DERlvnrroN oF EQS. (3.9a) AND (3.9a)

The simple spliaing formulae (Eq. (3.9a)) can be derived based on a practical

example. Consider the situation of two hot streams ( and k) and one cold stream i.

These th¡ee streams form an independent optimization problem. Clearl , the ratio of
the slopes of the associated composite curves can be expressed as Pi

First, split the cold streÍûr to force one of the splits to mimic the composite curves,

namely

(41)

Cross multiplication gives

CP¡ x CPj - CPrt * (CP¡+CP¡) = Q (2)
Conservation implies

CP¡=CP¡l +QPt2 (A3)

Combining (42) and (43) yields

(CP¡l + CPi2) x CP¡ - CPtt x (CP¡+CP¡) = 0 (44)

CP¡l x CP¡+ CP¡2x CP¡- CPtt x CP¡ + CPil x CP¡ = Q (A5)

Thus, equation (45) yields

or

or

CP¡2xCPj-CPtt*CP¡=g (46)
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(47)

As stated earlier, CP¡ is split forcing

Hence, from equation (48), it is infened that

ffi*"".q#

#"'o mustequalq#,*

Therefore, the split ratios determined by equation (48) can enswe that the resulting

two matches precisely mimic the profiles composite ctrves.

For the splitting case with one hot a¡d two cold sfreams, the optimal split ratios for

the hot stream determined by Eq. (3.8a) can be derived similarly.
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APPENDIX B Case: Vertical (Ideal) Matching Driving Force

Calculations - Hot Stream 'Tick Off'
1) For a particula¡ match H¡, C¡, an 'ideal vertical matching' area can be calculated

based on the quasi<omposite curves , viz.

(A¡,qo.rii¿eat)H¡=ffi (81)

(B2)

(84)

where with reference to Figure B1,

[^Tlm_ij]
(T",- To,) - (T. - Td)

vertical match - (Tc, - Td,)
ln (Tc - Td)

The H, is assumed to be subsumed into the hot quasi-composite curve for the

appropriate temperature range and direct vertical matching then follows. The Q¡ value

used is identical to that for the actual a¡ea calculation for the H¡, C, match.

2) The required known temperatures are

Ta, , T" (= T") , To (= T") , Tf and Tr.

while the temperatures to be deærmined a¡e To' and To .

The basic identities are:

(Ð For the individual strea¡ns

Tb (83)-9-= T" = T"+ cPrt

r" = rr.fr

(ü) For the quasi-composite curves

(Tc-Ta')CPhot quasi+omposite = (Td-Tf)CPcold quasi--composite

(Tc-Tc') CPhot quasi+ornposite = (Td-Td') CPcold quasi--compos ite

(85)

(86)
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(B7)T¿ = Tr'+ GJ"') CPcold quasi+omposite block

Similarly, from equation (B6)

CPno, ouasi-comoosite (88)T¿' = Td-(T"-Tc') CPcold quasi+omposite block

3 ) Similar temperature points are calculated when 'ticking off a cold stream

except that the cold stream C, is frst projected onto the cold quasi+omposite and the

resultant vertical match is then projected up to the hot composiæ Eitlt the resultant area

being (A¡,qo""i ;¿eal)cj'

4 ) Appendix C contains an example calculation

BLOCK

t
b

c

hot quasi-composite

d

\
cold quasi-composite

L' T"

. T^, T"'

o¡ l"'

3Td
fi¡
L
I

HTê) -e
F<

â

a' c'
I
I

J
I

¡

a tj

e

cTf
Td,

J

d'

ft

AH

Figure B1: Illustration of ca-lculation of ideal a¡ea'
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APPENDIx C Exaupln C¡.ICULATION OF IIDEAL AREA'

Consider the following diagram figure Cl) summarizing conditions in the block 2 of

case study I (Figures 3.12b & 3.14). The 'ideal area' requirement for the match

between streams I and 4 in the block above the pinch is illustrated. Two scena¡ios a¡e

possible:

1. Vertical matching based on the hot stream

The enthalpy change for the hot stream 1 being cooled from 150 oC to 90 'C is 12000

kW. To achieve vertical heat transfer based on the hot stream, the cold 'quasi

composite'rises from 80 oC to 100.3 oC. hence the'ideal area'may be compuæd.

(At¿,qo*¡ i¿"¡)r = = lM = 4847 m2a
u^Tlm

2. Vertical matching based on the cold stream

For this case an energy input of 12000 kW raises the cold stream temperature from 80

oC to 104 oC. The corresponding fall in the hot'quasi+omposite'temperature is 161

oC to 90 oC. Hence, the ideal a¡ea is:

(At¿,qu^.¡ ¡¿eal)¿ = = =4M5m2a
u^Tl_

These values may be now used to determine an estimate of the ideal area for the match

between sfeams I and 4 :

Al4,quasi ideal =
(Al¿ nrr"i ;a.rl), + (Ar, 

^,,o.i i.roor).d. = 4646 m2
2
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164 "C

(not to scale)
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Figure Cl: Example of calculation of the 'ideal area'
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AppBNUX D fnitialization Procedure for Sotving the NLp Models

(Yee et al, 1990)

The strategy is to provide reasonable initial values to favor the minimization of the

various costs involved. The notations for the equations for the equations below a¡e

same as the nomenclature presented ea¡lier in Chapter 5. Also, the expression .Init

following the variable represents the initialization for the particula¡ variable.

First" the temperatures va¡iables are bounded and initialized to that they provide a

high driving force for the exchangers to minimize area:

t* S Tin, i, tik à Tout,i

t¡tS Toutj, t¡t) Tinj

q¡.Init=Tin,i, ie I,

t¡.Init=Înj, je J,

ie I,

je J,

ke ST,

ke ST.

ke ST,

ke ST,

where ST is a set of stages.

Next, the heat load for each exchanger can be initialized to a value which spreads

out the heat transfer amongst the NOK stages. Note that in the following, the

maximum heat transfer for a particular pair of hot and cold streams is the minimum of

either the hot or the cold stream heat loads:

(D1)

.02)

g¡r.Init = min(CP¡(Tin,i - Tout,i), CP¡(Toutj - TinJ)Æ.{OX,

ieI, jeJ, keST.

Finally, the variables for hot and cold utility loads can be initialized to small values so

as to favor the minimization of the utility costs. For the area targeting case, though,

where the utility requirement is fixed, these variables can be initialized to evenly

distribute the required utility heat Ioads amongst the streams.
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APPENDIX E Initialization Procedure for Solving the MINLP Models

(Yee and Grossmann,1990)

The following is an initialization procedure that reduces the MINLP to an LP by

assuming fxed æmperature driving forces for each match:

I . Estimate a value of HRAT.

2. Estimaæ a driving force for each march by:

(a) deærmining the LMTD¡ for each enthalpy interval n using its corresþonding

temperatures;

@) using the following weighting equation to calculate an average driving force for

each maæh (ij):

ALMTD¡
I g¡nLMTDn

@1)) e;¡n
n

where g;jn is the maximum heat transfer that can occur befween hot stream i

and cold sream j in enthalpy interval n.

3. For each match (ij) in different stages for superstructure, sst the driving forces in

the MINLP model (equation (9) in the paper by Yee and Grossmann (1990)) with the

fixed value of the average driving force ALMTDij, and replace the nonlinea¡ cost terrn

of the area by a linea¡ approximation with a fixed charge. This reduced the MINLP to

an MILP.

4. Solve the relaxed LP of the MILP in step 3.

5. Use the LP solution along with the estimated driving forces (ALMTD¡;) as an initial

guess for the relaxed NLP problem.
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AppBNnX F Cafsr¡Iation of the Nr¡mber of Distinct Acyclic Solutions

A heat exchanger network may be represented as a graph (G) composed of arcs

(matches) and nodes (streams). The number of fundamental loops in a connected

graph with ¿ nodes and a a¡cs is given by the expression (a - n + 1).

In particular, for the energy relaxation problem from a particular connected

structure, the upper bound of the number of possible distinct acyclic solutions in the

graph after compete removal of the loops is equal to the number of distinct spanning

trees that may be produced from the graph. In reality, the number of acyclic solutions

for a network may be lower than this as some solutions may be thermodynamically

infeasible. The number of spanning trees is readily calculated as-follows (Wilson and

Beinke, 1979):

no. of spanning trees = det (B.BT)

where B = reduced (i.e. one node removed) incidence matrix.

The reduced incidence matrix is defi.ned by:

b,j = 1, if edge i is connected to vertex j.

b,j = 0, if edge i is not connected to vertex j

(F1)

(F2)

As an example consider the following problem involving 2 hot and 3 cold streams

(Figure Fl). Converting this specification to a graph produces the following result

(Figure F2). If, for example, vertex I is removed, the following graph results (Figure

F3).



The corresponding reduced matrix is:

B = Vertices

and B.B

no. of spanning trees = lB.BTl = 12
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(F3)

Hence

For this simple problem the number of possible acyclic solutions is substantial.

Clearly, it is unrealistic to generate all the possible solutions even for very simple

problems.

abc Hot

5def

f

2 3 4

Cold

a

Figure Fl: A simple IIEN problem including potential matches
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Figure F2: Graph of simple HEN
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appBNnrx G: PRocnnu Lrsr
The following is a list of programs* used for this work:

1. Targeting program

This optimization software is coded in C++ using objected oriented programming

techniques. The program provides utility tå.rgets, the unit target, the shell target, and

area targets for networks with either countercurrent heat exchangers or with l-Ztyp

of exchangers subject to a maximum area limit. This program also incorporates the

diverse pinch approach (Rev and Fonyo, I99l; Zhu er aI, 1994).

2. MIP program for match selection

This program is coded (as an input file) using GAMS (Brooke et al, 1988) to

implement ideas in Eq. (3.15) to solve problems with match selection.

3. NLP program for optimization mainly concerning parameters

This is also a GAMS program; the problem for optimizing an initial network is

formulated as a NLP problem. The program mainly involves optimization of

parametiers (temperatures and heat loads) in a network although some exchangers may

be effectively removed when the heat loads are set to zÊ1o afær optimization. A detailed

discussion of the mathematical formulation is given in Section 3.7 of this thesis.

4. NLP program for optimization with variable topologies

This is another GAMS program. The mathematical formulation (see Chapter 5) based

on the block concept and the block-based superstructu¡e is implemented in this

program. The program has a general formulation which can be used for different

problems relating to mathematical prograrnming and includes both parameter and

topolo gy optimization.

* Copies of these files are available in the Department of Chemical Engineering, The

University of Adelaide, Ausrralia.
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A

A'

&¡¡

B

c

Cc

Cu

cp

CP

DTA

DFP

EI

EMAT

F

Fn

FPDM

h

H

HEN

HRAT

L

LMTD

lmtd

LP

NOMENCLATURE

^defined as q teu.(3.15)l

heat exchanger area

heat exchan5er arca

heat exchanger area of match z
cost coefficient of an installed capital cost model

cost exponent of an installed capital cost model

annual cost for a cold utility stream

annual cost for a hot utility sfeam

heat capacity flow rate L

heat capacity flow raæ

Dual Temperature Approache s

Driving Force Plot

enthalpy inærval

Exchanger Minimum Approach Temperature

fxed cost of an installed capital cost model

LMTD correction factor

Flexible Pinch Design Method

film coefficient

enthalpy on the composite curves

Heat Exchanger Network

Heat Recovery Approach Temperature

number of loops

logarithmic temperature difference

logarithmic temperature difference

Linear hogramming
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M

M

MER

MIP

MINLP

n

n

N

N

NLP

NOK

NS

PDM

P

PPDM

PTA

q

a

Q"

r

R

RPA

S

S

ST

t

i

numbr of blocks

large inæger number

Ma¡<imum Enerry Recovery

Mixed Integer Linea¡ Programming

Mixed Inæger Non Linear kogramming

plant lifetime

number of units

number of units

number of shells

Non Linea¡ Programming

number of stages (Eq. (5.42) - L

number of splitting branches

Pinch Design Method

energy penalty

Pseudo Pinch Design Method

Problem Table Analysis

heat load

heat load

heat flux

annual interest rate

annual recovery factor

Remaining Problem Analysis

number of disconnecæd subne¡works

number of streams at an enthalpy inærval boundary

stage Eq. (5.41)

temperatt]re

temperature
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T

TCU

THU

TI

T¡

Tout

U

U

Umin

x

X

xp

Y

z

temperature

temperature of a cold utility stream

temperature of a hot utility strea¡n

temperature interval

supply temperature of a stream

target temperature of a sEeam

over¿ll heat fiansfer coefficient

ûotal number of unis

minimum number of units

binary variable assigned to a match

heatload L

thermal effectiveness rati o

energy penalty

exponent in the diversity relation tEq. (a.a)l

GnBn,x LETTERS

G constant tEq. (a.3)l

õ small positive number

õ fitness of an actual match to the composite curves tEq. (3.55)l

^A 
a¡ea difference

^H 
enthalpy change

Át approach temperature

^T 
approach temperature

K factor in the diversity relation IEq. (4.4)l

INDICES

denotes a process-process exchan ger
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j

k

Note:

i

j

k

s

w

Note:

ij,k

denotes a heater

denotes a cooler

above indices are used in Section 3.7 of Chapær 3.

denotes a hot process streÍun

denotes a cold process sfream

denotes a block in the superstmcture

denotes a hot utility

denotes a cold utility

above indices are used in Chapter 5.

running indices used in other chapters.

number assigned to a block

hot end of a block

cold end of a block

cold streams including cold utility

cold utility

hot streams including hot utility

hot utility

supply temperature

SUpnnSCRIPTS

I branch 1 of a stream afær splitting

2 branch 2 of a stream afær splitting

L lower bound

U upperbound

SUnSCnIPTS

1-M

1

2

c(c)

cu

H(h)

hu

in

mÐ( maxunum
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Imn

minf

lm

out

f'ffi

sf

s

t

t

p

minimum

minimum flux

Iogarithmic temperature difference

target tÊmperature

remaining problem afrer selecting match rn

shifted

supply

ta¡get

total

process

L
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